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Introduction
Adapted from (Van Asselt and Rotmans, 2001)

Society is increasingly confronted with complex issues. As a consequence, decision-makers are
ever more struggling with complexity. The features of today’s complexity are that:
• there is not one problem, but a tangled web of related problems (multi-problem).
• it lies across, or at the intersection of, many disciplines, i.e. it has an economic, environmental,
socio-cultural and institutional/political dimension (multi-domain).
• the underlying processes interact on various scale levels (local, regional, national, continental
and global) and on different temporal scales (multi-scale).
• Many different actors are involved (multi-actor)
Partly due to complexity, the role of scientific decision-support is undergoing a fundamental
change: from ‘speaking-truth-to-power’ to ‘mutual construction’, and from giving answers to
highlighting uncertainty, risk and robust strategies.
Taking these features of complexity into account, it is clear that disciplinary approaches and
classical decision-making fail to address complex issues adequately. Scientific breakthroughs are
especially needed through synergy of disciplines. To that end, bridges are needed between natural
science and social science, and between science and decision-making. Integrated Assessment (IA)
involves such an interdisciplinary journey, with the explicit purposes to better inform policy and
support decision-making. Integrated Assessment attempts to shed light on complex issues by
illuminating different aspects: from causes to impacts and from options to strategies. The basic
idea of Integrated Assessment is to combine, interpret and communicate knowledge from
different scientific disciplines. Although stakeholder participation is not a necessary prerequisite,
the conviction is growing that it is a vital element in IA. The engagement of stakeholders
improves the quality by giving access to contextual knowledge and experience, and to a wider
range of perspectives and options. It does not imply that IA is a process of consensus building; it
is the explicit goal of Integrated Assessment to highlight uncertainty and different risk
perceptions and thus (potential) tensions and conflicts.
Integrated Assessment aims to facilitate a process in which insights on complexity are coproduced by scientists, stakeholders and decision-makers. For years, multi-disciplinary teams of
scientists, especially in environmental science, have been working in this way without calling it
‘Integrated Assessment’. In the past decade or so, Integrated Assessment has been increasingly
recognised as a specific branch of science. This is exemplified by the recent launching of the
Integrated Assessment Society (TIAS), by the international journal ‘Integrated Assessment’, by
the European Forum for Integrated Environmental Assessment (EFIEA) in which over 30
European research institutes participate, and by the increasing number of projects, research
programs, scholarly workshops and scientific conferences that refer to Integrated Assessment.
The current state of IA can be considered as the culmination of a process of decades that involved
both the changing nature of the issues on the societal agenda as well as the evolution from monodisciplinary to multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary research.
In view of the development of Integrated Assessment, it is important that young talented
researchers become familiar with the field of IA. To that end, it is important to train young talents
in using the tools and methods for Integrated Assessment adequately in an interdisciplinary
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endeavour. Under auspices of the European Commission, DG XII and the European Forum for
Integrated Environmental Assessment (EFIEA), the International Centre for Integrative Studies
(ICIS) affiliated with Maastricht University organised the first IA summercourse, i.e.: ‘Puzzle
solving for policy: Tools and methods for Integrated Assessment’ in 1999. Following up on the
great success of this first edition, a second IA summercourse was organised in 2003. The aims of
this summercourse were:
• to educate young scientists on the state-of-the-art in Integrated Assessment,
• to train young scientists to apply tools and methods for Integrated Assessment in policy
contexts,
• to provide young scientists with the opportunity to enter an active interdisciplinary research
community,
• to create a network of young IA researchers,
• to enhance long-term prospects of Integrated Assessment by training a new generation.
The course aimed at young researchers, post-graduate students and young professionals from both
the natural and the social sciences. Close to 150 candidates from all over Europe applied for
participating in this 2 week course, that took place from 1 till 12 September 2003 in Maastricht,
the Netherlands. A total of 30 participants were selected by an international selection committee,
based on both individual and group criteria. The individual criteria pertained to quality,
capabilities, motivation and research interests. The group criteria involved (in order of priority)
an equal distribution of social and natural scientists, gender, age, nationality and institute.
Contents of the course
The available tools and methods for Integrated Assessment can be roughly divided into analytical
methods and participatory approaches. While analytical methods are often rooted in natural
sciences, participatory methods, also labelled as interactive or deliberative methods, stem from
social sciences. The group of analytical methods is reasonably well-defined and basically
includes model analysis, scenario analysis and uncertainty & risk analysis. Their commonality is
that they provide analytical frameworks for representing and structuring scientific knowledge in
an integrated manner. The group of participatory methods, however, involves a plethora of
methods, varying from expert panels, delphi methods, to gaming, policy exercises and focus
groups. Participatory methods have in common that they aim to involve non-scientists as
stakeholders in the process, where the assessment effort is driven by stakeholder-scientist
interactions. A sophisticated use of various methods is needed, to be able to meet the ambitions
associated with Integrated Assessment. The ultimate design for the specific approach for
performing a particular integrated assessment depends on the context of the assessment (see
Figure 1)

Policy context
Analytical
methods
models

Participatory
methods
Uncertainty &
risk methods

Scenarios
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Figure 1:Tools and methods for IA.

The course was subdivided into five coherent blocks, i.e. (see Figure 2):
• Science-Policy-Society (SPS) interface: the aim of this block was to make the students well
aware of the ultimate decision-support aim of Integrated Assessment and the specific
requirements that are associated with this objective. The SPS interface block scoped the
course.
• integrative concepts
• IA-modelling
• scenarios
• uncertainty management
• participatory methods
The aim of the four methodological blocks was to present the methods available, to train the
students in using them, in choosing the ‘right’ ones in a specific context and in applying them in
practise.

SPS
interface

integrative
concepts

participatory
methods

models

scenarios

uncertainty
management

Figure 2: Contents of the course.

The course involved substantive lectures of leading scholars in the field of Integrated Assessment
(see Table 1). To provide the students with the opportunity for thorough, high-level and in-depth
discussions, the morning sessions involved just one or two lectures. The lecturers were asked to
provide a brief overview of the main points they wished to make in their presentations. Most
lecturers submitted an overview; these can be found in part A of this book.
Block
Science-Policy-Society
interface

IA modelling

Lecturers
- Teresa Ribeiro (European
Commission)
- prof.dr. Tim O'Riordan (University
of East Anglia)
- prof.dr. John Schellnhuber (Tyndall
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-

Integrative concepts

-

Scenarios

-

Uncertainty management

Participatory methods

-

-

Centre)
dr. Pim Martens (ICIS)
dr. Guy Engelen (RIKS)
prof. dr. Claudia Kemfert (University
of Oldenburg)
dr. Kasper Kok (ICIS)
prof. dr. Jan Rotmans (ICIS)
dr. Johan Schot (University of
Eindhoven)
Jasper Grosskurth (ICIS)
dr. Chris Anastasi (British Energy)
dr. Dale Rothman (Mackaulay
institute
dr. Frank Ruff (Daimler Chrysler)
Philip van Notten (ICIS)
prof.dr. Jan Rotmans (ICIS)
dr. Jerry Ravetz
dr. Marjolein van Asselt (University
of Maastricht)
prof.dr. Carlo Jaeger (Potsdam
Institute for Climate Impact
Research)
Nicole Rijkens & Mita Patel (ICIS)
dr. David Tabara (Universitat
Autonoma de Barcelona)

Table 1: Lecturers at the course.

The afternoon sessions were devoted to working group sessions. Along the lines of the
participants' personal interests, they could choose among four different working groups treating
the subjects of:
•
•
•
•

Modelling
Scenarios
Participatory methods
Transitions and Transition management

The output of two weeks of dynamic teamwork was presented the final day for a panel with Jan
Rotmans and Dale Rothman as critical commentators. In the months after the workshop, each
working group has been team-working electronically to write a paper describing their IA
research. The papers have been scientifically reviewed by the summer course organisers and their
criticism and comments have been processed again by the working groups. The final working
group reports are collected in part B of this book.
Next to the lectures and working group sessions, the course involved some excursions and social
events. We enjoyed ourselves with a walk-and-quiz through Maastricht, hitting the bongo’s in a
Maastricht bar, risking our lives kayaking on the wild Meuse River (getting a free lecture on
nature development along the Meuse), and making a big party to say farewell. No reports of the
social events are found in this book, which is only for the better.
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This book
With this book we try to capture the two weeks of interesting lectures, high-level discussions and
dynamic team work in such a way that it can serve as a second volume of the provisional
handbook for Integrated Assessment for those who would like to try themselves. This book
contains the papers on the lectures, the working group reports and an epilogue summarising some
lessons learned. The contents of the binder which the participants got as source of information is
listed in the List of Literature of Appendix II.
This book is meant to serve as a source of inspiration and information for researchers and
practitioners whose work involves decision-support on complex issues. It is furthermore of
interest to the IA community, because it illustrates the challenges associated with training young
researchers and professionals in the art of integration. We hope that the enthusiastic and creative
spirit of the summer course can be felt between the lines.
References
Van Asselt, M. B. A., J. Rotmans and S.C.H. Greeuw (2001). Puzzle-solving for policy: A
provisional handbook for Integrated Assessment. Maastricht, The Netherlands, ICIS &
IFIEA.
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1. Sustaining Science
By Tim O’Riordan

Science Under Fire
Scientists generally like to think of themselves as a specialised culture that commands respect.
The notion of a “tribal culture” comes from its desire for internal rules for conducting research
and evaluating the quality of the results. Established science believes in testing laws or
hypotheses, verifying by replication, modelling for prediction, and maintaining authority through
rigorous peer review. In this way, so it seems, science should remain independent, authoritative
and constantly innovating, seeking a wider and higher “truth” (see de Groot, 1995; Huxhan and
Sumner, 2002).
Public opinion does not regard science quite so charitably. Various surveys conducted by Market
Opinion Research International (MORI) have shown that:
•

about four in ten judge science by its social benefit, or contribution to social welfare, not
just because it is “blue sky” or enquiring for its own sake;

•

nearly seven in ten doe not trust science to be either independent or authoritative. They
see science as being influenced by commercial or political funding, or simply obsessed
by publication and self-advancement;

•

some seven in ten also tend to support and believe in the science offered by nongovernmental organisations, even though they are lobbying groups with unashamed bias.
This suggests that trust lies not in advocacy as such, but in the perceived independence
from the influential money of business and political interests;

•

nearly half no longer believe that science alone can understand, let alone solve, current
socio-political issues such as global environmental change, vulnerability of
disadvantaged peoples, and social justice and development and resource management.
Science is not deemed to be the vehicle for managing global ills, conflicts within science
and sustainability.

The difficulty facing established scientific approaches lie in the emerging of social values and
scientific examination, the huge pressures to influence a needy political decision, the media
demand for instant response and before peer review publication, and the generic uncertainties in
main aspects of scientific analysis.
The role of science and technology has been sweepingly characterised by Ulrich Beck (1992) as
being the generator of societal problems by creating prolonged and self-perpetuating dependence
on scientific solutions. Nuclear power breeds a specially-toxic form of radioactive waste that only
a very particular science and technology can contain. Genetically modified crops contain genes
that are supposed to “die” after one year of growth. This locks the farmer into dependent purchase
of more seeds. But the terminator gene can also fail, so nearby wild genes may become
contaminated. If the wild stock slowly disappears, then biotechnology becomes the only plant
stock for all future generations. It is this technological self-advancement that cause many to argue
for a much more democratic control of science. And this in turn has forced science to confront the
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ethics of its implications for the well-being of natural processes and future generations. Such
values are not easily integrated into mainstream science.
So the democratisation of science has carried with it a fresh look at the principle of precaution. It
is now not enough to pause in the fact of possible irreversible threat. It is becoming necessary to
pause just because a serious threat is possible, but never avoidable. So precaution is becoming a
political weapon to alter the direction of science. Genetic cloning, the uncertain future of
nanotechnology and the whole arena for biotechnology all fall into this “net” of precautionary
ethics and guiding stewardship.
Implications for Methodology
All this means that science is beginning to come to terms with a deliberative democracy. This
notion means the bringing in of social values into the processes for regulating science and
technology. The basic procedures involve deepening and widening the issues raised by science,
social values and uncertainty. They involve devices such as science courts (where citizens quiz
scientists) and citizens’ juries (where citizens judge scientists) and deliberative panels (where
diverging interests try to reach consensus) (see Irwin, 1995) for a full review).
Such procedures are becoming more commonplace. But they hugely depend on time, money,
careful preparation and a wide range of inputs and studies. Busy societies do not like deliberation
for they slow down decisions. Harassed politicians also do not like deliberation since they
challenge internal administrative arrangements and outlooks, and transfer power from the centre
to less manageable groups.
Yet deliberation will not go away because it is becoming necessary in the present public mood of
political and regulatory criticism. In addition, many new laws and regulations require a degree of
deliberation to establish legitimacy in a complex and controversial decision arena. So deliberation
will need to become more of the lifeblood of education for a participatory science. This in turn
will mean a fresh look at how science is taught in schools and colleges, with more emphasis on
values, ethics, regulatory flexibility and political honesty. This is a tall order, but a necessary one.
Intuitive Methodologies
Intuition is the sense of “feeling” that is born of an inner drive for certainty and self-assurance
rather than rational information and assessment. We all operate by intuition, mostly because it
forms the basis of our values, our social relations and our social trust.
This means that scientific research in the future may be more about feelings, about a sense of
honesty, integrity and trust, and not simply data generated by observation or interview. Intuitive
methodologies mean empathy with those who are partners to the research effort, i.e. those whose
role and influence are critical to defining a problem and creating an outcome. There is a strong
case for a series of specialised workshops in intuition in deliberation and precautionary science.
This suggests too that science may also involve the odyssey of personal observation and learning.
There is a strong case of maintaining in scientific “diary” of changing feelings and observations
as the scientific research journey evolves. Maybe each chapter of a doctoral thesis requires a
special statement of those reactions and their consequences for evolving methodology. There will
be personal decisions, but they could be enormously enlightening and a vital source of fresh
learning.
References
Beck, U. 1992. Risk Society. Sage, London.
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de Groot, W.T. 1993. Environmental Science Theory. Elsevier, Dordrecht.
Huxham, N. and Sumner, D. 2002. Science for Environmental Decision Making. Prentice Hall,
Harlow, Essex.
Irwin, A. 1995. Citizen Science. Routledge, London.
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2. Integrated Assessment Models
By Pim Martens

Introduction
In general, integrated assessment models try to describe quantitatively as much as possible the
cause-effect relationship of a phenomenon (vertical integration), and the cross-linkages and
interactions between different contextual circumstances and processes (horizontal integration),
including feedbacks and adaptations. Feedback processes can amplify or dampen important
aspects of the system. For example, an important determinant of the number of people infected by
malaria is the level of (temporary) immunity within the target population. In highly endemic
regions with a high prevalence of immunity, the impact of a climate-related increase in the
malaria transmission potential of the mosquito population will be low and will soon be
counteracted by the further boost in immunity.
However, any attempt to fully represent a complex issue and its numerous interlinkages with
other issues in a quantitative model is doomed to failure. Nevertheless, even a simplified but
integrated model can provide a useful guide to complex issues and complement highly detailed
models that cover only some parts of complex phenomena.
Among the major strengths of IA models are their ability to:
•
•
•
•

explore interactions and feedbacks: explicit inclusion of interactions and feedback
mechanisms between subsystems can yield insights that disciplinary studies cannot offer;
serve as flexible and rapid simulation tools: the simplified nature and flexible structure of IA
models permit rapid prototyping of new concepts and scientific insights;
provide consistent frameworks to structure scientific knowledge: critical uncertainties, gaps in
scientific knowledge and weaknesses in discipline-oriented expert models can be identified;
serve as tools for communication: IA models can be useful tools in communicating complex
scientific issues to decision-makers, disciplinary scientists, stakeholders, and the general
public.

Obviously, IA models also have limitations and weaknesses. Among the most important ones are
their:
•
•
•
•

high level of integration: many processes occur at a micro level, far below the spatial and
temporal aggregation of current IA models;
inadequate treatment of uncertainties: IA models are prone to an accumulation of
uncertainties, and to a variety of types and sources of uncertainty;
absence of stochastic behaviour: most IA models describe processes in a continuous,
deterministic manner, excluding extreme conditions that may significantly influence the longterm systems behaviour;
limited calibration and validation: the high level of aggregation implies an inherent lack of
empirical variables and parameters, and current data sets are often too small and/or unreliable
to apply.

In general, several steps can be distinguished when building an integrated assessment model
(Figure 1). Building an IAM starts with a problem definition that implies a certain problem
perception. An example of a problem definition underlying IA projects in the field of climate
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change is: “Will a change in the global climate system in the future change the distribution of
vector-borne diseases, and if so, how will that change manifest itself?”

policy
recommendations

problem
definition
conceptual
model

assessment

modelling
uncertainty &
sensitivity analysis
experiments

Figure 1: IAM cycle (Rotmans and van Asselt 1999).
The next step in this cycle is to design a conceptual model. One way is to adopt a systems-oriented
approach inspired by systems theory which originated in the 1960s (e.g. Forrester, 1961; Forrester,
1968; Bertalanffy, 1968; Goodman 1974). Notwithstanding the relativity of the concept ‘system’, the
systems view always treats systems as integrated wholes of their subsidiary components and never as
the mechanistic aggregate of parts in separate causal relations (Laszlo, 1972). Complex problems
like climate change, human health and sustainable development require an examination of the natural
resilience and buffer capacity of natural reservoirs and vulnerability of human populations in relation
to anthropogenic disturbances. Such complex issues can be represented by a set of interconnected
cause-effect chains. These inextricably interconnected cause-effect chains form a complex system,
the properties of which are more than just the sum of its constituent subsystems.
Such a conceptual model forms the basis for a formal integrated assessment model. Data gathering,
searching for valid equations in the literature, programming, calibration and validation are all part of
this modelling phase. Once the model is implemented and tested, experiments and sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis can be performed. This enables the analyst(s) to sketch legitimate pathways into
the future.
Instead of getting stuck with a whole set of future trajectories, the challenge is to synthesise these
experiments and results of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis into a coherent assessment. Such an
assessment involves addressing questions like ‘Which social and environmental trends are likely to
become dominant in the course of the next century?’, and ‘Which developments will probably
constitute major threats to the environment and the health of populations?’. The next step in the
assessment involves translation of these long-term insights into short-term policy recommendations.
The insights gathered by those assessment exercises reveal a description of the issue under concern
that is likely to deviate from the problem perception in the initial phase of the scientific assessment.
Ideally, the new understanding, in turn, evokes an iteration of the IA cycle.
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IA Modelling of Population and Health
In modelling population dynamics, fertility modelling approaches are widely accepted but only
recently have existing mathematical techniques been introduced in the broader health area (e.g.
Weinstein, Coxson et al., 1987; Martens, 1998). Usually, regression techniques are used to
explore the relations between broad health determinants, like literacy, income status, nutritional
status, water supply and sanitation, education and medical services, and the health status
measured in healthy life expectancy. However, these regression techniques can only give some
suggestive evidence on the causes of population and health changes. Statistical models to estimate
future fertility and health levels are based on extrapolation of past and current data. They operate
on a short time horizon, and are static in terms of specifying the dynamics behind changing
fertility and health patterns. Therefore, there is a need for integrated approaches that take into
account the simultaneous occurrence of multiple risk factors and diseases, as well as cause-effect
relationships. Such an integrated approach cannot be used in the clinical area on an individual
basis, but is appropriate at the population level.
In Rotmans and de Vries (1997), an integrated systems approach to population and health is
presented. A generic model was designed, which simulates the driving forces (socio-economic
and environmental factors), fertility behaviour and disease-specific mortality, burden of disease
and life expectancy as well as the size and structure of the population, and a number of fertility
and health policies. The major objective of the population and health model is to simulate
changes in morbidity and mortality levels under varying social, economic and environmental
conditions. Hilderink elaborated on this modelling framework and developed the PHOENIX
model (Hilderink, 2000).
A second but related example is the MIASMA framework, which is designed to describe the
major cause and effects relationships between atmospheric changes and human population health
(Martens, 1999). The model focuses on climate change (in terms of changes in temperature and
precipitation) and ozone depletion (in terms of changes in UV-B radiation). Under varying
climate and ozone regimes, changes in the dynamics and distribution of vector-borne diseases are
simulated (malaria, schistosomiasis and dengue), changing patterns of skin cancer incidences, and
changing mortality levels as a result of thermal stress.
References
Bertalanffy, L. v. (1968). General Systems Theory: Foundations, Development, Applications.
New York, USA, Braziller.
Forrester, J. W. (1961). Industrial Dynamics. Cambridge, USA, MIT Press.
Forrester, J. W. (1968). Principles of Systems. Cambridge, USA, Wright-Allen Press Inc.
Goodman, M. R. (1974). Study Notes in System Dynamics. Cambridge, USA, Wright-Allen
Press Inc.
Hilderink, H. (2000). World population in transition: an integrated regional modelling
framework. Amsterdam, Thela Thesis.
Laszlo, E. (1972). The Systems View of the World: The Natural Philosophy of the New
Development in Sciences. New York, USA, Braziller.
Martens, P. (1998). Health and climate change: Modelling the impacts of global warming and
ozone depletion. London, UK, Earthscan Publications Ltd.
Martens, P. (1999). “MIASMA: Modelling framework for the health Impact Assessment of Maninduced Atmospheric changes - CD ROM.” Electronic Series on Integrated Assessment
Modeling 2.
Rotmans, J. and H. J. M. de Vries, Eds. (1997). Perspectives on global change: The TARGETS
approach. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
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3. Integration Novelties: New thinking for modelling, adaptation and
mitigation
By John Schellnhuber1 and Sarah Cornell

Introduction
There is often a need to bring together disparate knowledge from many different intellectual
disciplines in order to provide a full picture of reality, on which we can base our actions in a
reliable and informed manner. Climate change is an issue for which this is particularly true, and
the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research was conceived and established in order to
research, assess, and importantly to communicate the options for mitigation and adaptation to
climate change, from a transdisciplinary perspective. It is an important part of our purpose to
ensure not merely that knowledge is generated, but that it is integrated across multiple scales,
across academic divides, and into a context of sustainable development.
Such a task would be onerous for any one institution, so the Tyndall Centre is itself a novel
entity: a distributed centre bringing together expertise from many UK institutions. There are nine
partners in the Tyndall consortium (Figure 1), with many other collaborations forged with
organisations in academia, commerce, and the wider community. The Centre itself receives
funding from three UK research councils (NERC, ESRC and EPSRC) and from the Department
for Trade and Industry. These multiple connections mean that the broadest possible range of
knowledge sources can be integrated, and the responses proposed by the Centre to deal with
climate pressures are targeted and put in context. Debate and discourse explicitly underpin
Tyndall Centre research, because integrating different bodies of knowledge is a complex task, and
because we want our outputs to be relevant to all those concerned with climate change issues.
Ongoing stakeholder engagement has been used from the outset to shape priorities, while at the
“output end”, communication is again critical in motivating society to deal with climate change.
CLIMATE SCIENCE
ENGINEERING &
TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT
MODELLING

SCENARIOS &
POLIC
Tyndall Consortium: Y

University of East Anglia, Norwich
University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology
University of Southampton/Southampton Oceanography Centre
Cranfield University, School of Management
Cambridge University
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
University of Sussex Science and T echnology Policy Research Unit
University of Leeds, Institute for Transport Studies
Energy Research Unit, CLRC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

APPLIED ECONOMIC
MODELLING

IMPACT & ADAPTATION
ANALYSIS

ARCHITECTURE

1 Professor John Schellnhuber is the Research Director of the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change
Research, and holds a Chair at the School of Environmental Sciences, UEA, Norwich. He is also Director
of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK), and Professor of Theoretical Physics at the
University of Potsdam. For further information on the work described here, contact Sarah Cornell,
s.cornell@uea.ac.uk.
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Figure 1: The Tyndall Consortium and its academic disciplines
There are many ways to integrate knowledge, and the Tyndall Centre provides a showcase for
some of these through its four Research Themes. These Themes are described in the following
section. The final two sections of this document briefly outline Tyndall’s Community Integrated
Assessment Model, and UNICS, a conceptual programme for dealing with climate change
management over the next century.
Overview of Integration in the Tyndall Centre
1. Integrating Frameworks: This Theme combines methods and models from contexts as
diverse as economics, physics, and geography, to bring together climate change information so
that future effects of different policy choices can be explored. These methods are usually referred
to as Integrated Assessment (IA) frameworks. Tyndall projects in this Research Theme are
working towards a “next generation” distributed and collaborative IA model, which will address,
inter alia, non-linear impacts such as singular and extreme climate events, and processes of
technological change. Linked modules in different locations are able to run remotely, yet in a
coordinated manner. Adding new modules into the system gives scope for flexibility in the
questions that the model can assess. Examples of such modules include ecosystems models, and
models of land use change, demography and migration. An ongoing task for Tyndall researchers
is to explore the feedback mechanisms between the different components of the model and the
propagation of uncertainty between modules.
2. Decarbonising Modern Societies: In Research Theme 2, the starting point has been the
specific target of reducing CO2 and greenhouse gas emissions in the UK. Again, the key is
integration of what have historically been compartmentalised disciplines, and the output of this
work will lead to the improved representation in IA models of carbon flows though the economy
and environment. Researchers in this theme are investigating geological and biological carbon
sequestration options, integrating technical and engineering analyses with assessment of
environmental impacts, financial feasibility, legal and political implications and public
acceptance. They are assessing promising technologies for new and renewable energy sources to
substitute fossil fuel use, reducing emissions through more efficient power generation and lower
energy demands. They are also examining the implications of UK and European climate change
policies, such as the Climate Change Levy and Renewables Obligation.
3. Adapting to Climate Change: This Theme explores the question of how people and the
environment respond to unavoidable changes in climate. Most discussions about climate change
focus on steady and gradual changes, but the best current projections as summarised by the IPCC
indicate that there will be more extreme weather events, such as floods, droughts, heat waves and
windstorms. The climate system may also change rapidly – as has happened in the past. Tyndall
researchers are analysing the vulnerability of organisations, ecosystems and countries to both
gradual and extreme changes in climate. They are developing scenarios that illustrate the effects
of extremes and abrupt changes; investigating critical thresholds beyond which it will be hard to
adapt (such as changes in the thermohaline ocean circulation or the melting of polar ice sheets),
and finding ways to represent such changes in the Tyndall IA model. The costs and benefits of
adapting are being considered, along with the practical issues of uncertainty and timing of
responsive measures, and of social justice and equity.
4. Sustaining the Coastal Zone: In Research Theme 4, the Tyndall Centre demonstrates its
integration power. It focuses on climate-induced environmental changes on coastlines, using the
UK and the Caribbean as case locations. The interplay of human activities and natural processes
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are explored in a regional coastal simulator, demonstrating the focused use of IA models in a
local, vulnerable environment. Researchers are exploring the sensitivity and adaptability of
coastal economic sectors and environmental services to climate change. Strategies to conserve
coastal biodiversity are being developed and tested. The research is identifying a “working
toolbox” of flood and coastal defence options, from realigning coastal structures to accommodate
higher sea levels and storm surges, to reinforcing engineered sea walls to conserve important
areas. Radically new management strategies such as relocation need to be supported by careful
analysis and wide participation, so new methods of stakeholder involvement, such as virtualreality sessions, are being appraised.
Tyndall’s Interactive Integrated Assessment Process
The Interactive Integrated Assessment Process (IIAP) relies on an ongoing constructive exchange
between the scientific community and its stakeholders (Figure 2), with the IIAP operator as the
mediator in this exchange. On one side, there are (compartmentalised) scientists generating a
body of knowledge about the world, and on the other, multiple stakeholders relying on targeted
knowledge to solve complex environmental problems. IIAP aims to ensure that knowledge flows
in both directions. As mentioned briefly above, our approach is a modular, multi-purpose IA
model framework, informed by a community of stakeholders. At present, the Community IA
Model (CIAM) links a global climate module (MAGICC-SCENGEN) based at Norwich; a global
economics module (from Cambridge), and a global impacts module (from PIK, Germany). Many
more components will be added over the next two years.

Figure 2: Tyndall ‘s Interactive Integrated Assessment Process (IIAP)
This process has evolved from a comparatively simple linkage of climate system and economics
modules, with a climate downscaler and an impacts toolkit. Greater complexity is being
incorporated, with land and oceanic biogeochemical cycling supplementing greenhouse gas
emissions linkages between the economics and climate system modules. Progress is being made
on integrating concepts that are more difficult to constrain in conceptual terms, because of very
high uncertainty or non-linearity (as in the case of extreme events), or where cause/effect
behaviour is highly complex (as in modules reliant on qualitative sociological information, such
as migration and vulnerability). There are, of course, multiple feedbacks within this framework,
and it is the interactive nature of the model that allows these to be tested and explored.
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The prototype CIAM relies on a linkage of component modules through interfaces that describe
(a) the required inputs and possible outputs; (b) how and where to execute the module; and (c)
how to couple the modules. In this way, the CIAM prototype can be deployed across multiple
institutions. Future plans for the model include feedback of climate induces impacts on the global
economy; a more detailed assessment of climate impacts; and uncertainty analysis. The latter
involves:
investigation of the robustness of IA model results to paradigm shifts. This is achieved
through substitution of alternative single-disciplinary modules;
investigation of robustness to the use of single-disciplinary models of different complexity,
for example, of the climate system;
investigation of robustness to errors in data (the model parameters), through the application
of a Bayesian statistical technique.
UNICS – A Unified Certificate System for Climate Change Management
A critical problem facing the planet is that the present human-generated greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions profile has triggered a set of mostly damaging anthropogenic climate impacts, yet to
reduce those emissions to zero in a short timescale is impossible due to socioeconomic needs and
systems properties. There is thus a need for a portfolio coping strategy, that i) avoids intolerable
impacts; ii) provides adequate adaptation to residual climate change (i.e. until the global climate
system returns to normal); and iii) establishes minimum standards of justice.
The strategic instrument proposed is called UNICS, a Unified Certificate System for Climate
Change Management. It will confine climate change to the sub-catastrophic domain by limiting
the GHG emissions profile through emissions permits (Permissions) allocated globally on a per
capita basis. Compensation for residual damages arises through a mirror set of adaptation
vouchers (Admissions) determined for each country on a differential vulnerability basis. In other
words, countries with excess of permissions over admissions would need to provide
compensatory measures to the countries where the situation is reversed. The control of this
certificates system would be executed through a planetary authority (PLATO), responsible for
Permissions/Admissions trading and regular re-valuation (in the light of emerging climate
science) and ultimately, invalidation.
The timeline for UNICS is critically important (Figure 3). In broad terms, 250 years ago,
industrialisation began, and by 100 years ago, emissions of GHG were becoming significant in
terms of impact-inducing atmospheric concentrations. The UNICS window would need to be of a
similar scale – by 100 years from now, subject to a cycle of progressive re-valuation and
reappraisal of the climate system response, the allocated Permissions would expire. By 2100,
humanity would have had to adapt and adopt low-emissions lifestyles and technologies. The
compensation period would extend beyond this emissions period, such that the expiration of the
Admissions would be some fifty years later. Our current best estimates suggest that climate
impacts would still be felt halfway through the next millennium (~2500) if action to curb
emissions were taken now.
To allocate the Permissions (GHG emissions permits), assume maximum tolerable global
emissions, EG( 0 ) , in a given time interval [T0, T1], and E(t) ≡ 0 for t > T1, i.e., phasing out of fossil
fuels thereafter. This maximum is divided into K permissions initially of 1 Mt C each.
A simple per capita allocation follows, in which Country n receives K(n) permissions at T0,
where K(n) = π(n)K; π(n) = P(n; T0)/PG(T0); P(n; T0) is the country’s population size at T0; and
PG(T0) is the world population at T0. At T0, PLATO also estimates the total damage, D(0)( n ),
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In a sense, Permissions and Admissions constitute a twin currency registered by a common serial
number k. Most important is the assignment of k to the certificates packages owned by the
respective countries. This assignment is done in the following way:
Let ∆(n) = δ(0)(n) – π(n) for all countries. If ∆(n) ≤ 0, then the serial numbers of Admissions
correspond to the first K(n) serial numbers of Permissions, which are labelled according to
lexical order of the country names. If ∆(n) ≥ 0, the first K(n) serial numbers of Admissions are
the serial numbers of the country’s Permissions, but residual K(n) – K(n) numbers would be
drawn from a PLATO-supervised lottery, disposing of the excess permission numbers of ∆<0countries.
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Figure 3: UNICS Timing
The crucial point is that the holder of Permission k owes the holder of mirror Admission k the
damage estimate for the Admission target country.
Once Permissions and Admissions are allocated, PLATO would be able to supervise deals
between countries, such as invalidations negotiated between an Admission holder and the
corresponding Permission holder, or a range of other trade or sale transactions. Among the
advantages of this approach is its capacity to accommodate “climate sceptic” nations, who could
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continue to pursue business-as-usual policies, but with the compulsion to recognise and
contribute to the adaptation costs of the other nations who may feel the future consequences.
Dynamism is fundamental to the design of the scheme, with re-valuation and reconfinement at
various stages in the process (Figure 3). This periodic reappraisal addresses problems of
sensitivity and uncertainty. UNICS lends itself to model simulation and deeper exploration using
Game Theory and other economic and behavioural investigation methods.
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4. Sustainable Development: Understanding the System with
SCENE and QSA
By Jasper Grosskurth

The transition towards a sustainable society is one of the major challenges for today’s policy
makers. Since the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro a wide range of political, scientific,
business-based and individual initiatives have been undertaken in order to achieve sustainable
development. An indicator for the increasing role and acceptance of the scientific contribution to
sustainable development is the official participation of researchers and scientific organizations
during the recent World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg. A key question in
that context is how to handle sustainability related issues that touch a wide range of disciplines to
develop strategies for the sustainable development of regions.
Since ‘sustainability’ and the closely related ‘sustainable development’ have made their entry in
science and politics, researchers have been struggling to define, measure, analyse, communicate
and stimulate sustainability. It’s a struggle, because sustainability is a so-called wicked issue1. I
propose to start a new round in this struggle.
The previous two rounds have been more or less comprehensive lists of indicators and indices
related to sustainable development (e.g. OECD, 1993; Daly, 1994; Redefining Progress, 1995;
Wackernagel and Rees, 1996; Meadows, 1998; UN-DPCSD, 1999) and quantitative models,
mostly based on system dynamics (e.g. Meadows, 1972, 1982, 1992; CEC, 1995; Hertel and
Tsigas, 1997; Rotmans, 1997; CPB, 1999; Hughes, 1999; SDRI, 1999; IPCC, 2000).
Both approaches require among others quantifiable measures and indicators. This restriction has
lead to a severe imbalance between the economic, ecological and social aspects of sustainable
development (see e.g. Greeuw, 2000). Also the quantitative results have distracted the public
discourse and decision–makers away from the dynamics of sustainable development towards a
discussion on the development of specific indicators in time and their measurement (see e.g. the
discussion concerning (Lomborg, 2002)). Policy action is therefore undertaken not on the basis of
an integrated approach, but on the basis of scattered symptoms of un-sustainability, such as airpollution, crime rates or government debt, leading to inefficient solutions and counter-intuitive
surprises (Grosskurth, 2002a).
What is needed is a method to further the fundamental understanding of the underlying dynamics
of sustainable development, a transparent and intuitive process to arrive at this understanding, and
relevant results for communication and action.
The research efforts at ICIS concerning Qualitative System Analysis (QSA) can serve as a first
contribution towards the focus change from indicator analysis to system understanding
(Grosskurth, 2002b). QSA has its roots in the so-called SCENE concept.
With the SCENE model we continue the traditional distinction of different forms of capital as
developed at UN-DPCSD and the World Bank. We distinguish three forms of sustainabilitycapital: SoCial, ENvironmental and Economic, hence the acronym SCENE. The social capital
1 The term ‘wicked problem’ has been coined and defined in (Rittel, 1973). In line with Liebl
(1996) I prefer the term ‘wicked issue’.
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also includes institutional and cultural aspects. We extended the concept of interaction between
the capital-domains and the way in which capital stocks are described helping to describe and
analyse context and dynamics more accurately. With these additions, the triangle is transformed
from a concept for the structuring of sets of indicators for sustainability to a model, that allows
the analysis of underlying dynamics and integrated strategy analysis and decision support. Figure
1 is a schematic representation of the “naked” SCENE model.

Figure 1: The SCENE model (Rotmans, 1998)
SCENE represents the three pillars of sustainability (Socio-Cultural, ENvironmental, Economic).
Within SCENE a region or a theme is described on the basis of stocks and flows, which are
visualised as boxes and arrows.
Each capital domain contains a number of stocks. These stocks can be quite generic terms, such
as ‘quality of life’ (social capital), ‘environmental quality’ (ecological capital), or ‘economic
vitality’ (economic capital). The genericity of the stocks decreases the tendency to favour stocks
in the selection, for which quantitative data are readily available. The main criterion for the
inclusion of a specific stock must be its relevance for the issue or region under research.
From the legacy of system dynamic modelling, there is a tendency to describe a stock using a
single dimension, i.e. quantity. This approach does not do justice to the frequently apparent
interaction of different aspects of a single stock. We represent four aspects of a stock, namely its
quantity, its quality, its function and its spatial component.
In order to complete the structure of the SCENE model it is necessary to define the relationships
between the different stocks. We call these relationships ‘flows’. Flows are visualised in the
triangular SCENE model in the form of arrows. Depending on the research question, the focus on
placing the links can be on links between the generic stocks, between their characteristics or
between the selected indicators.
The clear structure of the triangular model makes it possible to represent the complexity of
sustainability in a way that does justice to the needs of communication and analysis alike. For
communication purposes one can choose an appropriate level of detail to provide insights into the
developments and context of sustainability related issues. For analysis the derivation of keyissues and stocks using participatory methods is a useful way to reduce the complexity with a
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minimal loss of information. By postponing the translation of the conceptual model into the black
box of a quantitative model, we enable participants to support maximally the process of defining
the details of the stocks and flows. The effect of this is, that the complexity is reduced in such a
way, that the policy relevance of the model is optimised.
The influence diagrams resulting from the SCENE approach can be enriched analysed with the
use of QSA. In QSA, we reformulate and apply methods developed in fields with an emphasis on
a qualitative understanding of systems, such as psychology or more recently bio-cybernetics (also
called socio-cybernetics) to increase the qualitative understanding and communication of these
systems. The hypothesis is that a transition towards sustainability is a closer target if the
underlying system is well understood, and that the SCENE/QSA approach helps to generate that
understanding.
The step-wise QSA method is based on the intuitive and transparent collection of system relevant
information and analyses this based on a flexible set of criteria, such as policy relevance,
uncertainty, speed of change, actors involved and quantifiability. QSA uses the influence matrix,
the active and passive sums, the force and the character. Extensions are information concerning
the 2nd and 3rd order passive and active sum, a matrix describing the influence that concerned and
unconcerned actors have on variables or links between them, a degree of uncertainty, concerning
these links, a degree of quantifiability and speed of change of links and variables, scale
distribution, sectoral distribution and other issue related vectors and dummy variables, that can be
varied per issue.
Without a need for quantification, the process delivers information on suitable policy levers,
promising strategies, modelling options and system alternatives. The results are useful for
processing by scientists and direct interpretation and implementation by decision-makers.
The gathering and processing of the collected information provides the researchers with a
thorough understanding of system properties and the role of single variables and links within that
network. Complex societal issues represented using QSA can be reduced to understandable,
quantifiable structures without significant loss of information. This is illustrated in the figure
below.

Figure 2: a network derived from a participatory process (left) and its reduced form (right).
Software from the field of network analysis supports the process. Several QSA based research
projects related to regional sustainable development are underway for the Dutch province of
Limburg and the Netherlands. As a result of these participatory research projects, we expect a
better understanding of sustainability and the points and strategies for interventions by
researchers and decision-makers.
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QSA is a significant step towards the integration of quantitative and qualitative models in a single
operational framework. Details and standardized software are likely to be developed as a result of
this approach
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5. Scaling issues in Integrated Assessment: Theoretical issues and
practical implementations in land use analysis
By Kasper Kok

Introduction
This paper aims at providing an overview of the theory and practice of scaling issues in Integrated
Assessment studies. First, theoretical problems associated with the notion of ‘scale’ are explained
and the consequences especially within Integrated Assessment studies are elaborated upon.
Second, two practical applications of multi-scale studies are given, both of which mainly deal
with land use changes. The focus is on spatial resolution in land use modelling (CLUE) and
spatial extent in scenario development (MedAction project). The paper finishes with indicating
promising future developments.
The theoretical considerations are largely based on Kok (2001). Information on the CLUE
modelling framework is extracted from Kok and Veldkamp (2001) and Kok et al. (2001). The
results of scenario development in MedAction will also be published by Kok et al. (2006a (in
press)), Kok et al. (2006b (in press), and Patel et al. (forthcoming).
Theoretical considerations
The land use system is highly complex (Hart, 1985; Fresco and Kroonenberg, 1992; Skole et al.,
1994). Through a web of bottom-up and top-down feedback mechanisms, relationships between
land use and their driving forces can disappear, can be strengthened, or can become non-linear.
The notion of complexity has consequences for the way the system should be described (Kolasa,
1989; Pickett et al., 1989). In recent years, awareness is growing within the community of land
use/cover change (LUCC) researchers (Turner et al, 1995; Nunes and Augé, 1999), that a correct
interpretation of observed processes is only possible when acknowledging the complexity of the
land use system. The land use change community lags behind in the recognition of the need for
research that deals specifically with complex systems. Much of the theoretical issues in land use
modelling draw from theories that were developed in ecology. Despite existing differences,
complex system theories as developed for the ecosystem might apply to the land use system (see
Loucks, 1977; Conway, 1987, Fresco, 1995). Ecologists have particularly stressed two aspects of
a complex system (Allen and Starr, 1982; Kolasa and Pickett, 1992; Jørgensen, 1994): functional
complexity and structural complexity. The system is functionally complex in the sense that it is
influenced by a great number of different factors, from a great variety of disciplines. Structural
complexity relates to the fact that the observed patterns and processes differ with the scale of
observation. In the following, both structural and functional complexity is addressed.
Structural complexity
The key concept of structural complexity is the existence of hierarchically nested levels within
the system. Allen and Starr (1982) first conceptualised the Hierarchy Theory for ecology, which
was later elaborated by O’Neill (O’Neill et al., 1986; O’Neill, 1988). To avoid confusion, it is
essential to differentiate between scale and level, following O’Neill and King (1998) in landscape
ecologists’ most recent plea for recognition of scale dependency (Peterson and Parker, 1998).
Level is defined as level of organisation and scale as level of observation. Whether the existence
of organisational levels emerges from the analysis depends on the adopted scales, which are
mostly selected arbitrarily. For some disciplines, level and scale coincide. Particularly in the
social sciences (economy, sociology, politics), levels are often defined by those who determine
the scale. Provinces and planning regions are examples of units at which planning measurements
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are implemented (level) as well as data collection takes place (scale). While the levels of
organisation within land use systems are still poorly understood, data collection takes place at
scales that are sometimes defined by other disciplines or techniques.
Again in agreement with ecologists the two main axes of scale are defined as: Both the limit of
resolution where a phenomenon is discernible and the extent over which the phenomena is
characterised in space and time. Numerous diagrams have been published that depict position of a
number of hierarchically nested levels in space and time. Recently, there has been a lively debate
on whether there is a third axis that is needed to define scale in human-influenced sciences (see
(Agawar et al., 2002; Rotmans and Rothman, 2003)). Proposals include terms like ‘functional
scale’ (Rotmans, 2003) or human decision making (Agawar et al., 2002).
A different issue, which is related to the level of observation is the so-called ‘aggregation error’.
This systematic ‘error’ always occurs when non-linear relationships are translated to more
aggregated scales and can be explained with simple mathematics (see (Rastetter et al., 1992;
Easterling, 1997). Rastetter and his co-workers have mathematically shown how non-linear
relationships will always become more linear when data are aggregated. An example that is
known to occur is the non-linear relation between yield and fertiliser input at the field scale,
which tends to become linear at coarser scales. In literature, this property is often referred to as
aggregation error (e.g. (Bartel et al., 1988; Turner and O’Neill, 1994; Jansen and Stoorvogel,
1998)).
Functional complexity (integrated approach)
Functional complexity indicates that a complete analysis of any complex system needs to be
multidisciplinary (Loucks, 1977; Clayton and Radcliffe, 1995). An integrated approach is then
indispensable when the system’s behaviour is to be fully understood. Until now, (spatially
explicit) land use studies have focussed primarily on biophysical land use drivers enthused by
data availability in various earth sciences. Recently, incorporation of data from other disciplines
has been promoted (Turner et al., 1995; Musters et al., 1998; Wilbanks and Kates, 1999), but
unfortunately, the statement that there is a “theoretical and methodological failure to combine
social and natural science…” (Blaikie and Brookfield, 1987) still appears to be valid.
Practical examples
The two examples serve the purpose to illustrate the problems that are encountered when
“translating“ the theory of scale to the practicalities of data limitations, uncertainties, and
imperfect knowledge of the system’s properties. Information is largely similar to the articles
mentioned in the introduction, but the two – partly complementary – examples have not been
published together.
The CLUE modelling framework
A model can serve as a good tool to mimic part of the complexity of the land use system. It offers
the possibility to test the sensitivity of land use (patterns) to changes in selected variables and the
stability of the entire system by executing a range of scenarios. While a model will always fall
short in incorporating all aspects of the ‘real world’, it provides valuable information on the
system’s behaviour under a range of different future pathways of land use change.
The model CLUE (Conversion of Land Use and its Effects) (Veldkamp and Fresco, 1996;
Verburg et al., 1999) is a projective model that was designed to deal with the issues mentioned
above, and can be described as a spatially explicit, multi-scale land-use change model. Within the
framework, an attempt is made to describe land use patterns at different spatial scales with a set
of potential land-use change drivers. Using this description, the dynamics of the system are
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examined by analysing the spatial effects of different possible future pathways of land use
change. In order to quantify scale dependencies, the statistical description of land use patterns by
a set of drivers is determined at a basic grid and at a series of coarser resolutions. At national
level, scenarios are developed to explore plausible future land-use changes, mostly based on
macro-economic and demographic developments. Those yearly changes are subsequently
allocated in a spatially explicit manner in the grid-based allocation module (Verburg et al., 1999),
that consists of a two-step top-down iteration procedure with bottom-up feedbacks. The allocation
module uses the statistical descriptions of two spatial resolutions, the basic grid and a higher
resolution that is considered optimal in terms of statistical properties. The general structure of
CLUE is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1: General structure of CLUE.
The model was initially developed (Veldkamp and Fresco, 1996) and tested (Veldkamp and
Fresco, 1997) for the country of Costa Rica. Since then, the model has been applied to a range of
countries and regions. In Central America, applications of the CLUE methodology include: The
Atlantic zone of Costa Rica (Kok and Veldkamp, 2000), Costa Rica (Veldkamp and Fresco,
1996; Kok, unpublished results), Honduras (Kok, unpublished results; Kok and Bouma, in press),
and Central America (Kok et al., 2001).
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of model performance as a function of spatial extent and
spatial resolution. Redrawn from Figure 5 in Kok and Veldkamp (2001).
Figure 2 summarises the results of the statistical model performance (in terms of R2) over a range
of spatial extents and resolutions. What is depicted here is not the explanatory power of the
results of the CLUE model, but of one of the key inputs of the model. It is assumed that the
explanatory power of this input has similar effects on the model outputs.
In general it can be stated that when increasing the spatial resolution, the explanatory value of the
multiple regression equations increases, while there is a decrease of explanatory power when
increasing the spatial extent. There is an apparent paradox, which when observed more closely,
nicely illustrates the difference between changing the spatial resolution and the spatial extent. By
enlarging the extent from country to region in Central America, a border of a level of organisation
is crossed. In the regional analysis, six differently organised units are combined in one analysis,
which explains the lower model fits. By increasing the spatial resolution, borders between levels
of spatial organisation might also have been crossed, but those sub-national levels apparently do
not have a significant effect in Central America. Aggregation effects (see (Rastetter et al., 1992))
and changes in variance within one level of organisation become major differentiators, which
results in an increase of model performance.
The Med Action project: Multi-scale scenario development
As in most other semi-arid regions, desertification in the Northern Mediterranean region is largely
a society-driven problem, which can be effectively managed only through a thorough
understanding of the principal ecological, socio-cultural, and economic driving forces associated
with land use and climate change, and their impacts. A web of global (globalisation), regional
(EU policies; EU enlargement), and local (water distribution) forces with a multitude of
feedbacks and interactions influence local stakeholders. Integrated scenarios can play an
important role in understanding this complexity and possible future changes.
A good example of such integrated scenario analysis is given by the MedAction project.
MedAction is a multi-disciplinary research project funded by the EC aiming to assess the main
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issues underlying the causes and effects of land degradation and develop integrated policy options
and mitigation strategies to combat desertification in the Northern Mediterranean region. The
specific problems are addressed at the European, Mediterranean and local scales. Four target
areas are investigated in greater detail: Alentejo (Portugal), Guadalentín (Spain), Val d’Agri
(Italy) and Lesbos (Greece). As part of MedAction, scenarios were developed at all three spatial
scales. The basic methodology is illustrated in Figure 3. European scenarios were based on three
existing scenarios as developed in another European project called VISIONS (Rotmans et al.,
2001). These translate directly into three Mediterranean scenarios (Kok and Rothman, 2003).
Target Area scenarios were based on the main driving forces as present in the Mediterranean
scenarios, but results can differ substantially, depending on the particularities of the local
circumstances. Main conclusions of the local scenarios were scaled-up and incorporated in the
Mediterranean scenarios. Specifics of the scenarios that were used and generated can be found in
Kok et al. (2006a), Kok et al. (2006b), Patel et al. (forthcoming) and on the MedAction homepage
(www.icis.unimaas.nl/medaction/).

Figure 3: European, Mediterranean, and Target Area scenarios.
During the entire process, the focus was on the different key processes and thus key decision
makers that are important at the different spatial levels. As desertification is largely humandriven, one could argue that the multi-scale aspect of MedAction is closely related to the third
axis of scale, that of human decision-making or functional scale.
The way ahead
The two examples above focus on spatial and functional scale. Therefore, recommendations
below apply most to studies, where spatial scale is explicitly incorporated. Besides, both
examples deal with land use related subjects and recommendations are therefore focused on this
field. Nevertheless, most will also apply to Integrated Assessment studies with another focus.
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There are three basic manners in which practical applications of multi-scale methods can and
should be improved. Existing techniques as explained about should be improved; existing
techniques should be combined in one toolbox; new techniques need to be developed.
Improve existing techniques
As should be clear from the two examples, the current state of multi-scale methods are far from
capturing all important aspects of scale. Direct improvement could include linking global and sub
global scenarios as is advocated by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment initiative. In the
modelling community, improvements focus on increasing the range of spatial resolutions and
extents that can be handled by one multi-scale modelling framework.
Develop new techniques
Obviously, emphasis should also be on the development of new techniques. Promising advances
are being made in Agent Based Modelling, where behaviour of individual actors can be modelled.
Combine existing techniques
An important and relatively straightforward improvement to the current state of multi-scale
techniques lies in the combination of various existing techniques. In my view, a large step
forward could be made by combining (see Figure 4):
- Local-scale process-based models. Focus on structural (human decision-making scale)
and functional (multidisciplinarity) complexity at local scale providing quantitative data.
- Multi-scale explorative models (cf. CLUE). Focus on structural (spatial) complexity at
multiple scales providing quantitative data.
- Multi-scale narrative scenarios (cf. MedAction). Focus on structural (human decisionmaking) and functional complexity at multiple scales providing qualitative stories.

Figure 4: Combining multi-scale scenarios, multi-scale models and local-scale process-based
models to improve our understanding of the effect of scale.
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In order to link these approaches, research focus will have to be on:
1. Linking qualitative and quantitative scenarios.
2. Linking local scale process-based and multi-scale explorative models.
In both directions various initiatives exist.
It can be concluded that our knowledge on how various aspects of scale can be conceptually be
described outpaces our knowledge on the practical implications. Focus should therefore be on the
development of practical applications, from which additions to the theory might follow.
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6. The Post-Normal Perspective
By Jerry Ravetz

The context
We are now going through a revolution in epistemology: science does not deliver certainty. The
faith established by Descartes and Galileo is overthrown. In policy issues, the facts are frequently
inconclusive; they are subordinate to problem-choice, which itself is influenced by issue-framings
and their defining value-commitments. In many science-policy issues, our ignorance is more
important than our knowledge. Radical uncertainty rules. After centuries of triumphalism, the
rule of dogmatic science is at an end.
While the legitimacy of actions of the modern state depends strongly on public welfare, the
authority for its policies depends in the last resort not on divine sanction or birth or wealth (as in
the past), but on science. When official science is revealed as incompetent or corrupt, there is a
recognised 'crisis of trust'. When people ask, "Why should we begin to trust you now?" after
scandals like BSE, the crisis of governance is real. Also, when the public discovers the extent to
which the maintenance of power depends on the social construction of ignorance, in which the
taming of science plays an important part, the foundations of acquiescence are further eroded.
Among enlightened authorities including the European Commission itself, it is recognised that a
'democracy of expertise' must be established. Otherwise, 'the consent of the governed' will not be
secured, and the workings of the modern democratic state will be threatened. Paradoxically, the
Non-Governmental Organisations are being drawn into the processes of governance. To some
extent they are being co-opted, but they also retain their identity and their partly antagonistic
function.
The new organising theme for the conduct of science in the policy domain is 'debate'. This is a
recognition that policy issues, even those including science, are not merely uncertain but also
complex. That is, there is a plurality of legitimate perspectives, not reducible to a single
dominant 'correct' view. The task for science is not to achieve a truth to which all must subscribe,
but to establish a basis for negotiation in good faith.
Methodology
All these developments are comprehended by the theory of post-normal science. This applies
when, typically, 'facts are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent'. There is
a need for an 'extended peer community' for assuring the quality of both process and product. In
their creative engagement, they will deploy their 'extended facts', which can include anecdotal
evidence, confidential information, local knowledge and ethical commitments.
Under these conditions, we move from the dream of conclusive scientific demonstration to the
ideal of dialogue for reconciling real antagonisms. The truncated self-awareness of scientific
expertise, necessary for its reductionist strategy, is replaced by an enhanced self-awareness of
participants, which includes their own uncertainties and commitments.
This awareness includes the recognition of the inescapable value-loading of every inference,
statistical or scientific. The choice of confidence-limit in statistical tests embodies the valueladen decision between the errors of excess selectivity and of excess sensitivity. When, as is now
typical, scientific evidence is inconclusive, there is a policy-driven choice between principles of
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inference. One principle is that absence of conclusive evidence of harm is equivalent to
conclusive evidence of absence of harm. The other is that absence of convincing evidence of
harm is equivalent to suggestive evidence of official concealment of harm. Methodology is now
politicised, and is itself part of the post-normal processes of debate.
This debate now has a characteristic asymmetric structure. The reductionist sciences produce
innovation, whose proponents attempt to deny danger. The wholistic, post-normal sciences call
for 'precaution'. On the globalised corporate side, ignorance is ignored or discounted; on the
'safety' side, it is emphasised as critical. The nominally independent institutions of the traditional
research community are caught in the middle. If they succumb to the pressures to support
innovation, they are at a serious risk of losing the public's trust; but if they resist those pressures,
they can be penalised in many ways.
The sciences of safety develop their own methodologies, which can be seen in their characteristic
leading questions. In the search for knowledge, they are 'what/how?'; and in the development of
devices, they are 'how/why?'. In the post-normal sciences of safety, the leading questions are
'what-if?'. Such new questions are calling into being the corresponding new techniques of inquiry
and with them the appropriate social institutions and practices. They are the natural questions for
members of the extended peer community, just as they are strange and unnatural for those trained
in the myopic puzzle-solving of 'normal science'. On the social side, 'community research' is a
vigorous new growth.
There is now a great new organising theme for this sort of science: safety. The traditional goals
of Western science, knowledge and power, are now compromised. In dialectical fashion, their
successes in improving the living conditions of at least the world's rich, have produced the need
for a new ideal. For their successes in producing safety, locally and in the short run, have created
new dangers for the whole planet and in the long run. The attempted reduction of 'safety' to
'acceptable risk' will prove as unsuccessful as the nuclear power industry for which it was
developed. By contrast, 'safety' is a complex, post-normal concept, which is at once pragmatic,
recursive and ethical.
Tools and techniques
On the social side, there is a growing family of methodologies for structuring dialogue on the
post-normal issues. Some have grown out of initiatives like the European Community projects
ULYSSES and VISIONS. There will be many examples discussed in this course. In all of them,
there is an attempt at integrating, indeed at reconciling, the very different sorts of knowledge
characteristic of the scientific approach, including IT techniques, and that of citizens in an
extended peer community.
On the more narrow front of the technical management of uncertainty, there is the NUSAP family
of methods of assessment of the qualitative aspects of quantitative information. This has now
been developed into a very powerful tool by the collaboration of Jeroen van der Sluijs at Utrecht
University with colleagues at RIVM, notably Arthur Petersen. Through a set of checklists, this
provides practitioners in any field with the means to express and communicate their personal,
craftsmen's awareness of all the qualitative aspects of their quantitative information. It also
provides the users of such information with a perspective on its strengths, limitations and
weaknesses. In that way, it contributes both to its more effective utilisation and to strategies for
its improvement.
The technical achievement, in the creation of such tools for the enhancement of understanding, is
considerable. The philosophical contribution of this approach is even more important. It shows
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that the demise of the long-standing dogmatism of science need not lead to a post-modern
anarchy of nihilism or relativism about facts, values and reality. We can grant that scientific
knowledge, like any other image of reality, simultaneously reveals, distorts and conceals. The
great philosophical challenge of our time is to comprehend these apparently contradictory, but
actually complementary, aspects of knowledge. With a holistic, systems conception of
knowledge itself, it is possible to begin the reconstruction of our philosophy of scientific
knowledge, with its varied dimensions of knowledge, power and experience.
That, for me, is the main lesson of the plurality of uncertainty management, as a
contribution to this summer course in integrated assessment.
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7. The challenge of uncertainty and plurality in Integrated
Assessment
By Marjolein Van Asselt

Introduction
The aims of this contribution to the international 2003 IA-summer course were:
- to create uncertainty awareness
- to provide hints, ideas, means for uncertainty management
- to explain the idea of plurality
In order stimulate the necessary internalisation, it was decided to use an interactive set-up. The
participants to the course were, for example, asked to write down on post-its their associations,
ideas or synonyms with the concept ‘uncertainty’ and they were asked to share observations from
their own discipline and/or their professional experience. A questionnaire to be filled in was used
as means to help the participants to understand their own attitude towards uncertainty.
The session was divided in three parts: 1) an introduction to the challenge of uncertainty, 2) hints
and ideas for uncertainty management and 3) an introduction to the challenge of plurality. Below
the main contents of the session are summarized and references for further reading are provided.
The challenge of uncertainty
Uncertainty in science is a ‘good thing’. It provokes research, so it is to be considered as a
resource. Uncertainty is actually the conditio sine qua non for science (van Asselt and Petersen,
2003). Or in the words of Pollack (2003) “Uncertainty is a stimulus that propels science forward”.
So uncertainty is an inherent characteristic of science.
Uncertainty is used in the scientific practice as a rhetorical means to underline the innovative
character and the importance of a particular scientific contribution (Collins, 1987; Zehr, 1999).
Reference to uncertainty is also made to safeguard oneself (Zehr, 1999).
A question is whether scientists are adequately trained for dealing with uncertainty. Pollack
(2003) observes that “Science in school is presented as a recitation of accomplishment rather than
as a process of inquiry. (..) Science is presented as answers rather than questions. (..) emphasis on
acquiring ‘knowledge’ (..)”. He concludes that the system produces young scientists “who have
absorbed all the ‘facts’ but who are not equipped to challenge them”. This was recognized by the
participants of the summercourse, which is interesting in view of the multi-disciplinary and
international character of the group. Van Asselt and Petersen (2003) therefore advise that in all
scientific education “more explicit attention should be paid to uncertainty aspects of science in
general and of the own discipline in particular”.
Some historical background with regard to (un)certainty and science was provided (based on (van
Asselt, 2000)). The issue has bothered thinkers and academics ever since intellectual activities are
part of society. The role ascribed to science as the ‘provider of certainty’ was deeply influenced
by the epistemology of what is known as the Enlightenment or the Age of Reason. Enlightenment
thinking built upon the theories of Descartes (1596–1650). It has carried forward Descartes’ plea
for systematic investigation. The conviction was that systematic inquiry will lead to certain
knowledge about reality. Enlightenment thinking grew into what is generally referred to as
‘positivism’. Positivism can be described as the paradigm that defines science as the search for,
and prediction of, empirical regularities to make universal, true statements that can be falsified in
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the Popperian sense. In positivist epistemology, uncertainty is considered as something
unscientific (Klir, 1996).
The first major crisis of positivism was in mathematics when contradictions at the logical
foundations of mathematics were revealed at the beginning of the 20th century. In 1905 Einstein
proposed his ‘new physics’, in which the basic concepts of science, i.e., time, space and mass, are
relative, instead of absolute, notions. The emergence of statistics enhanced serious study of
uncertainty and its role in science. In the seminal work ‘Risk, uncertainty and profit’ (Knight,
1921) the nature and effects of uncertainty in science and economics in particular are discussed.
In the second half of the 20th century, the positivist approach to science was more often and more
strongly criticised. What can be called ‘the sceptical crisis’ (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993) was
initiated in the turbulent 1960s. (Heisenberg, 1962) formulated his uncertainty principle: “We
could not, in fact, obtain all the information we need, since the act of getting information often
changes the phenomena being studied”. Two influential anti-positivist movements are postmodernism and social-constructivism. Post-modernism originates from philosophy, while social
constructivism has its origins in sociological studies of science and technology. Both put the
ambitions of truth, objectivity and certainty into perspective.
It was then discussed with the summercourse participants why uncertainty is a particular
challenge to Integrated Assessment. Two main reasons were identified: the nature of the topics
addressed and the decision-making ambition. The topics addressed are complex: multi-problem,
multi-dimensional, multi-scale and multi-actor. Complex phenomena and underlying processes
are not fully understood, as is, for example, illustrated by the following quote of (Fontela, 2000):
“We know little about the past and present in a multidisciplinary way. We know that sociological
and political factors influence economic factors and vice versa. We know that technological
developments lead to innovation that modifies productive structures; we know indeed that the
facts that determine change are many and that our scientific knowledge of the processes of
change is clearly insufficient”. Through the complex and multidisciplinary character of the topics,
integrated assessors are confronted with uncertainties in different disciplines and with
uncertainties in “no man’s land”.
Next to that “uncertainty becomes usually a real problem (..) in case society wants to use
scientific knowledge and expertise as basis for acting and when scientists are consulted as
experts” (van Asselt and Petersen, 2003). In policy-making realms, uncertainty is used to
postpone or to abandon policy (the case climate change policy in the US is an exemplary
example) or it leads to “research accumulation” (Regeer, 2003) and “paralysis by analysis”. So
uncertainty is also bothering integrated assessors, because of the explicit decision-support
ambition in view of the way uncertainty is dealt with by decision-makers.
It is however argued that uncertainty information could also be useful in policy realms. The
precautionary principle uses uncertainty as basis for action (Petersen, 2002; Petersen and van der
Zwaan, 2003; van Asselt, 2004). Insight into uncertainty is needed to identify (new) risks, which
is relevant for policy-makers and politicians in view of agenda-setting. Quasi-certainties are
challenged by other actors (e.g. NGOs, lobby-groups), see, for example, the Brent-Spar case.
Insight into the salient uncertainties may help decision-makers to assess what arguments are
legitimate in view of uncertainty. It thereby provides insights into what may be called the
“argumentative space”. Furthermore, robustness of strategies can only be tested if uncertainty is
taken into account. Notwithstanding the current situation, there is a potential for uncertainty
information in the target arenas of Integrated Assessment.
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At the time of the first integrated computer simulation models, i.e. the Club of Rome models in
the 1970s, (O'Neill, 1971) and (O'Neill and Gardner, 1979) already ‘pointed to the importance of
uncertainty in ecological modelling. Shortly after at the ‘birth’ of Integrated Assessment models
(RAINS, IMAGE, DICE), Hettelingh (1989) wrote about uncertainty in regional models and
Janssen et al. (1990) produced a report for modellers on uncertainty analysis, which is still in use.
(Morgan and Henrion (1990) and Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990) wrote about uncertainty in view
of decision-support.
In the mid 1990s, IA models were built in which uncertainty was a central characteristic of the
model methodology (ICAM, TARGETS, QUEST). Van der Sluijs (1997) wrote a PhD on
uncertainty and integrated assessment modelling. It was the time of reflections upon the field of
Integrated Assessment as an establishing ‘inter-discipline’ (Bailey et al., 1996; Risbey et al.,
1996; Rotmans and van Asselt, 1996; Morgan and Dowlatabadi, 1996; Parson, 1996; Schneider,
1997; Ravetz, 1997; Jäger, 1998; Rotmans and Dowlatabadi, 1998). In all these contributions,
uncertainty was referred to as a critical topic for Integrated Assessment. In the IA-community, a
number of uncertainty-workshops were organized, i.e. in July 1999 in Baden bei Wien (organized
by Jäger and Jaeger, in November 2000, Maastricht (organized by van Asselt and Maas), in
October 2001 in Utrecht (organized by van der Sluijs) and January 2002 at IIASA in Laxenburg
(organized by the UN-ECE). Both van Asselt (2000) and van Aardenne (2002) successfully
defended their PhD-research on uncertainty. IPCC developed guidelines for uncertainty
management, as did RIVM in co-operation with a number of uncertainty experts from the IAcommunity. It was also decided that it was time to harmonize terminology, which ambition
resulted in a broadly co-authored paper that will appear later this year (Walker et al., 2003).
Hints and ideas for uncertainty management
Uncertainty is about what we do not know, but it does not imply that we know nothing about
uncertainty. But how to grasp what is not grasped? Identifying uncertainty is of course a
contradiction in terms. Nevertheless, for articulating the implicit and tacit knowledge about
uncertainty, typologies can be used as a heuristic checklist (see (van Asselt, 2000), (van Asselt
and Rotmans, 2002), (van Asselt et al., 2001) and (van der Klis, 2003a, 2003b) for some
examples). Extended peer-review and involvement of stakeholders may also help to identify weak
knowledge. NUSAP (www.nusap.net) can be used as means to assess the degree and type of
uncertainty.
There are quantitative and qualitative approaches available for uncertainty analysis, i.e.:
− Sensitivity analysis
− Probability-based methods (Monte-Carlo analysis)
− Formal scenario-analysis
− Multiple model routes
− Model intercomparison
− Scenario-exercises
On the question of a summercourse participant whether there is a kind of handbook describing
this set of uncertainty analysis methods, I had to apologize that I am not aware of such a complete
overview book. The only suggestions I have are (Janssen et al., 1990) and the summary overview
in (van Asselt, 2000). Also the PhD of van Aardenne (2002) may be of help, although his
overview is framed by the case of emission inventories.
Above all it is important to realize (see van Asselt and Petersen, 2003) that such methods are
anyway nothing more than means. They are no magic means. Uncertainty analysis approaches
should be used as means for reflection on the question: What do we know and what not and what
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does that matter for decision-making? This implies that experience with, and expertise on,
uncertainty analysis methods are needed as basis for reflection.
The challenge of plurality
Plurality plays a role in Integrated Assessment, because uncertainty legitimates different
perspectives, such as disciplinary perspectives, different actor/stakeholder perspectives or world
views / norms & value systems (van Asselt, 2000); van Asselt and Rotmans, 2002). Furthermore,
due to high decision-stakes and nature of issues, many actors with different perspectives and
interests are involved.
With reference to the experiences with the TARGETS model (Rotmans and de Vries, 1997;
Rotmans and van Asselt, 1999; van Asselt, 2000) and a pluralistic exercise for integrated water
management (van Asselt et al., 2001) it was illustrated how plurality may be addressed in
Integrated Assessment exercises.
Together with the participants pros and cons of such an approach were discussed. It was argued
that although the use of perspectives helps to explain and tell the stories and internal logic behind
different assessments, which facilitates deliberation and communication, it is difficult how one
can draw robust conclusions and what type of insights this may yield. In the water case, a robust
conclusion was no management style is superior in all circumstances. Safety versus costs turns
out to be a real dilemma: no win-win option could be identified. From the assessment with the
TARGETS model, we argued that it was, for example, robust to conclude that sustainability is not
simply a choice between population and consumption, and that both a market-driven energy
policy as well as a strict carbon-tax policy potentially support a transition to a less energyintensive society.
It was concluded that plurality is indeed a challenge for Integrated Assessment, also in the sense
that less work has been done on this topic, compared to the issue of uncertainty. Key questions
are for example:
− which or whose plurality is important in a particular case?
− what perspective-schemes can be used, and what features are inherited from using a
particular scheme?
− in case one wants to use actual perspectives of, for example, the stakeholders involved,
how to reveal these perspectives?
− how to draw robust conclusions from a pluralistic exercise?
Epilogue
I would like to thank all summer course participants for the interesting and well-thought
questions, the active participation in the interactive parts of the session and the high-level and
vivid discussion, which was also instructive to me. Furthermore, I would like to thank Pieter
Valkering for his helping hands and Jasper Grosskurth for his stimulating feedback.
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8. Scenarios: Structured Thinking about the Future
By Dale Rothman

This presentation focused on presenting scenarios as a means for structured thinking about the
future. It did so in four parts. First, it set the stage by discussing basic issues around the concept
of thinking about the future in a structured fashion. It then turned to scenarios as one means by
which to do so. In the process, a particular perspective on scenarios was presented. The third part
described one approach to elaborating a set of scenarios. Finally, the last part described a few
existing scenario exercises.
Part 1 – Setting the stage
In this part, three basic questions were posed:
1. Why do we want to think about the future in a structured fashion?
2. What does it mean to think about the future in a structured fashion?
3. What makes it difficult to think about the future in a structured fashion?
The answer to the first question relates to both why to think about the future at all, as well as why
to do so in a structured fashion. Thinking about what might happen in the future provides a means
to share our understanding about particular systems and situations, and the concerns we have in
relation to these. Stepping away from day to day concerns allows us to recognize potential
problems we made need to face at some point and their roots in the present day. Given the
uncertainty of which of these problems may actually come to pass, it is useful to explore
alternative options for different eventualities. Hopefully, this exercise can help us to identify
choices and make decisions either today or in the near future.
Doing this in a structured fashion provides some specific benefits. These are primarily related to
the need to explicitly lay out our assumptions. This can significantly aid in communication.
Furthermore, the structure can provide a means to rigorously trace out the implications of these
assumptions and test hypotheses. This can insure consistency and completeness, i.e. errors in
logic are less likely to be made and important issues will not be forgotten.
In addressing the second question, the focus is on taking an integrated perspective. Different
issues, e.g. the sustaining of economic activity, resilience of environmental systems, and social
stability are interlinked in many ways. Similarly, system interdependencies mean that different
sectors of human and natural systems cannot be considered in isolation. Furthermore, actions at
local, regional, and global levels are influenced by and influence actions at other levels. Finally,
there are multiple actors who need to be considered in thinking about the future. Obviously,
worrying about everything, and everything being connected to everything else can lead to
research paralysis. Thus, a careful balance has to be made in any scenario exercise between
missing key elements and trying to do too much.
Coming to the third question, one thing we know for sure about the future is that much of it is
uncertain. Berkhout and Hertin (2003, p.39) argue that the future “needs to be thought of as being
emergent and only partially knowable.” Our uncertainty in knowing the future stems from three
distinct types of indeterminancy: ignorance, surprise, and volition. Ignorance refers to the limits
of our knowledge with respect to current conditions and dynamics. It implies that even if systems
were deterministic in principle, we could only really know their future behavior within certain
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bounds. This is of particular concern for systems exhibiting chaotic behaviour, where even slight
changes in initial conditions can lead to dramatically different outcomes. Uncertainty due to
Ignorance is further compounded by Surprise, the uncertainty due to the inherent stochasticity of
many complex systems, which can exhibit emergent phenomena and structural shifts. As
Hawking (2000) has responded to Einstein, “God does play dice with the universe.” Finally,
Volition refers to the uncertainty that is introduced when human actors are internal to the system
under study. Berkhout et al. (2002) highlight the fact that because of conscious choice, the
assumption of continuity made in the natural sciences is not applicable to social systems,
implying that novelty and discontinuity are normal features of these systems. Citing René Dubos
(1983), “human beings are rarely passive witnesses of threatening situations. Their responses to
threats may be unwise, but they inevitably alter the course of events and make mockery of any
attempt to predict the future from extrapolation of existing trends.”
Given the above, a fourth question could be “Why bother thinking about the future?”. In the
words of Ramgopal Agarwala (1991), “is any purpose served by attempting long-term
perspectives for a region? Yes!!! I say this not because the forecasts will necessarily be right, but
because they may stimulate helpful actions – actions that may, in fact, even render the forecasts
the forecasts wrong.” On a somewhat more positive note, we can also argue that thinking about
the future we want, we will be better prepared to create it.
Part 2 – Clarifying what is meant by a scenario
Scenarios represent one way to think about the future in a structured fashion. First, it is important
to be clear about what scenarios are, and what they are not. Then it will be possible to discuss a
few aspects of scenarios and scenario development. These specific aspects are forecasting vs.
backcasting, the role of participation, and the nature of scenario representation.
There are many definitions of scenarios. For the perspective considered here, the following
definition is used:
Scenarios are descriptions of journeys to possible futures. They reflect different
assumptions about how current trends will unfold, how critical uncertainties will
play out, and what new factors will come into play (UNEP, 2002, p. 320).
A key point in this definition is that a scenario of the future includes not only the state of the
system at the end of the scenario period, i.e. the future vision, but also the path from today to the
specified future. Also important is the role of current trends and critical uncertainties, issues to
which I will return shortly. Furthermore, building on the previous discussion of uncertainty, the
same source is careful to state what scenarios are not:
It is now generally accepted that scenarios do not predict. Rather, they paint pictures
of possible futures and explore the differing outcomes that might result if basic
assumptions are changed (UNEP, 2002, p. 320).
Some scenarios look forward; i.e. they begin at the present day, pose one or more ‘What if’ type
questions, and then proceed to explore the ensuing futures. So-called ‘business-as-usual’
scenarios are particular cases, in which the basic question is ‘what if nothing much changes in
current policies and behavior’. Needless to say, these are not necessarily the most likely or most
interesting scenarios to explore. Other scenarios begin with an explicit image of a future state and
then try to work out how we might reach that state starting from the present situation. Most often
associated with positive images, such backcasting scenarios can also illustrate paths to much less
desirable futures. More recently, Robinson (2003, pp. 848-9) has introduced the notion of second
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generation backcasting. In this case, less attention is paid to the articulation of the “nature of the
desired end-point conditions at the outset” and more to “the choice of pathways to achieve
desired results. . . . It does not require that the elements of a desired future be known in advance.
Instead the user goes through a process of learning and discovery, in which the desired future is a
product of the process of trying to reach it.”
A second point to consider about scenarios has to do with how they are developed, specifically
who is involved in their development. As with much activity in Integrated Assessment, there has
been more attention paid in recent years to the value of more participatory research, i.e. going
beyond traditional scientific experts. A few reasons for wanting to make scenario exercises more
participatory are the following:
•
•
•
•

To make use of local and specialized knowledge: many persons, particularly those
working in key sectors or living in key regions, will have specific expertise on the issues
being addressed in the scenario analysis
To create buy-in: people are more willing to accept the results and insights of any
analysis when they have had a hand in its production
To create ambassadors: those involved in the analysis will often be able and willing to
reach audiences that are less available to the researchers
To reach those whose minds you most want to change: especially when the point of the
exercise is to influence decision makers, it is more effective to have them be part of the
process rather than passive recipients of information

In one scenario exercise, Destino Colombo, the scenario team included 43 persons “drawn from
among academics, self-defence forces, peasants, the right and left, businessmen, managers,
guerrillas, the church, NGOs, intellectuals, researchers, youth, the media, the military, black,
politicians, political analysts, popular movements, and trade unions. Four of the illegal guerrillas
participated in the workshops by speaker phone from a maximum security prison and from exile.”
(GBN, 1998). Needless to say, not all scenario exercises need to aim for quite this level of
participation.
The third point to mention has to do with the form in which scenarios are developed and
presented, specifically the use of qualitative versus quantitative representations. These should be
seen as complementary. Qualitative scenarios can explore relationships and trends for which few
or no numerical data are available, including shocks and discontinuities. They can more easily
incorporate human motivations, values and behaviour and create images that capture the
imagination of those for whom they are intended. Alternatively, quantitative scenarios can
provide (an impression of) greater rigor, precision, and consistency. Their assumptions are
explicit and their conclusions can be traced back to the assumptions. The effects of changes in
assumptions can be easily checked, pointing to important uncertainties.
Part 3 – One approach to developing scenarios
This section of the talk focused more on how to elaborate a scenario. It is only one suggested
method and does not provide exacting detail on how to carry out each step, but does capture many
of the elements that should be included in any such exercise.
The first element is to ensure clarity about the scope of the exercise. What are the main themes
and big questions to be addressed, i.e. the contextual boundaries? What are the spatial and
temporal boundaries, i.e. the time horizon of the future being considered? Thinking fifty years
ahead is quite different from thinking five years ahead.
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Determining the scope of the exercise is often part and parcel of understanding the past and
present situation. For example, if the exercise is looking at the future of a particular region, it is
important to understand some key characteristics of the region, e.g. its geography, politics,
culture, natural environment, and major institutions. Who are the important actors that have
affected and will be affecting the region? What is the relationship of the region to the outside
world? What are the major issues of concern for people in the region at the present time?
This process is useful in identifying the primary driving forces that have shaped the system of
interest, as well as the critical uncertainties in terms of what the future might look like. Referring
back to the definition provided earlier, it is the assumptions about what these driving forces and
critical uncertainties are and how they will play out that will, in large part, determine the shape of
the scenarios to be developed.
At this point, it becomes possible to describe the storylines and images of the future. As noted
before, the process may or may not start with pre-defined images, depending upon the nature of
the exercise.
Part 4 – A few examples
In this section, three existing scenario exercises were described, ranging in geographic scope
from the local to the global level. For a local level example, the Venice scenarios developed for
the VISIONS project were described. At the national level, scenarios for South Africa – the Mont
Fleur scenarios – were presented. Finally, the efforts of the Global Scenarios Group (GSG)
provided an example of an exercise undertaken to develop global scenarios.
For each of the examples, information was provided on the background to the exercises, the
scenarios themselves, and the form of representation of the scenarios. In describing the
background, the key elements addressed were the reasons for the undertaking of the scenario
exercises, the basic questions being explored in the exercises, and the make-up of the group
developing and evaluating the scenarios, including the level of participation. It was shown, for
example, that the participation ranged from a small group of international experts in the case of
the GSG exercise, to a much broader participation of local actors in the case of the Mont Fleur
scenarios.
Relatively brief descriptions were given of the scenarios themselves. One point noted, however,
related to the choice of names for the scenarios. Highlighted here was how, in the Mont Fleur
exercise, the names – Ostrich, Lame Duck, Icarus, and Flight of the Flamingos – drew from a
common theme, which helped to capture the relationship between the individual scenarios.
Finally, some attention was paid to representation of the scenarios, i.e. how they have been
presented to broader audiences. All three of the exercises made use, to some extent, of visual
images and written narratives. Of the three, only the GSG exercise made use of quantitative
methods, using graphs and tables of numbers to provide a detailed numeric picture of the
scenarios. For the Mont Fleur scenarios, simple images, showing the relationship between the
four scenarios and the basic logic of one of them were presented. Finally, for the Venice
scenarios, an animated film that has been developed to present the scenarios was introduced.
Conclusions
Given the limited time and mandate, this talk was able to provide only a limited look at thinking
about the future in general and scenario analysis in particular. Also, it presented a particular
perspective on scenarios and scenario analysis. Other presentations made at the Summer Course
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and included in this volume provide further insight into this topic. These should be seen as
complementary, with a plurality of approaches, even with respect to a particular tool such as
scenario analysis, playing an important part in the toolkit of Integrated Assessment.
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9. Society and technology foresight in the context of a multinational
company
By Frank Ruff

Introduction
With the spread and implementation of strategic planning processes since the 1960s large
companies with special external risks in their business (e.g. the oil industry) or high investments
in innovation and research (e.g. the automotive industry) have become interested in long-term
planning and foresight. A few foresight groups within companies have existed now for more than
two decades; a wave of new groups were founded in the 1990s. DaimlerChrysler is one of these
early founders of a company-based futures research group, which was set up in 1979. Deviating
from the then widespread mainstream path of most technology forecasting, the Society and
Technology Group of DaimlerChrysler (STRG) started with two basic premises. Firstly, before
focusing on technology, a broader view of the external business environment, including societal
factors, has to be taken into account if a company is looking into the future. Secondly, to accept
and learn about complex and dynamic environments, foresight within a company has to
concentrate on an “outside-in” perspective. Thus the mission of STRG is to develop possible
social science-based futures and conduct business environment research to support strategy and
product development processes for DaimlerChrysler and its business divisions. The research
group unites about 40 research scientists from a diversity of disciplinary and regional
backgrounds. The key question of this mission is: what business environment trends shape future
markets and contexts for the automotive industry and the mobility business, and what key
questions do these pose for DaimlerChrysler? To accomplish this mission, STRG has five main
fields of activities:
a) Strategic Futures Research: Development of scenarios for future products, services and
business processes;
b) Future-oriented Monitoring: International and future-oriented analysis of the company’s
business environment;
c) Automotive Business and Decision Processes: Identification of opportunities and risks for
existing and new products, services and processes;
d) Future Based Innovation Assessment: Development and deployment of methods to
generate and evaluate innovative ideas in the context of futures analysis and innovation
management;
e) Markets and Customers of Tomorrow: Analysis of future customer needs and the
derivation of requirements for future products and services.
The following section 2 of this paper highlights in short the general challenges of foresight and
follows how such research in company context is compared to such research in the public sector.
Section 3 presents a short “tour d’horizon” of a typical foresight exercise. Section 4 reviews the
basic premises for dealing with future scenarios.
Foresight in a business context
Fields of foresight activities of relevance to companies
Technology foresight is defined today as a “process involved in systematically attempting to look
into the longer-term future of science, technology, the economy, the environment and society
with the aim of identifying the emerging generic technologies and the underpinning areas of
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strategic research likely to yield the greatest economic and social benefits” (Martin, 2002). This
contemporary definition has largely extended the scope of earlier definitions, which in the literal
sense of the concept restricted the meaning to a study of technological developments, as reflected
in the initial national technology foresight exercises by Delphi surveys. It is a matter of opinion
whether the “post-modern” extension of the definition is still properly reflected by the name
“technology foresight” or if the concept should be renamed “society and technology foresight”.
At any rate, with such an extended definition, technology foresight encompasses a diverse range
of approaches to research into the future (see Figure 1). The various approaches can be broken
down into four categories:
a) Time frame of the foresight endeavour;
b) Focus of the foresight (focus on technologies vs. focus on non-technical
topics);
c) Regional scope (local, national, regional, global);
d) Focal perspectives and interests of the players engaging in foresight activities.

Figure 1: Landscape of Foresight Activities with Relevance in a Business Context
Looking at the historical record of forecasting technological developments and their impact on
society and markets, one cannot evade the fact that many if not most forecasts have gone wrong.
An analysis of the host of failed forecasts reveals a couple of frequent misguided approaches (see
also Table 1):
- Linear extrapolation of trends (life-cycle curves, quantitative
forecast models)
- Underestimation of basic innovations in the early stages (e.g. new,
broader applications are out of perspective)
- Incremental innovations: overestimation of speed of change (e.g.
the speed of diffusion of new products is often overestimated)
- Technical feasibility is often equated with market demand (but:
technology forecasts are not market forecasts)
- Abandonment of continuous monitoring (one-time assessment of
developmental dynamics: “now we know where it is going”)
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- Inclination towards quantification where qualification is sufficient
(exclusion of areas of influence/impacts that are not quantifiable)
Table 1: Frequent flaws in foresight activities
Historically, foresight activities were triggered by the prospect of the accelerated pace of science
and technological innovations. Thus, most foresight projects in the public and private sector until
the early 1990s focused on technological developments under the name of technology assessment
(see Table 2). In the public sector, offices for technology assessment have been extensively
institutionalised as preparation and support for political decisions by national governments
(Bröchler, Simonis and Sundermann, 1999). The technology assessment field that emerged from
the early 1970s in the United States and from the 1980s in most Western European countries is a
research concept dealing with the likely or already observable effects of new technologies, with
special emphasis on secondary and tertiary effects (Büllingen, 1993). Technology assessment has
typically focused on new “big” technologies such as nuclear technology, analysis of the human
genome or space exploration, and on regional or local environmental issues.
A few companies have also adopted the technology assessment approach and adapted it to the
needs of companies as “product impact assessment” (see Minx and Meyer, 1999). As companies
mostly deal with products, i.e. integrated instead of “pure” technologies, the focus of “product
impact assessment” is oriented more towards applications and the impact of product usage. It also
varies in terms of scope and time frame compared with typical technology assessments in the
public sector. The one-sided focussing of technology assessment on the risks of new technologies
has recently led to a reorientation with the introduction of the concept of “innovation and
technology analysis” (Baron et al., 2003). This approach has the objective to identify
development and application opportunities for new technologies very earlier and to tackle
opportunities and risks in a balanced way.
Very relevant for companies in the technology sector is the field of technology monitoring, which
is usually pursued in a short- to medium-term time frame. Technology monitoring consists of the
continuous monitoring and scanning of emerging technologies including an evaluation of which
technologies could and should be integrated into the technology roadmaps of research and
development units. Some companies, especially innovation leaders in technology, have extended
the time frame of these monitoring activities to a long-term horizon (strategic technology
monitoring).
Technology monitoring is often closely linked with competition analysis. However, beyond the
technological scope, competition analysis also encompasses the monitoring of strategies and
market positions of competitors, thus taking the non-technical business environment and markets
factors into account.
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Field of
foresight

Major focus

Time frame and
scope

Major players

Relevance for corporate foresight
in multinational companies

Competition
analysis

Monitoring of technological and
market positions (corporate
strategies) of major competitors

Short- to mediumterm (1-5 years)
Specific technology
fields and markets

Private business
intelligence (e.g. business
consultancies) Corporate
units for competition
analysis

Very high relevance: standard
feature of most corporate
strategy processes; very high
relevance in highly competitive
industries

Technology
monitoring

Monitoring of short- to mediumterm technological innovations in
science, research and industry,
analyses of patents/licences

Short- to mediumterm (1-3 years)
Specific technology
fields and markets

Private business
intelligence (e.g. business
consultancies) Corporate
units or projects

Very high relevance: standard
feature of most corporate
strategy processes in hightechnology companies

Strategic
technology
monitoring

Monitoring of long-term
technological innovations in
science, research and industry,
analyses of research topics and
strategies in science and industry

Short- to mediumterm (1-3 years)
Specific technology
fields and markets

Private business
intelligence (e.g. business
consultancies) Corporate
units or projects

High to very high relevance:
highly relevant for companies
with long product development
cycles and high investment risks

Product
impact
assessment/
Innovation
and
Technology
Analysis

Analysis of likely or observable
effects of new products, focus on
secondary or tertiary effects

Medium- to longterm (5-15 years)
Regional, national
or market arearelated scope

Public research institutes
(e.g. environmental
research institutes)
Few projects within
companies

Low to high relevance: highly
relevant for companies with high
risk potentials (e.g. chemical and
pharmaceutical industries)

Technology
assessment

Analysis of likely or observable
effects of new (basic) technologies,
focus on secondary or tertiary
effects

Medium- to longterm (5-25 years)
Regional, national
or local scope

Offices for technology
assessment (support for
national governments)
Public and private
research institutes

Low to high relevance: relevant
for companies with high or
uncertain risk potentials and
dependency on few basic
technologies (e.g. mobile
communications industry)

Technology
foresight
(narrow
definition)

Projections of likely technological
innovations in the long-term
future (e.g. “classical”
technological Delphi studies)

Medium- to longterm (5-30 years)
National scope

Public and private
research units

Low to high relevance: relevant
for companies with high
potentials for shaping markets by
“technology push” strategies (e.g.
life science and health industry)

Prospective
economic
analyses

Projections of economic
growth/sector-specific forecasts

Short- to mediumterm (1-3 years)
Regional and global
scope

Public and private
economic research
institutes

Very high relevance: relevant for
investment policies, projections of
earnings/returns

Short- to mediumterm (1-3 years)
Regional or national
market areas
Medium- to longterm (3-10 years)
Regional or national
market areas

Market research institutes
Corporate market research
units

(GDP, interest rates, sectors, etc.)

Corporate economic
research units

Strategic
market
research

Anticipation/projection of
customer needs in the short to
medium term

Strategic
Marketing and
Trend
Research

Anticipation/projection of
customer needs in the long term

Global trends

Broad-range analyses of future
developments in economy, politics,
societies, ecology on a global or
macro-regional scale. Focus on
global issues

Long-term (10-50
years)
Global scope,
sometimes with
regional
differentiation

Public and private future
research units (e.g. political
think tanks, World Bank,
Worldwatch Institute,
Millennium Project of the
United Nations)

Medium to very high relevance:
relevant for long-term strategic
planning (e.g. change of core
business); highly relevant for
multinational companies with
issue-sensitive business (e.g.
energy industry, resourcedependent industries)

Future societal
change

Driving forces of social
change/scenarios of future societies,
mostly national or regional focus
(e.g. European Union)

Long-term (5-20
years)
Sociocultural units
(cultures, nations,
subcultures)

Public and private social
research units (e.g. political
think tanks, Institute for
Prospective Technology
Studies of the European
Union)
Few corporate think tanks

Medium to high relevance:
relevant for long-term strategic
planning; highly relevant for
companies with high sensitivity to
societal changes, e.g. social issue
management
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Strategic marketing
research units
Corporate think tanks

Very high relevance: relevant for
product strategy, innovation
process, fine tuning of products
and services shortly before launch
High to very high relevance:
relevant for product strategy,
innovation process, early warning
systems; highly relevant for
industries with long product
development cycles and high
investment risks

Table 2: Selected fields of foresight and their relevance for companies
As mentioned, most foresight activities focused initially for the most part on technological
developments. Only a few studies have systematically incorporated economic, political or even
societal perspectives. With the growing awareness of the relevance of political and societal
factors, more and more foresight studies have integrated the impact of the economic, political and
social environment in the analysis. This change is also reflected in the changing definition of
technology foresight. Further evidence of this “societal evolution” of the understanding of
technology foresight is the extension of the technology Delphi studies from a pure technological
focus to include economic and social topics (Cuhls, Blind and Grupp, 1998) as well as the shift
from Delphi studies (with more or less closed expert circles) to a broader public involvement of
experts, stakeholders and citizens, for instance in the current FUTUR project initiated by the
Federal Ministry for Research and Technology in Germany (Cuhls, 2000).
Foresight activities regarding the economic and market environments have been a standard
functional element in most large multinational companies for quite a time (e.g. large companies in
the energy, banking, chemical or automotive branch). Most of these companies have an economic
research unit and also a market research unit, which deals with the customer needs of tomorrow
in at least a short- to medium-term perspective.
A rarity is still the field of “Strategic Marketing and Trend Research”, in which future customer
needs or requirements regarding products and services are anticipated in a longer-term time frame
of five to ten years. As conventional methods of market research have limited scope for
anticipating future customer needs, the field of advanced marketing has developed its own set of
methods, combining methods from market research with those from futures research. Examples
of companies with specialized groups in this field are Philips with its Advanced Design unit or
DaimlerChrysler with its Society and Technology Research Group.
Even longer-term foresight activities regarding economic, political and societal developments are
usually conducted by specialized think tanks in the political or private sector or by nongovernmental institutions. In the field of global trends, a broad diversity of institutions are
involved including the World Bank, the Worldwatch Institute, national intelligence agencies (e.g.
the Central Intelligence Agency) and the United Nations University with the Millennium Project,
to mention just a few. Only a few companies deal systematically with this field of advanced
global foresight: some think tanks in the energy industry (e.g. Shell), the financial and insurance
industry (e.g. Swiss Re) or the automotive industry (e.g. DaimlerChrysler), for example.
Another relevant field of foresight is future societal change. The focus here is on long-term
societal changes (e.g. in social structures and lifestyles) and on the generation of scenarios
regarding future societies. This type of foresight is mostly conducted by supranational or national
think tanks and research institutes (e.g. Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development, the European Union’s Institute for Prospective Technology Studies, foundations by
political parties) or public and private social research institutes. Only a few companies take a look
at this field, because social change is still very often regarded as a non-business topic. But
multinational companies are becoming increasingly aware of the relevance of this research field
as they experience the impact of social changes on their corporate strategy portfolio and corporate
image.
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Major characteristics of foresight in the public and private sector
In science and technology policies, the standard appeal for closer collaboration between the
public and private sector in the fields of foresight is regularly encountered. Usually both sides
affirm this general objective and some shared premises in the basic approach. However, for a
realistic appraisal of opportunities for collaboration an awareness of the differences in interest,
time frames and the process requirements regarding foresight in the public and private sectors is
also required.
The major shared premises and differences in foresight activities are shown in Table 3. Within the
private sector, the focus is on large multinational companies, which basically have the resources
to initiate corporate foresight activities on their own.
Foresight in the public sector

General
objective
Specific
objectives

Major players

Time frame
Duration of
typical projects

Foresight in the private sector

Anticipation of future developments in science, technology,
economy, politics and society
• Generating ideas and
• Identifying opportunities and risks
visions for technology
in markets, technologies and the
and innovation
business environment
• Identifying/prioritizing
• Identifying strategic options
related policy measures
• Governmental bodies
• Strategic planning units
• Expert communities
• Research and technology units
• Non-governmental
• Corporate think tanks
organizations
• 5-20 (50) years
• 2-15 years
• 1-3 years
• 3 months to 1 year

Major methods

Technology monitoring/scanning
Environmental monitoring/scanning
Analysis of patents/licences
Expert panels/interviews
Delphi studies
Participatory methods
Technology sequence analysis
Time series forecasts
Trend impact analysis
Systemic modelling
Scenario construction
(and others)

Table 3: Foresight in the public and private sector—major characteristics
The basic common feature of public and private sector activities is the general objective, which is
to anticipate future developments in science, technology, economy, politics and society. In the
more specific goals some differences in priorities emerge: whereas public sector activities by
their very nature focus more on collective visions for technology, consensus-building and
creating legitimacy for technology policies, companies focus primarily on market-related
opportunities and risks. Another difference lies in the organizational contexts and cultures of the
major actors involved in foresight. In the public sector there is a more heterogeneous set of
players, ranging from governmental or administrative bodies to (scientific) expert communities,
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non-governmental organizations and other collective or single stakeholders. Companies usually
institutionalise foresight activities in strategic planning units, research and technology
laboratories or corporate think tanks and thus have a more homogeneous set of actors and less
organizational complexity to handle. Another major difference lies in the time frame. Public
sector activities mostly consider a time frame of about 5 to 20 years ahead, in some cases even up
to 50 (e.g. the project “Visions for a sustainable Europe” (Rotmans et al., 2000)). In the private
sector a 10- or 15-year perspective is already considered “very long term”. And last, one of the
most important differences is the duration of typical projects. Projects in the public sector often
run for a couple of years until final results are presented, communicated and implemented. In the
business context results including at least the first steps towards implementation are usually
expected within less than a year.
In terms of methods deployed, there are only minor differences between the public and private
sector. Delphi studies are more typical for publicly funded research, as they entail considerable
costs and, because of their iterative character, are also time-consuming. Expert interviews,
technology monitoring/scanning, scenarios and sensitivity analyses are major elements of the
generic pool of methods. Because of their interest in exploiting economic opportunities,
companies usually deploy a more differentiated set of methods regarding the evaluation and
structuring of intellectual capital (e.g. patents/licences). Also the strategy and implications phase
of foresight activities is methodologically more developed and differentiated in corporate
foresight.
To sum up, public and private sector activities in foresight share some basic features but are also
characterized by a number of crucial differences, which have to be taken into account and
resolved if collaboration between public and private players is to be put into perspective.
An example of foresight in a business context: mobile communications in the vehicle of the
future
Forecasts by future researchers and industrial analysts indicate continued, swift growth
perspectives for mobile communications with mobile telephones, portable devices and for the use
of telematics in vehicles in the coming five to ten years. Since the collapse of the “dot.com”
boom in mid-2000, this optimism has been corrected to some degree but the basically optimistic
tenets regarding mobile communications have survived. For the automotive industry the focal
question is whether these revolutionary developments will continue and how vehicle-bound
mobile communications will look in the future. To research this topic the Society and Technology
Research Group of DaimlerChrysler conducted a series of foresight studies (for a broader
coverage of this topic see Ruff and Järisch, 2000). A core component of these foresight studies is
the scenario method, which compensates for some insufficiencies of traditional quantitative
forecasts.
A scenario process is typically organized as a structured and focused communication process
between experts from different disciplinary backgrounds and from different corporate functions
about potential future developments, their driving forces and the interactions between them. The
process involves seven steps (see Figure 2), which are briefly described here:
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Figure 2: Scenario process
(a)

Definition of topic: what is the issue to analyse?

This first step is a crucial one, because it creates a convergence between the various involved
experts on the core question, the time frame and the regional scope of the foresight study. In the
case study described here the core question was: How could vehicle-bound mobile
communication look in Europe in 2010?
(b)

Influencing factors: what factors have an impact on the issue?

In this step a broad array of influencing factors from the economic, political and societal business
environments is gathered. To reduce complexity, a structured evaluation of influencing factors on
the basis of their impact on the issue and their uncertainty is a helpful tool.
(c)

Projections: how might the influencing factors develop?

In this step the scenario team formulates alternative projections regarding the future
developments of the identified influencing factors. For each factor likely and less likely
developments should be considered.
An example in the area of societal developments is “the portable society”: today we can observe
the increasing use of portable information and communications technology equipment (mobile
telephones, palmtops, etc.). “Portable intelligence” is especially popular in technophile
metropolitan social milieus and with young people. The professional nomads of modern society,
who move in individually configured, heavily communications-oriented life and working
conditions tacitly introduce a new quality of interpersonal communication and social bonding
through the use of portable and networked devices. Thus portable society is not just the use of
new technologies but the subsequent change in social and communications behaviour. Less likely
but potential alternatives to the continuation and diffusion of this observable development are the
stagnation of today’s level of portable society (limited to only a small group of people), or even
the rejection of portable intelligence and the retreat from portable lifestyles. Although considered
less likely from today’s common sense view, a rejection of portable devices could occur. What if
epidemiological studies prove a significant negative health effect of high-frequency
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transmissions? Such unlikely but high-impact developments are systematically considered in a
separate step of the scenario method, which is described below (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Mobile communications: projections of developments
(d)

Networking of factors: what cross-impacts exist?

This step is at the systemic core of the scenario method and calls for a thorough and systematic
look at the interactions between the influencing factors and their projections. Figure 4 shows part
of the cross-impact analysis in our foresight study. In this example the technological availability
of new interfaces with voice input and output has a positive effect on the extension of the
spectrum of activities in vehicles. If information (e.g. e-mails) can be more easily accessed in the
car by voice input and output, people would be inclined to extend their range of activities in
vehicles. Conversely, this change of behaviour influences the supply side of developing new
interfaces. A third factor, potential regulatory restrictions on the use of information and
communications technology in vehicles, is related in a different way. If it turns out that the
extension of the spectrum of activities in vehicles has a negative effect on driver concentration,
safety regulators will be likely to restrict the legally approved activities in vehicles (e.g.
information displayed on screens). On the other hand, legislation could also directly regulate
technological standards. Detailed look at interactions has to be conducted for all influencing
factors and their projections so that counterintuitive or latent feedback loops can be distinguished
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Figure 4: Mobile communications—networking of influencing factors
(e)

Scenarios: what consistent images of the future can be inferred?

On the basis of the cross-impact analysis, a diverse range of scenarios is generated. From this
basic pool of potential future situations two scenarios are selected as extreme scenarios at either
end of the field of potential developments. Usually a trend scenario—as an evolutionary
extrapolation of current developments—is also considered. From our case study two scenarios are
described below.
Extreme scenario 2010: the vehicle as a permanently online multi-media
environment
One extreme scenario envisages the vehicle as a permanently online multi-media
environment.
Main features:
Vehicles will have high-speed connections to the Internet and act as a permanent mobile
network node;
The willingness of customers to pay for new services is high;
Customer acceptance will thus follow a revolutionary path (steep learning curve);
Drivers and passengers will frequently use new services (e.g. navigation/traffic
information, location-based services, customer assistance, mobile office services,
personalized portals in the vehicle);
A diversity of multi-media and information and communication devices will be plugged into
the car.

2010: the selectively connected vehicle
One trend scenario is illustrated by a more evolutionary development path, in which
vehicles will be connected to the Internet but drivers and passengers will only very
selectively use new devices and services in the car (e.g. navigation, location-based
services or customer assistance).
Main features:
Vehicles will be connected to the Internet;
Customer acceptance will follow an evolutionary path (flat learning curve);
The willingness to pay for new services is limited;
Drivers and passengers will use new services selectively (e.g. navigation, location-based
services, customer assistance);
Voice input/output and information filtering will slowly diffuse into the market.
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(f)

Disruptive events: what events could lead to radical trend deviations?

This step is introduced to probe the sensitivity of the identified scenarios in the face of extreme
external disruptive events or “wild cards”. To analyse their impact, a diversity of potential
disruptive events are gathered in a brainstorming session. They are sorted according to their
uncertainty and their impact on the focal topic. Usually, wild cards with high uncertainty and high
impact are selected for further analysis. One example of a wild card in the case study is the
accumulation of strong evidence for serious negative health impact by the electromagnetic fields
used for wireless transmissions. Such an event would have dramatic consequences for the whole
field of mobile communications. If consequences were serious enough (e.g. evidence of higher
rates of cancer by the emissions of mobile communications devices), this could be the end for
most applications of wireless communications. Alternative technologies (infrared or ultrasound
transmission) are very limited in reach.
(g)

Strategies: what strategies/actions/ideas fit with the scenarios?

The last step of the scenario method, which is the bridge to the strategy process, deals with the
identification and evaluation of options for action. In this step, a host of methodological
procedures are again available, depending on the focus and target of the strategy process. A
frequently used method is to focus on the opportunities and risks (or threats) that emerge in the
scenarios. After the options for action have been generated for each scenario, the next step
focuses on identifying common options for action. In our case study we identified a couple of
options that match a broad range of scenarios and can thus be seen as “robust” strategies. One
evident result from the scenarios is that in the area of mobile communications the whole market is
and will be dominated by the business logic of the telecommunications industry and service
providers. Thus, automotive applications of mobile communications such as telematics and
advanced communication services will be embedded in the broader and more rapidly evolving
telecommunications markets and will not be a stand-alone or even trend-setting force in itself.
Another “robust” conclusion is that voice input and output technologies with a high degree of
individual adaptive capabilities are crucial to the success of extended in-car services.
Final remarks
As discussed in the previous chapters, a variety of foresight concepts and approaches are of
relevance to long-term strategy processes within companies. Because of the focus in companies
on risks and opportunities for business and on innovations, markets, branches and competitors,
foresight studies in a business context have some specific features, which distinguish them from
public foresight activities. Beyond these specific characteristics and differences there is a lot of
consensus in the basic principles and objectives. The frequently suggested and demanded
collaboration of public and private entities in the field of foresight is still in its early stages and
should be further encouraged. As the interaction of public and private sectors and players strongly
depends on the specific political, economic and cultural context itself and is highly diversified
internationally, no general recipes are available. It is important to be aware of the basic
differences in the focal perspectives and interests of public and private players, respectively. It is
evident that focus on the process design of public foresight projects and an acceleration of the
funding allocation process would have a positive effect on future public-private collaborations.
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10. Participatory sustainability assessment using computer models
By J. David Tàbara

Introduction
There is no such thing as one single universal approach or methodology to Integrated Assessment
(IA). As a dynamic and fast evolving field of applied interdisciplinary research, or science, as
some like to put it, IA is informed by a diversity of theoretical positions and methodological
strands. On the one side, quantitative and modelling approaches to IA have been dominant in
certain fields of IA. Partly, the indisputable capacity to assemble and process large amounts of
information provided by computer models, a task which could not be performed otherwise, may
explain its popularity and appeal. It is also the case that the persuasive power of a relatively small
number of figures or graphs to represent complex issues -independently to their underlying
possibly too reductionist assumptions- might have also played a role in its success. On the other
side, qualitative participatory IA approaches (also referred to as PIA), despite being still
underdeveloped, are receiving a growing recognition, and in particular, by practitioners of
Integrated Environmental Assessment (IEA). Such dichotomy or even antagonism between the
two positions are now somewhat being overcome, partly by the design of hybrid approaches and
procedures aimed to take advantage of both. In my opinion, such advances, together with the
mounting influence of new ideas coming from the underlying theories of IA, such as
sustainability science, (socioenvironmental) systems dynamics, and sustainability transition, are
giving birth to what is beginning to be referred to as Participatory Sustainability Assessment
(PSA) or Participatory Integrated Sustainability Assessment (PISA). Evidently, not all Integrated
Assessments will derive into Sustainability Assessment (SA) as none of the future Sustainability
Assessments will only be based in one single approach. Given the many ways of labelling
relatively close approaches, in my view, the main point to underlie with regard to SA is simply
that a further step of integration, interdisciplinary development and openness is taking place.
In this paper, first I would like to look at the general meaning and recent developments of IA, and
in particular of the role of participation in building such hybrid designs between quantitative tools
and qualitative procedures within the environmental change and sustainability arenas. Then,
building upon practical experiences with the Ulysses project (Kasemir et al, 2003), I will discuss
the newly emerging field of Participatory Sustainability Assessment. I will concentrate on what in
my view Participatory Sustainability Assessment means as well as the role, potentialities and
limits of computer models and other quantitative tools in it. In the final section I will list some
additional points for further reflection and try to provide a personal 'survival kit' aimed to help
PIA or PSA practitioners to better cope with the hardships they will certainly endure while in
conducting participatory Integrated Assessments in their professional lives.
Participatory integrated assessment
Integrated Assessment aims to gather, structure, synthesise and present interdisciplinary
knowledge in order to inform in a relevant manner policy decisions on complex issues. Integrated
Assessment can be seen as the culmination of confluence and evolution of several disciplines that
have dealt with the perception, assessment, and management of complex risks and uncertainty
during the last three decades (Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1991; Jäger, 1998; Sors et al., 1997; Toth &
Hizsniyik, 1998). Therefore IA can be understood as those interactive interdisciplinary and social
processes occurring at the intersection between the three domains of public communication and
debate, political decision and evaluation (Figure 1). Within IA, these three domains are intimately
interrelated, as appropriate communication is essential for an adequate decision-making and
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assessment, and in turn, all these dimensions can only be integrated via enhanced public
participation and mutual learning.

Science and
expert
knowledge

Policy and
decision
making
PIA

Public
participation and
communication

Participatory Integrated Assessment.
Figure 1: Participatory Integrated Assessment as the intersection of the three domains of
knowledge building, decision making and public interest participation and communication
(or advocacy).
In this way, the IA processes overlap with policy development processes. Until the mid nineties,
the label IA was often used to refer to the tasks carried out mainly by Integrated Assessment
Models. Nowadays it is widely recognised that IAM is not a complete IA methodology, and it is
better understood as a set of quantitative and analytical tools used in a broader participatory
assessment, management and communication process. However, it is possible to observe two
methodological standpoints among IA practitioners, based on distinct assumptions on the
relationships between the researchers and the researched and also to the role given to the social
contexts and conditions in affecting such assessments, knowledges and strategic decisions
emerging from IA processes. On the one side, there are those who mainly prefer to aggregate
interdisciplinary information via the specification of causal relations in a quantitative way, e.g.,
by the use of computer models, and who may look at discursive approaches with distrust. And on
the other side, there are those IA practitioners -mainly with social science background- more
inclined to use dialogic and qualitative procedures of integration and representation of interests,
knowledge and values may look at computer models as very incomplete and simplistic
representations of reality. Although those evaluating environmental problems have been using
discursive methods for over twenty five years (Jäger, 1998), now it is possible to develop new IA
participatory methodologies that benefit both from innovations in quantitative computer science
and qualitative social science developments in a fruitful and complementary way (see Van Asselt
et al., 2001; Kasemir et al., 2003).
One of the advantages of discursive methods is that they can bring in new ways of framing
problems, as well as new context-based knowledges and values which are rarely incorporated or
made explicit in quantitative simulation models. Moreover, the latter often show a rigid structure
than can be difficult to understand for lay people or that can be of little interest for end-users.
Within the discursive approach to IA, several qualitative methodologies have already been used,
depending on who the actors called to intervene are, the issues at stake, or the general research
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design or stages where participation needed to be located. For instance, policy-makers and
opinion leaders are the participants consulted in policy panels and exercises while mutual
learning methods tend to be are composed both by experts and non-experts. In the latter methods,
in particular, it is assumed researchers can learn from the general public or particular stakeholders
who play a decisive role in the co-production of relevant knowledge (Rotmans, 1998) and
therefore constitute a crucial move toward the democratisation of science practices and
applications. The Integrated-Assessment focus groups developed during the DGXII EU project
ULYSSES were one of the first examples of a new kind of 'hybrid' and more participatory IA
approaches, where computer models yielding numerical results where placed in dialogic settings
composed by heterogeneous groups of non expert citizens (Kasemir et. al. 2003). IA-focus groups
also departed from the assumption that group discussions produce different kind of results –
richer, more reflective and collective, and potentially more policy relevant- than those obtained
simply through the aggregation of individual preferences, such as is the case with quantitative
opinion polls. Or in other words, IA-FGs would increase the opportunities to obtain not only
(superficial) 'opinions' but more distinctively in-depth reflections.
In sum, participatory IA processes serve different purposes and functions, and very often most of
them work or are carried out at the same time (Tàbara, 2003). Specifically they help to:
a) Frame and define in more relevant ways the problems at stake, their possible causes,
effects, and feasible courses of action or futures on the basis of the stakeholders' views.
By doing so, there is less likelihood for the wrong formulation of the problems and for
adopting false assumptions, out of which only wrong answers can emerge.
b) Improve the available information, communication and participation channels (see Figure
2) both for the production of knowledge and for feeding the policy-making process with
preferences and views which would rarely be taken into account otherwise; and therefore,
to increase the potential to yield more effective and equitable assessments and decisions
on complex issues, especially when large number of uncertainties are present.
c) Enhance the integration of diverse knowledges and value domains, both from experts and
non-experts, as well as from different scientific disciplines. In this way, participatory IA
procedures, can improve the diversity and representativeness of the knowledge used in
decision-making, being those criteria fundamental in the new emerging Sustainability
Assessment.
d) Optimise the existing processes of social and institutional learning, by rising awareness
of complexities and uncertainties of the situation, as well as the limits or the gaps in the
available knowledge and of the capacities to deal with them. And in doing so they can
become central in all mutual learning processes occurring between policy makers, experts
and the general public or relevant stakeholders.
Practical experiences with Ulysses
In order to comment on the role of computer models and tools within participatory IA methods, I
will focus my attention on the aforementioned case study of the Ulysses project. During the IAFocus Groups (IA-FGs) conducted within the EU Ulysses project (Kasermir et al., 2003), nonexperts citizens were given access to several computer models in order to test their potential in
supporting the assessment and communication on complex environmental change and
sustainability issues1. Within Ulysses, and with some variation among the teams, IA-FGs were
1

Here I do not want to pause to provide a detailed account of the potentials and criticisms that surround the use
of IA models. J. Rotmans el al (1997) had already expressed some of their limitations and drawbacks of IA
models, such as their high level of aggregation and accumulation of uncertainties, the assumption on the absence
of stochastic behaviour and the difficulties to validate model outputs. Often the conditions in which models are
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composed by a series of 5 shot-sessions where participants were presented with models such as
IMAGE (Alcamo, 1994) or the TARGETS (Rotmans and de Vries, 1997) on global
environmental and climate change. Concerning the regional and lifestyles dimensions, the
PoleStar model (see Raskin et al, 1996) on regional options or the personal CO2 emission
calculator described by Schlumpf et al. (1999) were used. These models provided future scenarios
on social and environmental aspects as input for discussion. In my view, one of the best ways to
understand what happened within the Ulysses IA-focus groups with regard to the interaction with
computer models is simply to recall some of the reactions provided by the participants
themselves. The following quotes are extracted from groups carried out in Barcelona and in
Stockholm during the period 1996-19992
Joan: 'If now I reduce 1 per cent my emission of CO2, what would happen in 30 years?,
... Well, this is good. Or: 'look, if I do that, the sea level will lower 20mts and from that it
results what we have to do'.
Barcelona, FG1, session 1.
Victoria: 'I am quite against models. I do not believe too much in them, first because
everything can alter everything else which has been put there. … Besides, there are many
ways of introducing data, and one only has to see what is done with statistics, so
believing in what the computer says …, hhhmmm..; but is ok, to have a look it's not bad,
although such a model must cost a fortune!!'
Barcelona, FG1, session 2.
Mónica: 'One image is worth more than one thousand words. They could be shown daily
on TV, addressed to people like me who do not understand about technology'.
Barcelona, FG1, session 5.
Jaume: 'I think that the kind of information you have presented is the most convenient
because it is for us more direct information. Computers nowadays are spearheading
scientific development, because they accumulate a lot of data within a small space'.
Barcelona FG2, session 5.
Ramon: ‘I would have liked to see this model or others similar with more realistic
graphs, for instance, with a more realistic simulation’.
Oriol: 'or more authentic,...'
Ramon: 'Yes, for example, if we increase CO2, and have a landscape and we see how it
becomes a desert or things like that'
Barcelona, FG3, session 5.

built resist or make it difficult to unveil many of the political or cultural assumptions that lay in many of their
depictions of the social and environmental worlds and their interelationships. S. Shackley et al. have repetitively
warned us about the possible dangers of taking an over-optimistic view in the use of computer models.
Computers can also be used as seductive icons to exercise symbolic expert power and to build moral
commitments around given discourses which are quite independent of the "objective" scientific content of the
model (Shackley & Darier, 1998; Shackley et al., 1998).
2
I thank Asa Gerger for having provided me with the quotes from Stockholm.
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Miranda: 'I think that the computer program should be addressed to all the people in
general, ... that it can be used by people of all intellectual levels, if we want it to be for
everyone. You shouldn't have to be an expert in ecology in order to be able to use it'.
Barcelona, FG4, session 5.
Marcos: 'I don’t believe that the World population growth will be as described in the
computer'.
Barcelona, FG5, session 2.
Roser: 'Evidently, this is science-fiction, because what will happen in the year 2030 will
dependent on what we do today. And thus, what we're doing, at least until today, we
already know'.
Barcelona, FG1, session 1.
And in Stockholm some parallel reactions could be found:
Kjell: The computer models which scientists have developed are difficult to interpret and
complex. It wasn’t clear what factors determined the results and it was difficult to get
familiar with the different modes of thoughts.’
Stockholm FG3, session 4.
Martina: 'I think that the computer models we’ve been looking at were interesting, [but] I
think that the models have to become more ’fun’, more game-like in order to get the
public more interested in environmental issues.’
Stockholm FG4, session 4.
As we can see, Ulysses participants reactions to the use of computer models were manifold. Some
explained that such tools 'helped them to think', while others thought that they could help them 'to
decide'; some people labelled them as 'boring', while others viewed them as 'eerie', 'frightening' or
even too 'reductionist'. Others also expressed clear scepticism about models in general as a source
of reliable 'predictions' (although the scenarios were never presented as such) and even compared
modelling to witchcraft. For the participants, models can tell us what could happen, but never
what will happen, so they warned us that common sense was first needed to believe in their
results. Models could also help to emphasize the need for environmental sounder technologies. It
was interesting to notice that one of the cited criteria used by the discussants to assess the models
was the time taken in their calculations which was related in an inverse mode to their reliability:
'the slower the run, the more complex the model must be, and therefore, it must be more reliable'.
However, on the whole, citizens reacted positively to the idea of having access to IA computer
models scenarios as a means of getting information on environmental and sustainability problems
and they also expressed that they would be willing to use this information if they had more
opportunities to have access to them in their homes or at work. Citizens made some suggestions
on how these models could be improved, as for instance, they wanted models to produce images
of the plausible effects which could result from their personal actions. In particular, participants
frequently mentioned that they really did not want to know so much about the scientific or causal
explanations of the issues discussed (e.g. climate change), but more on what specific options they
had at hand and what actions they could do to abate them. Finally, and although they seemed to
encounter some difficulty in understanding the specific details provided by the models, they
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tended to progressively use some expressions and information given from the computers in their
own IA-FGs discussions.
The experiences within ULYSSES, at least from my personal interaction with the participants in
Barcelona, showed that the use of computer models in long group discussions on complex
environmental and sustainability issues constitutes an important approach with great potential for
development and application with IA -and now PSA. Nevertheless, some difficulties still remain.
Models should not be understood as the only source of integrated information in a participatory
integrated assessment process, but a complementary one, albeit in some occasions crucial, to other
sources. And in particular, to those on less formal and traditional means of communication and
knowledge such as local languages. Most current computer models on environmental and
sustainability issues are not sufficiently well adapted to be used in group discussions with general
public or targeted stakeholders. In the next generation of IA-focus groups, these models may be
better adapted, interfaces improved and the dialogic integration be carried out more easily3.
Participatory Sustainability Assessment (PSA)
Environmental problems are usually not only environmental. They involve a large number or
broader issues, which relate to the social structure, culture and other political and economic
aspects intimately related to what sometimes is narrowly considered as 'the environment'. Most
environmental problems are problems of sustainability. In the current situation, and specially
when taking into account the preservation of the socio-environmental conditions which make
possible the maintenance of the quality of life for the next generations to come of this now global
society, there is a growing recognition of the increasing:
•
•
•
•

Number of legitimate confrontational interests at stake.
Complexity of issues and relationships to be tackled.
Uncertainties about the causes, effects and effectiveness of measures to be taken.
Need to take urgent decisions, with potential large-scale and sometimes negative
irreversible effects, especially when appropriate assessments and institutions to provide
them are missing (e.g. the Prestige oil tanker spill in Spain).

Under such conditions, a new framework for science, policy, and assessment is needed.
However, most crucial current assessments and decisions, both at the local and global levels, do
not take into account global and long-term sustainability problems and risks. The plea for
devising imaginative procedures based on inter-scale integration, diversity participation and
'systemicity' (system quality and thinking), among other traits, is now more urgent than ever
before.
In my view, the emergence of Participatory Sustainability Assessment (PSA) responds to several
motives and in particular, to the growing necessity of a community of scientists and
environmental policy practitioners to:
•
•
•

Move from science ‘about’ to science ‘for' (e.g. science for policy, for sustainability…)
Develop new tools and procedures to assess the sustainability content, long-term and
systemic impacts of current national and international policies.
Link different time-space scales and to deal with specific environmental, social and
economic problems in an integrative way.

3

As it could well be the case in the near future with participatory virtual modelling on future sustainability
scenarios of particular settings or policy domains.
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•
•

•
•
•

Overcome scientific disciplinary boundaries when dealing with environmental change
and sustainability.
Bridge science, policy and communication procedures as to produce effective as well as
equitable knowledge in conditions of high complexity and uncertainty as well as of
growing recognition of the value of diversity and / or pluralism (see Tàbara & Giner,
2004).
Situate science and expert knowledge in its socioenvironmental and historical context.
Introduce precautionary science and approaches.
Deal not only with 'problems' or 'risks' but also with needs, e.g. ‘need assessment’ (as
underlined in one of the key definitions of sustainable development, precisely based on
the concept of needs).

Sustainability Assessment (SA) is still a project, and can be understood as the confluence of a
myriad of theoretical and methodological approaches, which have been used within the
environmental and sustainability field, mainly during the last two decades. In order to unfold its
meaning, scope and implications it may be helpful to underlie some of the criteria, which
distinguish SA from other approaches. In my view, SA is aiming to:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Integrate economic, social and ecological issues in a holistic but operational way4.
Link several time and space scales at the same time (e.g. long-term and short term, local
and global) in a policy relevant manner (e.g. human scales, not geological ones).
Be based on systemicity: systems qualities and thinking. E.g: by linking social systems
(S), with energy and natural resource systems (E), as well as information and knowledge
systems (I) and socio-environmental change systems (C) (see the SEIC model in Figure
2).
Assess the changes not only in sustainability flows but also in the sustainability base: e.g.
to which extent particular decisions, technologies or actions affect the current stock of
non-renewable resources, provoke or prevent irreversible damage on ecosystems and/or
the loss of biological diversity as well as the global knowledge heritage.
Include the latest developments in Need Assessment, Integrated Assessment and Risk
Analysis.
Frame science and knowledge production in a different guise and specially by linking
knowledge to policy in the way they contribute in a relevant manner to the knowledge for
sustainability and do so in extended frames of deliberation (see Figure 3)5.
Search to the maximum integration and respect for diversity, e.g. of local and universal
knowledges as well as different science approaches and traditions.
Depart and take into account the socio-environmental contexts where the knowledge is
generated and is to be applied.
Include in a broader way quality of life indicators as well as of ‘time assessments’.

4

Despite this assertion, and still recognising some value in the conception of the world in this three
domains, I believe it is high time to overcome such simplistic and outmoded classification of the reality
(e.g. where does information fit in this classification, it is 'ecological ', 'economic' or 'social'?). A better
depiction of the world might eventually provided by systemic thinking, for instance, as illustrated by the
SEIC model below.
5
At this stage is might also be worth remembering that the supposed and know often mentioned
'knowledge for sustainability' can only emerge if stakeholders, affected people or citizens in general can
participate in its production, so that they can become also 'knowledge actors'. That is in our case, relevant
agents in the generation and application of knowledge, policy options which can be of use in their own
personal contexts of action to improve sustainability whatever it means in their own terms.
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•

Make explicit taken-for granted assumptions, conditions and relationships related to the
sustainability base (e.g.: on energy, information or pollution flows and stocks) which
make certain socio-environmental interactions possible.

And at the same time, Sustainability Assessment, being Sustainability an intrinsically contested
value 'metaconcept', should also depart from an extended cognitive and moral framework of
reflection and action. Specifically, I understand that specific procedures and tools for
Sustainability Assessment should be devised to allow participants -that is scientists, stakeholders
and policy-makers- to engage in mutual learning processes on the basis of extended time and
space scale and moral considerations, as well as including the effects of present actions and
policies on future generations, global common resources and even other non-human species:

E

2

T

Where, S: Institutional and social systems; social structure.
E: Energy, materials and natural resource systems.
I: Information and knowledge systems.
C: Socioenvironmental systemic change (if negative, environmental pollution
flows and stocks).
T: Size of the socioenvironmental system, as dependent on the amount of
energy, information, pollution flows and stocks as well as socioenvironmental
relationships encompassed by the institutional system.

Figure 2: The SEIC model. Components e interrelationships of a socioenvironmental
system. Sustainability Assessment procedures and tools (e.g. models) should aim to
represent the whole array of socioenvironmental relationships and changes occurring
between S, E, I, C systems, stocks and flows (Tàbara, 2003)6.
6

For instance, an in order to assess the sustainability content or impact or a given development, the
following 'sustainability function' could be used: ↑ Sust S = f (↓E, ↑ I, ↓C) by answering the following
question: ' To which extent a given technology or social or institutional development (S) contributes to
reduce the consumption of energy and materials (E), optimise the knowledge base (I) and reduce the
systemic negative consequences on socioenvironmental change (C)?
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NATURAL AND MORAL
DIMENSION:
E.g. "rights of non-human
species and of biotic
communities"

Time:
E.g.
"only
present
generation"

TEMPORAL
DIMENSION:
e.g. "rights of
future
generations".

Nature and
morals: E.g.
"only
humans"
Space: "only my
town or country."

SPATIAL
DIMENSION
E.g.: "limits to the
global commons".

Figure 3: An extended discursive science and policy framework for Sustainability
Assessment in which both sustainability tools and assessments could emerge. (Tàbara,
2002).

Final remarks. A personal survival kit for participatory IA and SA practitioners.
Usually, to involve stakeholders in participatory IA processes is a tough job7. Participation should
never be taken for granted. Not only is it time consuming (and money too), but it usually entails
to be in the frontline of the problems -some may say, battles- which apparently should run outside
the academia walls. In practice, this means that researchers must have the sufficient resources,
strength and adaptability as to engage the most relevant stakeholders and knowledge sources in
the most diverse situations. We as professionals we can tackle such situations through many
ways, but a tricky combination of both theory and practice as well as of detachment and
proximity is necessary. Our job asks us both to describe (e.g.: quantitatively) and understand
(qualitatively) the issues at stake with all the possible interrelations and complexities as if we
were outsiders and insiders at the same time. IA is also committed to structure such knowledge in
a policy relevant manner. Some of us have learnt how to do participatory IA mainly by doing it,
and thus some of the lessons learnt can be distilled and shared, should major misunderstandings
or mistakes -and which can yield to some notable frustrations either from science, policy or the
public- be avoided. At the beginning of most PIA or PSA processes, expectations can be high,
7

A lawyer working in an Catalan environmental NGO reminds me about a new health hazard, that of
'dying of participation'.
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while results can be difficult to observe, particularly because such results are of a procedural and
qualitative nature. That is, such results are not 'objects', but usually concepts and ideas, 'invisible'
social constructs like new problem frameworks and definitions, rationalities, or perspectives
which are less related to traditional economic capital or technological developments but more
related to cultural and knowledge innovations.
Therefore, I would like to close this paper by sharing with you some of the key tips I have learnt
during the last few years from my personal involvement in Participatory Integrated Assessment
processes, now moving to Participatory Sustainability Assessment. Such points are not intended
to set up a kind of best-practice guidelines or universal recipe for success at all, but perhaps in
taking them into account, I hope, may help PIA and PSA practitioners to reflect upon their own
personal work. Such lessons can be summarised as the following:
1. In IA, the main result is the whole process: Very often we as researchers, or politicians
as decision makers, get obsessed by the final and visible products of the project, such as
strategic reports, models or web sites. However, in my view, the latter is only relevant as
part of the whole number of tasks and products resulting from the IA or SA processes.
All such processes take place in a social context of actors, values and knowledge
networks in which the particular tools or expert information systems employed need to be
situated. And at the same time, all these processes are carried out in an iterative number
of stages (see Figure 4) which can change the original social conditions in which the IA
process started, meaning that new questions, actors or tools need to be introduced.
2. The most crucial results are of a qualitative incommensurable nature: Even if the final
reports and tools developed for a particular assessment are of a quantitative character, at
the end, the resulting numbers or graphs must be attached to particular meanings and
interpretations. Otherwise they would not make any sense. In contrast to numbers,
meanings are always of an interpretative nature, and therefore subject to different
understandings according to the actors, users, or social contexts in which such
information outputs or tools are located. One should be then very careful not to add or
subtract qualitative knowledge, opinions or perceptions -as those obtained via IA-FGs- as
if they were ‘numbers’ of equal value (in fact all have their own distinct and
complementary value). There is an incommensurability ‘problem’ -or better said,
potential- in all PIA processes which can only be dealt with through qualitative
integrative methodologies. Each of the opinions or perceptions has a unique meaning
which can be fundamental in the distinct functions to which PIA processes serve8. Hence
I would propose: think about the meanings: and how those meanings are framed and
relate to broader issues of those at stake. Tools and quantitative data must mean
something to the stakeholders and users, and this meaning is always an interpretative
relational result.
3. Try to become an ‘integrator’, not simply a ‘facilitator’: The work of the PIA
practitioners -or in the near future of SA ones- must start from the very beginning -or if
possible earlier- the project start and continue to the very end -if possible even after the
contract officially finishes and when the knowledge gathered must be placed in context;
e.g. from talking to relevant stakeholders from the very beginning when formulating the
questions or even in setting some occasional 'help lines' in relation to the understanding
and applying results. However, it is clear that we cannot do or know everything that is
happening or needs to be done or known in a given PIA or PSA situation, but it is also the
case that at the same time we must try not to leave anything aside in the process.
8

Very often a minority position can turn a whole discussion into a completely different frame and direction
and thus be crucial in the attendant mutual learning processes.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

9

Furthermore, there are many tasks and decisions to be taken with regard to the selection
of participants, in the choice of methodological approaches, experts or information
inputs, in the analysis of data, or in the communication of outputs, which are not simply
the business of a facilitator but entail a high degree of integrative skills and resources
from the very beginning when the project start.
Very often, participants will not 'judge' the message, but the messenger. However
important you think your message is, think first about who you are talking to and what
type of social relationship is or will be created between you -the 'integrator'- and the
stakeholders, science or policy community you are involving in the process. In fact,
remember that in practice, and in particular when using expert tools, the facilitator
becomes the 'interface'. Be ready for (expectable) surprises, in some cases, participants
might include you as part of the problem, more than as somebody trying to find solutions.
Use as many informal and unstructured procedures and settings of knowledge
production and communication as formal and structured ones. Some of the key
sentences or ideas that will inform the process will be produced in semi-informal
gatherings, -such as lunches, or corridor conversations. My experience is to try not to
miss those moments. There is an ethical issue in this which should also be made clear to
your participants: they should know that you will be engaged in a research-action process
for the complete duration of your interaction with them.
Take the most advantage and potential of diversity and of heterogeneity. The most
decisive results -which sometimes are key sentences, frames or cultural resonances- may
come from people initially regarded as 'outsiders'. A focus group composed mainly and
apparently by 'outsiders' -people who for most researchers or even themselves are not
believed to be the most representative or authoritative stakeholders to discuss the issues
at stake- can produce the most amazing and relevant results. To obtain such results, as
well as for reasons of equity and efficiency, it helps to ensure you have a balanced mix of
stakeholders based on diversity and heterogeneity criteria.
Link theory with practice. Good assessments can only derive from a good theory. But at
the same time good theory can only be produced from good practice, that is, from
experimenting realities in close interaction with people. Listen carefully to what they say
(or hide), why they say it, and how; but also once you know the main theory and the
general principles, try to start with the context. Different social contexts may need the use
of different tools, asking particular stakeholders or develop specific questions which can
only be found and adapted with the help of local knowledge and networks. As a general
rule, in order to produce the right questions and avoid wrong answers, remember to 'talk
to the right people, in the right language (and tools) and in the right place'.
Participation is not enough. Right participation9 -e.g. based not on quantity but on
quality and diversity- is a necessary condition, but not sufficient to improve the quality
and relevance of assessments. However, many other procedural and contents issues must
also be taken into account. The simple addition of vested or individual interests and
preferences will not yield to institutional changes or mutual learning process (for the
common good), and even less will lead to the reflection on sustainability standards. An
adequate framework for participation and discussion -specific for each situation- is
needed. In the case of participatory SA, this entails that conversations can be carried out
in an extended discursive framework of time and space and morals.
Don't forget the ethics. To some authors, it may result redundant to mention this, but
research is always carried out within a set of institutional compromises and expectations
which need to be fulfilled and sorted out, inevitably, with the resort to some ethical
guidance. Such compromises and expectations may not be the same as the stakeholders,

'Right' in the methodological sense, and not from a normative standpoint.
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and even less of the clients who fund the research. An ethical, not necessarily
institutional, compromise is necessary, both at the personal level and also in relation to
the social context in which our profession takes place. People say that those who control
the questions control the answers, and in doing IA, or SA, we can exceed ourselves in the
temptation to control both the procedures and the contents of the assessments. Issues of
fairness, competence or reflection on the common good are inescapable when dealing
with issues of environmental and sustainability assessment. But I will leave these issues
for you to further reflect on.
And finally, it may be worth remembering the following simple rule while thinking about how to
design or evaluate an IA -or SA-procedure, that is:
S - Simplicity of design.
E - Efficiency of available resources.
R - Relevance, either scientifically or politically of the process.

INPUTS:
Statistical data, social
context and structure
studies, computer
- models, legal
regulations, newspaper
articles….

INTEGRATION AND
PARTICIPATION:
Integrated Assessment
Focus Groups,
electronic participatory
exercises, participatory
scenario building,
Participatory
Sustainability
Assessment

OUTPUTS:
New knowledge, social
networks and options; new
proposals for institutional
reforms, new policy
preferences, new problem
framings, new actors-base
capacities, ...

Figure 4: A typical stage in an integration-participation process.
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11. Participative Scenario Development: Some observations from
practical experience
By Chris Anastasi

Introduction
Who would have imagined five years ago that we would have the September 11 terrorist
attack, major blackouts in California and New York, and the movement of large numbers of
economic migrants through Europe. And ten years from now is it possible that Russia will
once again take a prominent role in the world, that there might be an abolition of Europe’s
Common Agricultural Policy, or that the first female President of the USA is elected.
All are significant events, difficult to predict. As an alternative approach, it is possible to
construct visions of the future - or scenarios - in which significant events can emerge as
complex interaction between, for example, societal and political trends, technological
developments and economic shifts are explored. Such an approach is particularly important
for integrated assessment.
There have been many scenario exercises over the last three decades many driven by concerns
about the environment and the related issues of energy, technology and economics.
Companies use scenarios to:
-

Sensitise managers to the outside world
Provide valuable insights
Deal with uncertainty
Challenge mental maps
Provide internal ‘language’ for discussion across areas

In this way they can develop better strategies, and their managers can improve their decision
making.
Scenario development
Two important dimensions in scenario development are the participatory process involved,
and the nature of the dissemination process, as shown in Figure 1. Scenarios can be developed
by a single person or by a diverse group working together. The latter enhances the possibility
that scenarios are produced are rich in content, internally consistent and robust in nature.
Dissemination can be passive i.e. the scenarios produced are published and the user is left to
their interpretation with relatively little guidance. Alternatively the user can be helped through
a clearly defined interactive process, with those who know the scenarios most intimately
providing expert facilitation.
It is fair to say that Shell is one company that has used scenarios very effectively over the last
thirty years or so and they tend towards a diverse group approach for scenario development
and a highly active dissemination process.
One way scenarios are developed involves a balanced team of ‘experts’ going through a
clearly defined participatory process. This process not only captures their detailed knowledge
in their expert area but also releases their creativity through synergistic interaction with team
members and other stakeholders.
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Figure 1: Positioning Shell's scenario work along two important dimensions in scenario
development: dissemination and participation
Scenario development in practice requires the following:
- A clear definition of the scenario Product
- The right Participants for the scenario team
- A clear scenario Process
By product is meant the issue that is being addressed by the scenarios e.g. energy, technology,
environment, although this must often be placed within a wider political and social context.
Ideally the participatory process has a ‘core’ team taking the lead role but helped by a number
of other stakeholders as shown in Figure 2, each contributing to the ‘richness’ and robustness
of the scenarios. There will be internal stakeholders involved in the process, particularly those
that can provide model underpinning of the scenario narratives, but also those who will use
the scenarios for strategy/policy development. External stakeholders are very important since
they bring their own view of developments and can challenge the scenarios from their own
unique perspective.
Valuable attributes of the ‘core’ team participants include:
- Relevant expertise/knowledge
- Analytical skills
- Open to new ideas
- Good communication skills
- Persistence
- Ability to work in team
- Able to facilitate
There are three distinct components to the scenario process, all highly participative in nature:
the gathering of information and ideas using papers, presentations, ‘brainstorming’ sessions,
and other workshops and group work; a structuring of the material into coherent themes
culminating in the scenarios; and the dissemination process including strategy/policy
development. It is also useful to share preliminary work with a wider stakeholder group to
provide further insights and comment that serve to strengthen the scenarios.
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Figure 2: Scenario development in practice
A key aspect of the whole process is the need for expert facilitation. It is often useful for
members of the core team to do this because they are then in the best position to incorporate
material into the scenarios.
An important part of the process is for the team to identify the priority issues around which
the scenarios will be developed. This can be achieved by establishing the relative importance
of the issues identified and the degree of uncertainty associated with them, as shown in Figure
3 for an exercise addressing the environment. The main thrust of the scenarios is developed
around those issues in the quadrant that is highly important and highly uncertain. More
traditional models can be used to address those issues that are of high importance but low
uncertainty while much less emphasis need be placed on issues that are placed in the low
importance-low uncertainty quadrant.
One way of ensuring wide participation in developing the scenario narratives is to use a
number of story lines around the priority issues identified. The story lines are unravelled in a
workshop exercise in which a series of causally linked events describe the behaviour of one or
more of the priority issues. The test is plausibility not possibility in their story lines, and
participants are encouraged to be original in their thinking and to ‘push the envelope’.
Two or three clear themes emerge by inspecting a much larger number of story lines and
preliminary scenario narratives are developed around these themes, enriched by the material
emanating from the brainstorming sessions and workshop activities. Next steps include
refining and sharing the scenarios with selected groups and where appropriate quantification
using analytical models.
Scenarios to strategy
As indicated above the scenarios provide an excellent vehicle to explore company strategy in
the future worlds described in the scenarios. In particular, it is possible to establish the threats
and opportunities associated with each scenario and to test what strategies and policies are
robust in these environments.
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Figure 3: Priority issues in environment over the next 25 years
Having established the threats and opportunities in this ‘external’ world it becomes possible
to address the ‘internal ‘ company world. For example portfolio options consistent with the
opportunities and threats can be assessed, as can capability options, all in the context of the
company’s current objectives and strategies. Once again this requires a clearly defined
participative process.
Some lessons learned
About scenarios
- The development and use of scenarios can provide new insights and challenges
conventional thinking
- It is important to use scenarios to address the right issues (it is possible that other
methodologies are more appropriate in many cases)
On the participatory process
- It is important to establish the nature of the scenario product and ensure the appropriate
people participate in a well understood process
- A strong, respected leader of the process is required
- The quality of the scenarios is directly related to the quality of the people in the
participatory process - engendering ‘ownership’ is very important
- High quality scenarios require considerable time and effort
- The real value of scenarios lies not in the insights they provide to the ‘core’ team but in
the quality of strategy derived by decision makers
And
- There are aspects of the participatory process that can be used to provide insights that do
not require a full scenario process
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12. On discontinuity and scenario development
By Philip van Notten

Introduction
Numerous events and developments in history, such as the classic example of Biblical flood,
show that progress does not always follow smooth, incremental pathways. Indeed, according
to Butterfield, who is quoted in Feyeraband (1975), the past is littered with “accidents and
conjunctures and curious juxtapositions of events”. Such discontinuities can have a profound
effect on society. Clark (1988), for example, argued that “significant changes often occur in
abrupt or discontinuous bursts” and he emphasises their role in shaping the world. A way to
consider future discontinuity is by developing scenarios.
We define scenarios as descriptions of possible futures that reflect different perspectives on
past, present and future developments (Van Notten et al, 2003). In theory, scenarios “embrace
the potential for sharp discontinuities” (Global Business Network: www.gbn.org), and they
are developed to “identify discontinuity (...) [and] thus help (...) to prepare for ‘surprising’
change” (Davis, 1998). Clark (1988) argues that “by leaving out the external shocks, nonlinear responses and discontinuous behaviour so typical of social and natural systems”,
society is “unprepared to interpret a host of not-impossible eventualities”. However, it is also
argued that scenarios are too risk averse, that they often portray the most likely future, that
they are mere variations on a current theme (Zeisler and Dyer, 2000), and that they “often
ignore the scenario-spoiling ‘wild cards’ of low-possibility futures” (Marien, 2000).
In this paper we address how discontinuity is interpreted in foresight literature, especially in
sources that focus on scenario development. Furthermore, through an analysis of a variety of
recent scenario studies we investigate how discontinuity is dealt with in scenario practice. In
cases where discontinuity is addressed, we will evaluate how this has been done in order to
offer lessons for future scenario practice.
What the literature says about discontinuity
Scenario developer Schwartz (1991) refers to Drucker (1968) when he addresses
discontinuity. Drucker describes discontinuities as “the unsuspected and apparently
insignificant [that] derail the massive and seemingly invincible trends of today”. Drucker
states that discontinuities are not the prominent trends of today but the “shapers of
tomorrow’s society”. Regarding their manifestation, he states that they are different from
“what most of us still perceive as ‘today’”. With regards to their impact, Drucker argues that a
very different world would appear if discontinuities were to converge. The author offers
examples of discontinuities that, while still hidden from view at the time of writing in 1968,
were already shaping the future society. They are:
- The creation of technological and commercial opportunities as a result of scientific
discoveries such as quantum physics, atomic and molecular science, and biochemistry;
- The transformation from an international economy of interacting national markets, to a
world economy with a single global market;
- The establishment of a new, pluralist socio-political system that poses various political,
philosophical, and spiritual challenges;
- The establishment of knowledge as the crucial economic resource.
The inconspicuous nature and the apparent insignificance of discontinuity are central features
of Drucker’s description. Another key aspect is the notion of breaks in time societal structure.
Time is addressed in the clear distinction that is made between today and the future. Structure
is addressed in the notion that discontinuities are different to our perception of today, and
their potential to change the world if they were to converge.
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Drucker’s description is complemented by Ayres (2000) who provides some further
characteristics of discontinuity, namely a high rate of change, the magnitude and the
consequences of change, and irreversibility. Ayres points out that discontinuity is often a
matter of time scale. What seems discontinuous in the short term might appear continuous
when regarded from a long-term perspective, and vice versa. Hurricane Andrew was a
discontinuity in the short term whereas human population growth only appears explosive
from a long-term perspective. Besides time scales, interpretations can also differ according to
discipline from which discontinuity is regarded. Ayres argues that what appears a smooth and
steady trend to an economist or a demographer might be a discontinuity to an historian. He
provides an extensive set of examples, which are listed in Table 1. A notable distinction
between Ayres’ and Druckers’ examples is the former’s relatively abrupt nature.

4. Ayres’ discontinuities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biochemical evolution: the disequilibrium, nonlinearity and fluctuations in the
evolution of proteins and nucleic acids;
Disappearance of the dinosaurs: causes of mass extinctions as a result of asteroid
explosions, vulcanism, and radiation, for example;
Climatic discontinuities on shorter time scales: abrupt warmings, interruption of
ocean currents, El Niño, for example;
Violent conflicts in recent history: from world wars to local conflicts;
Nonviolent political changes: quasi-revolutionary political changes;
Other discontinuities: economic discontinuities such as financial panics, stock
market crashes, recessions;
Potential epidemics: AIDS, Bubonic plague, influenza, for example;
The ‘death spiral’ of the Japanese economy;
The government debt burden;
The next stock market crash;
The next oil crisis;
Chaos and the break up of China;
Technology and human social evolution: from the first use of fire to the printing
press, information and communication technology (ICT), and the mechanisation of
production, for example.

Table 1: Ayres’ discontinuities
Drucker’s and Ayres’s descriptions of discontinuity are two of a limited number of
descriptions of the concept in futures-oriented literature. The concept is referred to in sources
like Gallopin et al (1997), Fahey and Randall (1998), Glantz et al (1998), Rotmans et al
(2001) and Mendonça et al (2004). However, from these sources we deduce that there is no
consensus in futures literature on discontinuity as a foresight concept. Furthermore, as
Mendonça et al (2004) writing on the related concept of wild cards, state:
A multiplicity of unconnected contributions to research on this topic [wild cards] has
produced a long list of labels such as disruptive events, structural breaks,
discontinuities, bifurcations, unprecedented developments, etc.
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Other terms include extreme events (Clark and Munn, 1986), abrupt, discontinuous bursts
(Clark and Munn, 1986), faites porteurs d'avenir1 (Dansereau, 1988), dislocations (Polak,
1971), trend breaches (Banister et al, 2000), shocks (Brooks, 1986; Ringland et al, 1999), and
paradigm busters (Ringland et al, 1999). Our observation is that many of these terms are
ambiguous and not substantiated. In 1986, Brooks (1986) argued, “our understanding of
discontinuities (…) is rudimentary and poorly formulated”. On the basis of our review of the
current literature, we conclude that Brooks’ assessment is still valid nearly 20 years later.
However, that does not mean that there is nothing we can learn from the literature. Of the
discontinuity-related concepts, surprise and wild cards are the most used and substantiated in
the futures literature.
A definition of discontinuity
In view of the above, we propose to use the following definition of discontinuity for our
assessment of scenario practice. A discontinuity is:
A temporary or permanent, sometimes unexpected, break in a dominant condition in society
caused by an interaction of events and longer-term processes.

Earlier, we noted different interpretations on the speed with which discontinuity occurs.
Ayres’ (2000) examples describe discontinuity more in terms of instantaneous change than
Drucker’s (1968). The same duality is demonstrated in the concepts of wild cards and
surprise. GBN addresses certain gradual wild cards and Brook’s (1986) classification of
surprise refers to discontinuities in long-term trends, whereas other definitions of both
concepts concentrate on events. In accordance with the two streams of thought, we propose to
distinguish between abrupt and gradual discontinuity.
Abrupt discontinuity
There are numerous references to the sudden nature of discontinuity in the studied literature.
They include terms such as shocks (Brooks, 1986; Ringland et al, 1999), fast cycle incidents
(Brooks, 1986) and abrupt, discontinuous bursts (Clark and Munn, 1986). The instantaneous
nature of change is the distinguishing feature of abrupt discontinuities. They give society a
jolt, no matter if it is of a temporary and reversible nature.
Abrupt discontinuity tends to manifest itself through events but these are usually connected to
underlying processes. In such cases, events are often the proverbial last straw that broke the
camel’s back. For example, the assassination of Archduke Francis Ferdinand in 1914 is
generally considered to have started the First World War. However, it is argued (Palmer and
Colton, 1978) that although the assassination was the trigger for war, it was certainly not the
cause. Numerous other events could have had the same effect. Underlying processes such as
militarism, nationalism, and the forging of strategic alliances had converged and thereby
assured the devastating impact of the assassination in the form of the First World War.
Similarly, the 1989 fall of the Berlin Wall cannot be explained without considering
developments in the preceding years such as Michael Gorbachev’s rise to power, the politics
of glasnost and perestroika, and the crippling effects of the arms race on the Soviet economy.
In turn, these developments cannot be seen in isolation of the ideological struggle between
communism and capitalism in the twentieth century. In the case of abrupt discontinuity,
events dominate, but underlying developments do matter.
Gradual discontinuity
Discontinuity can also manifest itself in a more gradual manner. We draw on the concept of
transition (Rotmans et al, 2001a; Rotmans et al, 2001b) for an elaboration of gradual
discontinuity. A transition is a gradual, continuous process of change that leads to the
1

In the opinion of the author, faites porteurs d'avenir translates (poorly) as heavy trends and seed
events.
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transformation of a society, or a complex sub-system of society, over a period of at least one
generation. The transition concept has its roots in biology and population dynamics where it
was applied to describe the demographic transformation in Western societies.
A transition is a self-reinforcing process of societal change where a diverse set of
developments converges: socio-cultural, technological, economic, environmental, or political
(Rotmans et al, 2001a). Societal transformation is described in terms of system change. The
change process always involves a change of paradigm and the introduction of new practices
and rules. The speed of change is relative; transitions involve periods of slow and fast
development. However, transitions can be accelerated by unexpected or incidental events
such as a war, a natural disaster, or an oil crisis. A transition is made up of four different
phases:
•
•
•
•

A predevelopment phase of dynamic equilibrium where the status quo does not
visibly change.
A take-off phase where the process of change gets under way because the state of the
system begins to shift.
A breakthrough phase where visible structural changes take place.
A stabilisation phase where the speed of social change decreases and a new dynamic
equilibrium is reached.

The phases are illustrated in Figure 1.

System change

Stabilisation

Acceleration

Predevelopment

Take-off

Time

Figure 1: The phases in a transition

Examples of transitions include the shift from a coal to an oil and gas-based energy system in
the Netherlands (Rotmans et al, 2001a), the emancipation of women (Fukuyama, 1999), the
Industrial Revolution and its transformation from wind-drive engines, to steam and, finally,
electricity (Rotmans et al, 2001b). The Industrial Revolution is itself part of a larger transition
from agriculture, to an industrial economy, to a service economy (Rotmans et al, 2001b) or an
information society (Fukuyama, 1999). In the case of gradual discontinuity long-term
developments and transformation processes dominate, but events might play a role as triggers
of change.
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Discontinuity in scenario practice
Having established an understanding of discontinuity from a review of futures literature, we
now address the question of whether contemporary scenario studies address discontinuity, and
if so, how. In order to address the question we examined 16 scenario studies that were
conducted since 1990. They were selected from a broad set of approximately 70 studies on
the basis of the detail of the available documentation. The selected cases represent different
types of scenario studies. The studies were conducted in a variety of organisational contexts.
These include businesses, such as the British Airways and KPMG; ‘inter-company’ cooperative efforts such as the Dutch Management Association (NIVE) and the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD); a governmental organisation namely the
Rotterdam port authority; broad based participatory efforts such as in South Africa and
Colombia; and academic settings such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) and the research institutes of the Visions project. The selected studies cover a variety
of topics. They include sectoral studies for transport, telecom, and nutrition; country studies
and a regional study; and issue-based studies that address gender equality, the labour market,
climate change, and leadership.
The selected studies are classified according to three criteria: project goal, process design, and
scenario content (Van Notten et al, 2003). The project goal describes a scenario study’s
objectives. Here we distinguish between exploratory and agenda-setting scenarios (Van
Notten et al, 2003). Exploratory goals might include awareness raising, the stimulation of
creative thinking, and gaining insight into the way societal processes influence one another.
Agenda-setting scenarios examine paths to futures that vary according to their desirability.
They not only help their audience understand the future but also to identify the areas where
the future can be influenced. The process design involves methods and techniques used such
as stakeholder workshops, expert interviews, Delphi-studies, or computer models. We
distinguish between intuitive and formal process designs (Van Notten et al, 2003). The
intuitive scenario process leans strongly on interactive group sessions and qualitative
knowledge. Formally developed scenarios usually involve a predetermined process that draws
on expert-based and/or quantified knowledge. Computer simulation models are a common
feature of formal designs. The scenario content addresses the developed scenarios
themselves. We distinguish between complex and simple scenarios (Van Notten et al, 2003).
Complex scenarios elaborately demonstrate the action-reaction mechanisms of a broad range
of actors, factors, and sectors. Simple scenarios are more limited in scope. The term simple in
the context of scenario development does not indicate poor quality. A simple scenario can be
more effective in communicating its message than a complex scenario, for example. The
classification of scenarios is shown in Figure 2. The studies that are denoted in bold are those
that include discontinuity.
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Figure 2: The scenario cartwheel
Given the broad variety of the selected studies, we argue that the selected studies are
representative enough to act as an empirical basis for our assessment of current scenario
practice. A comprehensive review of the selected studies is described in detail in Sleegers
(2003) and Van Notten (2004). In this paper we limit ourselves to a description of illustrative
references to discontinuity in the scenario studies. For the assessment, we used available
documentation on the studies as well as insights from several interviews with people involved
in the various scenario processes.
In the following paragraphs we discuss how discontinuity was addressed in the selected
studies. We first discuss the studies that omit discontinuity. Then we will discuss the studies
in which discontinuity was addressed in one way or the other. Here we distinguish between
exploratory and agenda setting studies, as to be able to evaluate whether the goal of the
exercise matters as rationale for the inclusion of discontinuity in a scenario study.
Studies that omit discontinuity
Eight of the selected studies did not address discontinuity. In the NIVE-study (Breunesse et
al, 2000) on the future of leadership in the 21st century and in the scenario study on the future
of the mobile telecom sector (De Ruijter, 2002; Vervuurt, 2002) no terms referring to
discontinuity were found in the scenarios or in the accompanying text. The IPCC’s Special
Report on Emissions Scenarios (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2000) states
that the scenarios, which address the impact of greenhouse gas emissions on climate change,
purposefully exclude catastrophic futures as they are considered to be unlikely. In the British
Airways-study (Moyer, 1996) it was assumed that the future does not significantly vary from
the past. Possible airline regulation and changes in information technology are referred to, but
they are not considered to be driving forces that would be powerful enough to cause a
significant deviation of current trends. Also in the Port of Rotterdam-study (Global Business
Network, 1996; Jongman, 2002), it was assumed that the port operated in an essentially stable
environment. Therefore, considering potential discontinuity was deemed to be a redundant
exercise.
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Project co-ordinators for both the Telecom and the Port of Rotterdam studies suggest that
discontinuity was ignored because of the aim to develop desirable scenarios, which apparently
left no room for the consideration of radical change. In the case of the Port of Rotterdam,
reference was made to organisational resistance, to uncertainty, and to potential disruption as
possible causes for the omission of discontinuity. This reasoning suggests that discontinuity
has a negative connotation in the context of scenarios.
Interestingly, the European security beyond the Cold War-study (Hyde-Price, 1991) had a
major disruption at its base, namely the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of
communism. Nevertheless, the scenario study deliberately excludes discontinuity. The author
defends its omission by quoting Buchan (1967) who argued that scenario development
“cannot successfully take account of the element of chance in human affairs, the incidence of
wars, economic or social catastrophe, or the emergence of powerful idiosyncratic leaders”. In
the 1995 ICL-study (Ringland, 1998) it was decided that “the best way of treating [wild
cards] was to identify where in the organisation the policy for dealing with these should rest,
and discussing them, exploring the processes and responsibilities, and getting policies
established, rather than building them into the scenarios”.
Lastly, it is noted in documentation on the Possum-study (Banister et al, 2000) on transport
policy that one of the advantages of scenario development over other prognostic methods is
the larger emphasis on trend breaks. However, we did not find any references to discontinuity
in the available material.
Discontinuity in exploratory studies
Exploratory scenario studies aim at awareness raising, creative thinking and insight into
societal complexity. Four of the scenario-studies in which discontinuity was treated in one
way or the other have been qualified as exploratory (Van Notten et al, 2003; Sleegers, 2003).
Below, we discuss each study in terms of its references to discontinuity.
The futures of women (Mc Corduck and Ramsey, 1996)
The authors use the concept of wild cards, which they illustrate using examples such as
atomic and biological terrorism, climate change, and dramatic new fertility and contraceptive
technologies. However, despite acknowledging their relevance, the authors themselves state
that wild cards are only briefly considered in their study. Examples of how they are depicted
are found in the scenarios entitled ‘Backlash’ and ‘Two Steps Forward Two Steps Back’. In
the first, temporary economic alliances and a large black market lead to “abrupt
discontinuities” in employment and wide-swinging currency fluctuations. In the second,
another abrupt discontinuity occurs in the shape of the suspension of environmental protective
measures. This step is taken to boost a sluggish economy, whereby disrupting a fledgling
movement toward global sustainability.
KPMG Ebbinge (De Jong, 1998; De Jong, 2001)
The study resulted in four scenarios of the Dutch job market with a special focus on the role
of recruiters. Two scenarios address abrupt discontinuity. In the ‘Survival of the fitting’scenario, large multinationals split into thousands of small businesses as a result of an
imagined millennium crisis. In the ‘New Worker’-scenario talented employees, looking for a
balance between professional and private life leave the multinationals en masse and build
networks of like-minded professionals with the help of new information technologies.
Biotechnology scenarios (De Ruijter, 2002; World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, 2000)
The study was based on the belief that in a field like biotechnology “the landscape changes
too rapidly, and the cascading developments (…) in closely related fields (...) make
predictions obsolete almost at the moment they are uttered”. In ‘The Domino Effect’scenario, biotechnology continues to make steady progress until 2010, when an abrupt
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discontinuity occurs in the form of the deaths of 25 patients who had been receiving gene
therapy. The deaths are given enormous mass media attention, and the biotechnology business
ultimately collapses. The other two scenarios portray images of a world of gradual
discontinuity over a 50 year period. The ‘Hare and the Tortoise’-scenario describes a societal
transformation movement towards traditional farming techniques and holistic health
remedies, and away from biotechnology. The Biotrust-scenario describes a transition to a
world where biotechnology is a trusted and integral part of human life with many applications
in health care, food production, and life sciences.
Visions (Van Notten et al, 2003; Rotmans et al, 2001c; Rotmans et al, 2001d)
The Visions-project resulted in three scenarios for Europe, three sets of scenarios for three
European regions, and three ‘visions’ in which European and regional outlooks are integrated.
Here we focus on the European scenarios and their use of so-called bifurcations. Defined as
“events or developments (…) that violate (…) one’s assumptions about how natural and/or
human systems behave”, bifurcations are used as branch points where a scenario divides in
two. At a branch point, the scenario continues in the direction corresponding to dominant
assumptions underlying the storyline, while the bifurcation represents an alternative trajectory
where some of those assumptions are violated. An example is the bifurcation in the
‘Convulsive Change’-scenario. Whereas the main scenario addresses problems of global
climate warming, the bifurcation describes a situation of rapid climate cooling due to an
abrupt reversal of the Gulf Stream. The ensuing climatic situation causes a domino effect that
threatens the European continent. In another bifurcation, a technological breakthrough
redefines attitudes to nuclear energy. Nuclear fusion is implemented cleanly and safely and
replaces fossil fuels to a large extent.
The Visions scenarios were developed with the intention of depicting surprising and
unconventional futures. Consequently, besides bifurcations that can be considered as
additional mini-scenarios, numerous abrupt discontinuities occur within the scenarios. For
example, in the ‘Knowledge is King’-scenario a life-extending drug is developed in the period
2010-2020. This technological breakthrough radically changes society’s perspective on life
expectancy. Another example of an abrupt discontinuity is the unprecedented withdrawal by
some countries of their membership of the European Union as a result of a political crisis.
Discontinuity in agenda-setting studies
In agenda-setting exercises, scenarios are developed that vary according to their desirability to
help their audience identify the areas where the future can be influenced. Four agenda-setting
studies have been found that address discontinuity to various degrees.
Mont Fleur (Le Roux et al, 1992)
Four so-called ‘civic scenarios’ were developed on the future of post-apartheid South Africa.
The ‘Icarus’-scenario, named after the Greek myth, describes an abrupt discontinuity where a
populist government’s unsustainable economic policies collapse with a deep recession as the
result. A gradual discontinuity is described in the ‘Flight of the Flamingos’-scenario where a
responsible post-apartheid government steers the country through a transition to prosperity.
Destino Colombia (Global Business Network, 1998)
This scenario project is similar to the Mont Fleur study in its process design. Four scenarios
for the future of Colombia were developed. Abrupt discontinuity plays a role in two
scenarios. The scenario entitled ‘A Bird in the Hand is Worth Two in the Bush’, the
continuing spiral of decline is broken by the agreement by armed groups, the state, and
society to enter into dialogue. In the ‘Forward March!’-scenario the spiral of decline is also
broken when a government is elected that proves strong enough to impose order and to put an
end to institutional chaos. A gradual discontinuity is described in the ‘In Unity Lies Strength’scenario. Here, transformations result in Colombians’ change in mentality from a combative
attitude to one of mutual respect and co-operation.
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Which World? (Hammond, 1998)
The scenario study involves three different stories on how the world might look like around
2050. The scenarios contain a mix of abrupt and gradual discontinuities. In the ‘Market
World’-scenario the unexpected emergence of Sri Lanka as a key financial centre – “the
Switzerland of Asia” – can be considered a gradual discontinuity.
The ‘Transformed World’-scenario envisions a society of prosperity, human welfare, security,
and equity. In all, the scenario describes a fundamental change for the better. This gradual
discontinuity is realised through the adoption of visionary ‘green’ plans including drastic cuts
in US greenhouse gas emissions, a revolution in industrial efficiency, and an ‘urban
renaissance’ in which urban problems are resolved.
The pessimistic ‘Fortress World’-scenario contains a series of abrupt discontinuities involving
many environmental disasters, which converge to produce discontinuity on a more structural
level. The disasters include the collapse of the major marine fisheries, resulting in the loss of
the primary source of protein for three quarters of a billion people; the death of thousands of
Mexicans from smog; and violent conflicts in China and between Syria and Turkey over
water of the Euphrates. As a consequence civil order collapses, and criminal organisations
control governments in several developed countries, which in turn contributes to an upsurge
in violence. Lastly, this scenario features a total collapse of Africa, resulting in huge numbers
of refugees and more than five million people per year dying from violence, hunger, and
disease. One could argue that the ‘Fortress World’-scenario describes a gradual discontinuity
that is made up of various abrupt discontinuities.
Nutrition (Van Notten, 2000)
Discontinuity is key in the three futures of nutrition that are described in this study. Of the
three scenarios, two revolve around abrupt discontinuity while the other addresses a gradual
discontinuity. The abrupt discontinuity in the ‘Laurel and Hardy’-scenario involves a ‘slim
and slick’-craze as a result of the discovery of a weight control drug. However, negative side
effects become visible several years later. These result in numerous deaths, which rapidly
drives the nutrition sector into bankruptcy. The ‘Bactocase’-scenario describes a deadly
epidemic spreading across Europe. The scenario then splits into two branches. One branch
describes the cause of the epidemic as a killer virus. The other branch attributes the disease to
a bacterium in food supplies. The gradual discontinuity is depicted in the ‘Hy-aat’-scenario
where a Western transition takes place to Asian dietary patterns and attitudes to health care.
Reflection on current scenario practice
With few exceptions, it is recognised that in theory scenario development is a way to explore
potential discontinuity. Is this opinion reflected in scenario practice? We first look at the eight
scenario studies of our selection that did not incorporate discontinuity. The omission of
discontinuities was the result of methodological decisions in three of the studies namely the
SRES, ICL, on the European Security scenarios. The role of discontinuity was recognised, but
it was considered inappropriate for the scenario exercise. In the case of ICL, discontinuities
were addressed in a separate process. Ringland (1998), who documented the 1995 ICL
process, argues that there are better ways to address discontinuity than a scenario study. The
author of the publication about the European security scenario studies (Hyde-Price, 1991) is
more damning in his rejection of the relevance of addressing discontinuity in scenario
development.
There are other reasons for omitting discontinuity besides methodological choice. One reason
is the tendency to consider only attractive future developments. Here, there is no room for
discontinuity as it is considered to be threatening, partly due to organisational resistance
towards uncertainty and radical change as demonstrated by the telecom and the Port of
Rotterdam scenario exercises. A last reason for omitting discontinuity is the assumption that
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the future will not be radically different to the past (British Airways) or that radical change is
unlikely (IPCC, Port of Rotterdam).
A more profound explanation of the omission of discontinuity might be the dominance of the
so-called ‘evolutionary paradigm’ (Morgan, 2002). This is the perception of gradual,
incremental unfolding of the world system through time and space. Clark (1998) and Morgan
(2002) argue that most scenario-studies are based on this evolutionary paradigm. They argue
that within the evolutionary paradigm it is difficult, if not impossible, to imagine
discontinuity, let alone incorporate it in a scenario study. For adherents of the evolutionary
paradigm, discontinuity is implausible, irrelevant, unthinkable, or undesirable.
Having discussed the studies that omit discontinuity, we now consider how the concept was
addressed in the other eight exercises, in which discontinuity was approached in a variety of
ways. Several studies included scenarios that reason from an abrupt discontinuous event at the
beginning of the scenario story, which sets off a chain of other discontinuous events.
Examples include the ‘Fortress World’-scenario in the Which World?-study, and the
‘Bactocase’ and ‘Laurel & Hardy’-scenarios in the Nutrition study. A variation on this theme
is the slower progress of a gradual discontinuity that follows an initial abrupt discontinuity.
Mont Fleur’s ‘Flight of the Flamingos’-scenario is one such example. Another approach is to
have the scenario revolve around the description of the causes, the occurrence, and the
consequences of an abrupt discontinuity that occurs somewhere in the middle of the scenario
story. Examples are the Mont Fleur’s ‘Icarus’-scenario, and the ‘Domino Effect’-scenario of
the WBCSD Biotechnology study.
An alternative to addressing discontinuity in the scenario is doing so outside the main body of
the scenario as demonstrated in three European scenarios in the Visions study. Here the
concept of bifurcations was used to show how dominant trends in the scenarios themselves
might develop if they are breached. We conclude that in Visions the incorporation of
discontinuity was supported by a process design that deliberately accommodated the concept.
Besides an analysis of how discontinuity is incorporated in scenarios, it also worth
considering the types of studies that seem most open to the inclusion of discontinuity. We do
so with the help of the scenario cartwheel that is presented in Figure 2. We observe that of the
exercises that incorporate discontinuity there is an even division between exploratory and
agenda-setting studies. However, the studies were all developed in an intuitive manner. We
did not find examples of formally developed studies that include discontinuity. An
explanation could be that the prognostic models that many formal studies use seem to suffer
from ‘structural inertia’. This makes them ill equipped to incorporate discontinuity (Fontela,
2000). If we look to the type of scenario content, we can conclude that six of the eight studies
that addressed discontinuity produced complex scenarios. The KPMG and Nutrition studies
are the two examples of simple scenarios that incorporate discontinuity.
We furthermore observe that both the abrupt and gradual types are addressed frequently in the
eight studies that incorporate discontinuity, notwithstanding a slight bias towards the former.
Of the eight scenario studies that address discontinuity, all incorporate the abrupt type in
several of their scenarios. The Futures of Women and KPMG studies are the only ones to
omit gradual discontinuities. In the other studies, gradual discontinuity is usually addressed in
at least one scenario. There are also several examples of a clear interconnection between the
two as demonstrated in Which World?’s ‘Fortress World’ and Visions’ ‘Convulsive Change’.
Lastly although certain discontinuities appear to be positive at first, ultimately most are
damaging to human health, the economy, and/or the environment. Exceptions include
scenarios such as ‘A Bird in the Hand is Worth Two in the Bush’, and ‘Forward March!’ in
the Destino Colombia study where dialogue between warring parties and an election outcome
respectively lead to an improvement in the condition of Colombian society. The negative
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tendency is not as strong in the cases of gradual discontinuity that we analysed. Certainly
there are examples of transitions that lead to deterioration such as the ‘Which World?’-study’s
‘Fortress World’, and the ‘Convulsive Change’-scenario in Visions. However, in scenarios
such as the Mont Fleur’s ‘Flight of the Flamingos’, Destino Colombia’s ‘In Unity Lies
Strength’, and Which World?’s ‘Transformed World’ we found examples of gradual
discontinuity of a more attractive nature.
From the review of an illustrative set of scenario studies, it does not appear as though a
scenario study’s exploratory or agenda-setting nature has a bearing on the likelihood of it
incorporating discontinuity. We conclude from the analysis of the studies that did involve
discontinuity that an intuitive scenario process is more appropriate for the incorporation of
discontinuity than formal exercises. Furthermore, complex scenarios are more likely to
contain discontinuities than simple scenarios. Some of the scenario developers involved in
scenario studies that omit discontinuity argue that scenarios are not the appropriate for
addressing discontinuity. The studies that do address discontinuity perhaps provide
counterweight to this argument, in showing that discontinuity can be used as a kick off event
for a cascade of discontinuous developments, as the centrepiece of a scenario, and as a miniscenario that is presented outside the main body of the text. An alternative could be to
investigate the impact of a discontinuity introduced in a first scenario by developing a second
one. This approach was taken over 25 years ago when Shell developed their May 1977
Relapse-scenario on the basis of the January 1977 Producer Miscalculation-scenario
(Wiseman, 1983; Jefferson, 2003). These examples suggest that it is possible to address
discontinuity through scenario development.
Concluding remarks
The observations give rise to a number of methodological questions. What are implications
for interactive scenario development in view of the fact that intuitive process designs offer the
most possibilities for considering discontinuity? What does it mean for group composition
and for techniques for intuitive scenario development, for example? Is there a value in
emphasising the idea of discontinuity in general and ‘desirable discontinuity’ in particular,
and how can this be facilitated? In the wake of seemingly discontinuous events of recent
years, these are surely relevant questions for the scenario community to consider.
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13. Applied Economic- environment- energy Modeling for
quantitative impact assessment
By Claudia Kemfert

Introduction
Due to the complexity and solidity of economic interactions, modellers try to portray a simplified
picture of reality: they create a model using methods of reduced abstraction through an improved
description of sincerity. The quality of a model is predominantly appraised through distinguished
explanation value. The demand for economic modelling is derived from three central economic
targets. The explanation target is defined as the aim of economists to understand and illuminate
economic interrelations such as economic consequences of individual behaviour, direct and
feedback effects of key economic interactions, and allocation and distribution of scarce goods and
resources. Through knowledge of verified economic interrelations and connections the prediction
target’s goal is anticipating future economic performances. Furthermore, in assessing economic
impacts of alternative policy strategies and games or distinct institutional implementations the
simulation target recently revealed itself as the most prominent factor in economic modelling.
Concern about fossil fuel resource depletion has led to an increase in applied pure economic
models with a detailed representation of the energy market. Pioneering energy – economic
modelling efforts focused primarily on the representation of scarce resources like oil and its
impact on world economies. More recently, not only the scarcity of energy resources, but also
other natural resources and the environment and climate played a major role in economicenvironment- energy modelling. The complexity of models has increased considerably, notably
regarding global environmental issues such as acid rain, ozone depletion and climate change.
Climatic changes induced by human activities (e.g. increased greenhouse gas emissions) are
largely caused by energy related activities such as fossil fuel consumption. One important source
of climate change is anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. Increasing atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases have a substantial impact on global temperature and sea
levels, which creates extensive economic, ecological and climatic impacts. The threat of climate
change makes designing economic development strategies and energy and environmental policies
increasingly important. Recent developments in sophisticated economic- environment- energy
modelling intend to integrate climate, ecosystem and economic impacts within a so-called
Integrated Assessment Modelling approach (IAM).1
Existing literature focuses mainly on a comparison of modelling results, see Weyant (1999),
Bosello et. al (1998), Springer (2003) and Hourcade et al. (2001). Grubb (1993) and Hourcade et.
al. (1996) summarize a representation of some modelling approaches and classifications.
The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of different approaches of economicenvironment-energy modelling, as well as their methodologies, theories and general
interrelations. The first part of the paper explains the general methodologies of economic models.
It summarizes the different approaches of economic-environment-energy modelling,
differentiates their purposes, scales and mathematical approaches and describes corresponding
data requirements. Furthermore, the substitutability and the role of endogenisation as major
driving factors in economic-environment-energy modelling is briefly discussed; some examples
of these modelling approaches are subsequently compared. The last chapter concludes.
1

Edmonds (1998) gives an overview of the latest modeling approaches.
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Methodologies- Some General Remarks
The procedure for gaining scientific findings is determined by the principal methodology and
concepts. Scientific theory necessitates methodologies, analysing techniques, and contemplation
modes. The concept of equilibria, static or dynamic investigation, and partial and total analyses
remain the most important base perceptions of modelling.
Stability of Equilibria
The determination of equilibriums is crucial in economic modelling. However, the concept of
finding equilibriums is not standardized in scientific theories. The methodological term of
equilibrium is more often used in natural sciences as a continual steady state over time.
Therefore, an economic system is situated in equilibrium if all endogenous variables do not
change over time and all other exogenous variables are constant. Because of the universal
character of the above equilibrium determination, this concept can be applied to different
economic areas such as market, balance of payment or growth equilibrium. The growth
equilibrium can also be classified as dynamic equilibrium because all equilibrium values change
over time. Nevertheless, a dynamic equilibrium is a temporary steady state because the rates of
change are stable.
The equilibrium concept in economic theory is usually meant as market equilibrium or market
clearance by the balance of supply and demand. Equilibriums are ex definitione stable over time,
whereas disequilibria are only temporarily constant. Therefore, economies tend towards a
equalized state (which acts as reference position).
A stable equilibrium is characterized by an obligatory return to the base equilibrium after external
shocks. If this cannot be reached, the equilibrium is indifferent or unstable if the reaction induces
an equilibrium position remote from the reference and base equilibrium situation. In economic
theory only stable equilibriums are considered. All equilibrium analysis needs to incorporate a
stability investigation to determine the conditions of a stable equilibrium.
Static, Comparative Static and Dynamic
In economic modelling, time can be treated as a constant (static), a parameter (comparative static)
or a variable (dynamic). In static analysis, all variables are related to the same time reference
location. An example for a static investigation is determining a market clearance price by the
balance of supply and demand at a specific time position. The comparative static analysis
investigates and contrasts the variables of different time scales. A comparative static analysis
does not explain adjustment processes like direct economic reactions and feedback effects. The
dynamic analysis does include these effects; the adaptation processes can be simulated and
evaluated. The stability conditions determine the convergence towards equilibrium.
Partial Versus Total Analyses
In order to separate particular economic relations and reactions, not all markets and interrelations
are modelled simultaneously. Instead, specific sections of the economy are detached and
reflected. The total analysis investigates all economic reactions and interrelations whereas the
research of economy sections is named partial analysis. Sensitivity analyses use mostly the socalled ceteris paribus stipulation: in order to assess the impacts of one or several influence
factors, only one is modified whereas all others remain fixed. Both partial and total analyses use
the ceteris paribus clause to investigate the sensitivity of a model through assumption variations.
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Economic – Environment- Energy Modelling
To avoid significant misinterpretations of modelling results by incorrect applications, models
must be classified and evaluated against the background of the purpose they were designed for.
Purely scientific objectives may focus on either an improvement in real economic theory
descriptions or on a model application evaluating or simulating economic market reactions and
assessing policy strategies. If the main purpose of a model creation is to use it as a decision
support tool, two main issues need to be clarified: a. which policy is to be investigated:
environmental, energy or climate policy and which geographical and time scale should be
covered? b. Is the main target the evaluation or optimisation of policy strategies? For example,
detailed information regarding the costs and benefits of regional and local environmental
programs must be studied with highly disaggregated cost-benefit environmental assessment
models. In contrast, impacts of global climate change policy strategies require an investigation by
aggregated worldwide economic simulation models covering the main interlinkages of economic
actors. Moreover, the time horizon plays a crucial role through which a specific policy option is
explored. The purpose, time and geographical scale determine the nature of each economic
modelling instrument.
Purpose of Modelling
The purpose of modelling is principally determined by the intention to forecast and anticipate
future economic performances or to simulate economic reactions of scenario analysis. Hourcade
et al. (1996) add a third purpose of modelling: the “backcasting” target that attempts to look back
from the future to the present in order to construct visions of desired futures by interviewing
experts. Forecasting models must be based on historical time data to extrapolate potential future
trends. Therefore, they are usually applied only for analysing short to medium term impacts of
action. This approach requires an endogenous representation of economic behaviour and general
growth patterns and is principally found in short-term, econometrically driven economic models.
Simulation models are widely used to study “if-then” questions by scenario analysis in which a
specific number of policy or intervention scenarios is compared against a so-called “business as
usual” reference scenario. Depending on the time scale, simulation purposes principally aim at an
exploration of the future by scenario analysis. Because of that, main economic driving factors
must be given exogenously so that general assumptions must be made about population growth,
economic behaviour, physical resources, substitution options and ordinary technical progress.
Specific purposes arise from the area of interests. Energy models could focus on concrete notions
of energy demand, supply, specific impacts or evaluation. Environmental and climate models
could also focus on specific areas or on the overall phenomenon in general. More frequently,
modellers integrate subjects of different disciplines as a means to combine several specific
purposes. In order to investigate economic-environment-energy interactions, an integrative
modelling approach is indispensable.
Time Dimension and Geographical Scale
Both time horizon and geographical scale within applied modelling concepts crucially depend on
the investigation purpose. If long-term global climatic impacts are to be evaluated and simulated,
the time horizon of the model needs to cover at least the next 50 years. Grubb et al. (1993)
classify time scales into a short term period of five years or less, a medium term period covering
between three and fifteen years and a long term time period of ten years or more. Economic
forecast purposes are based primarily on an extrapolation of past reactions into the short to
medium future time period.
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The geographical coverage reflects the level at which the analysis takes place. Global models
comprise international regions and nations and simulate economic relations and reactions on a
highly aggregated level. Regional analyses focus primarily on a specific region like Europe or
Asia, while local models replicate specific interrelations of market actors and systems within a
region of a country. National models cover only one country and represent economic behaviour
within this country. Depending on the size and market power of respective countries, national
models consider the impact of trade relations on other countries in a different manner. Usually,
small countries cannot influence the market price for goods or energy services. Larger countries
however could have this potential and shape market feedbacks and prices by changing trade
reactions. Applied models may concentrate their analysis primarily on one sector within an
economy or could cover all relevant sectors (multi sector models). Single-sector models only
provide information regarding a particular sector and do not include economic relations and
interlinkages with other economic sectors. Multi-sector models focus primarily on a national level
but can also be applied to regional or international investigations.
Data Requirements
Model results crucially depend on data quality. Forecasting models must be based on long-term
time series data, the longer and disaggregated the available data, the more precise and detailed
future predictions can be. Data reliability plays a fundamental role. Some countries do not
provide the necessary data or otherwise use different statistical accounting methods that are not
comparable to other techniques and data. On a global level, highly aggregated time series data for
the main economic sizes and driving factors are obligatory. However, no common database exists
for a consistent and comprehensive collection of time series data for all world regions. Recent
developments and cooperation of global economy and trade modellers established a common
database primarily covering the major input-output tables of world regions and their bilateral
trade flows. This data is based mainly on the input-output tables provided by the statistical offices
of each nation and collects data from UN and OECD statistics. On a very detailed level of a
country or region, efforts have already been undertaken to harvest and establish common
databases; depending on the modeling purpose, some data still must be imposed.
Different Modelling Approaches
A very common and accepted classification of energy – economy models is the distinction
between top-down and bottom-up approaches. Top-down modeling approaches tend to cover
economic relations from a more (as the name implies) “top down” economic perspective whereas
bottom-up modelling approaches focus more on the description of individual energy systems and
technologies.
According to Hourcade et.al (1996), differences in results between these two types of models
stem from the distinct treatment of the adoption of technology. The following table illustrates
decision-making behaviour of economic agents and how markets and economic institutions
actually operate over a given period of time.
Grubb et al. (1993) refers to the very different paradigms both approaches follow, the top down
approach is associated with the so-called “pessimistic” economic paradigm, while the bottom up
approach is associated with “optimistic” engineering paradigm.
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Figure 1: Classification of Model Types
Bottom-Up Models
Bottom-up models provide detailed information about the techniques, structural effects and
sectoral behavior of an economy. These partial equilibrium economic models describe the
economy from the bottom side and emphasize the “green” potential of available technologies. As
an outcome, bottom-up models determine marginal abatement costs and so called “no regret”
possibilities, i.e. energy saving potentials at a low cost. According to Hourcade et.al. (1996),
bottom-up models can be classified into descriptive and prescriptive models. Descriptive models
attempt to provide practical estimates of the technology mix resulting from actual decisions based
on assumptions such as complex preferences, intangible costs, capital constraints, risk treatment,
uncertainty and market barriers. Alternatively, prescriptive models present an estimate of
technological potentials by evaluating the most efficient existing technologies found through cost
minimization. Consequently, prescriptive studies provide a more optimistic estimation of
technological potentials when compared to descriptive studies.
The limitations of bottom-up modelling approaches are that they generally neglect feedback
effects to and from the economy as well as the rebound effects on international energy markets.
Moreover, they do not account for uncertainties related to many environmental and climate
phenomena. The diffusion process of new technologies and market thresholds such as hidden
costs and market constraints tend to be neglected, resulting in an overestimation of efficiency
improvement potentials and environmental policy effects. Furthermore, bottom-up models hardly
assess the costs of reducing greenhouse gases on a global scale.2
Top-Down Models
Top-down modelling approaches focus primarily on the economic description of interactions and
relations and are classified within this context into Input Output, macroeconometric and
2

Conversely, energy system models are widely used to assess global costs of GHG mitigation, e.g. see
Kram (1998).
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integrated assessment models. Input Output (IO) models are largely applied to investigate direct
and indirect economic and sectoral effects of demand-driven policies. Based on national input
output tables, dynamic IO model, in contrast to static IO models, determine intertemporal and
dynamic effects of investment changes. Technological progress is taken into account by an
autonomous energy efficiency improvement factor (AEEI). International trade relations can be
simulated by means of including flexible exchange rates. The major limits of IO models are that
they can only be used on a national level; in the original format IO models do not cover
substitution and feedback effects and neglect intersectoral substitution effects. National IO
models are widely used to estimate direct and indirect sectoral effects of diverse policy strategies,
primarily in assessing potential employment effects.
Most macro econometric models applied for economic-environment-energy studies are based on
neo Keynesian theory. Because macro econometric modelling approaches are based on national
input-output data tables and econometrically estimated sets of equations, they are widely used for
national, short-term economic forecasting. They allow for a determination of equilibria and
structural unemployment short term. Because of data constraints, macro econometric models are
mainly applied for national policy evaluation and economic forecast issues rather than for long
term and global future prediction. Macro econometric models were initially developed as pure
economic models; as energy and environmental concerns become more serious, they are adapted
to investigate these issues by introducing energy as a traditional production factor and by
representing an energy market and interaction between both components. In most cases, macro
econometric models must be based on long-run time series data, which are not always available
for specific environmental goods and services, or for broad trade flows on a global scale.
Computational general equilibrium Models (CGE) are primarily based on the neoclassical
theoretical background of equalizing supply and demand in all markets by means of market
clearance prices. Profit maximization under perfect competition and free market entrance
guarantee zero profits and optimal allocation and distribution of resources. The dynamics of CGE
is produced by capital accumulation and/or by the exogenous growth of production factors and
productivity.
CGE models produce (as a response to external shocks) a general equilibrium of all markets
according to economic behaviour of individual agents. Recent model improvements include an
endogenous representation of technological progress. The main shortcomings of CGE are their
reliance on an assumption of perfect market equilibrium; they do not allow for structural
unemployment in the long run. Recent model developments take this into account by allowing
imperfect markets and incomplete information. CGEs are simulation tools that assess “if-then”
questions in a medium to long-term time horizon and can hardly be applied for short and long
term prediction tasks.
In order to take into account not only economic but environmental, energy and climatic impacts,
existing economic modelling approaches must be integrated into ecological, ecosystem, and
climatic models. The economic assessment of climate change is based on purely economic
models focusing on economic relations and interlinkages, economic models enlarged by stylised
climatic interrelations, or sub-models usually known as integrated assessment (IAM) models.
Costs and benefits of climate change are predominantly assessed by means of integrated
assessment models (IAM) incorporating physical relations of climate change and the economic
effects of damage functions. Integrated assessment models are characterized by combining
multidisciplinary approaches to thoroughly evaluate climate change impacts.
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IAMs are primarily applied in global economic and climate simulations; they should incorporate
uncertainty and risk analysis, social and economic organization of developing economies and an
endogenous representation of technological change (see Bosello et al., 1998). Rotmans and
Dowlatabadi (1998) give a comprehensive survey of Integrated Assessment Models. Weyant et al
(1996) distinguish two primary IAMs: policy optimisation and policy evaluation models. Policy
optimisation models optimise key policy control variables whereas policy evaluation models
assess the impacts of specific policies. Policy optimisation models can be classified into a. cost–
benefit models evaluating climate policies, b. target-based models optimising reactions under
exogenous climate targets, c. uncertainty-based models dealing with decision making processes
under uncertainty. Policy evaluation models can be separated into two types: a. deterministic
projection models in which each input and output takes on a single value, b. stochastic projection
models treating some input and outputs stochastically.
Hybrid modelling approaches combine bottom up modelling tools with top down models by
either a so called “soft link” of an integrated and internal modelling approach or a “hard link” that
externally exchange key parameters and variables of both models.3 Most applied general
equilibrium models and overlapping generation models use as input data a national input-output
table or social accounting matrix (SAM). Econometric input-output models apply solution
methods of static or dynamic IO analysis but merge it with econometrically estimated parameters
and equations.
Role of Technological Change
The majority of bottom up models use a linear programming or optimisation framework. Due to
this, technological change is represented as a shift towards a new and more efficient technology.
Linear programming models are widely applied in firms to detect optimal planning tracks. A
chosen technology is optimal if the gross yield is maximized under the condition that each
resource is restricted. Because no transactions costs, information costs, market reactions,
uncertainties about discount rates are considered, bottom up models tend to generate overly
optimistic cost estimates.
In top down models, technological change is either represented exogenously by a so-called
autonomous energy efficiency (AEEI) factor or endogenously by explicit investment decisions in
R&D, which increases innovation and new technology learning due to decreasing costs.
Technological change is usually included within the production function representing
technological changes resulting from price substitutions. Mainly, technological changes influence
the productivity of input factors (labour, capital, energy) within the production process.
Technological changes within the production process of the economy and especially the
interdependencies and interrelations of driving forces to describe endogenous technological
progress have been studied sufficiently by various authors within a theoretic or applied modelling
framework.
Following Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992) endogenous growth and technological change models
can be classified into three main categories: a. Models based on human capital accumulation, b.
Schumpeterian models based on improvements in the quality of products and c. models based on
the enlargement of product variety. Lucas (1988) proposed the first endogenous growth model
including human capital mainly based on the idea that production of the final good can be reached
by the input of physical capital, specific human capital and the average level of human capital.
Aghion and Howitt (1992) elaborated an endogenous growth model including creative destruction
3

See Böhringer (1998) for an integrated bottom up and top down approach see the next chapter for applied
modelling concepts.
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in the sense that each new product takes the place of the older one in the Schumpterian tradition;
Grossman and Helpman (1991) introduced the same idea. Within this model, three sectors are
distinguished: the intermediate good, the final good, and research. During final good production
the productivity of the intermediate good can increase as a means of technological progress.
Technological advances and innovation are considered uncertain by a stochastic process
characterized by a Poisson process.
Romer (1990) and Grossmann and Helpman (1991) elaborated an endogenous growth theory by
considering innovations expanding the variety of available goods. R&D activities are treated as
other production activities converting primary inputs like capital and labour into knowledge. The
model of Romer (1996) and Aghion and Howitt (1992) consider two sectors. The first produces
the final good while the second is the R&D sector aiming to increase the level of technology.
Goulder and Mathai (1999) reflect on induced technological progress both by R&D expenditures
and learning by doing. Their main findings indicate that if knowledge comes from increasing
R&D expenditures, carbon abatement can be moved to later time periods, but if knowledge is
gained through learning by doing, the cost effective option could be accelerating the timing of
carbon emission abatement.
Discounting
Economists apply the technique of discounting to compare immediate positive or negative policy
strategy impacts with those occurring in the distant future. Influenced by a long discussion
regarding the “right” discount rate in economic-environment-energy modelling, modellers tend to
be as pragmatic as possible. Two schools of thought have been developed based on both
prescriptive and descriptive approaches. The former leads to a selection of the discount rate by
“ethical principles” or rules relating to the way benefits and costs of different generations ought
to be weighted. The latter is based on an observation of the rates of return to capital invested in a
variety of alternative assets. The first approach mostly leads to relatively low discount rate values
(close to zero or even negative) whereas the second approach would mean a higher discount rate
(five to 20 percent). However, as these long discussions about discount rates reveal, nearly all
scientists agreed that it is appropriate to discount future benefits and costs at some positive rates,
see Arrow (1996), Weitzman (1999) or Manne (1999).
Tol (1999) as well as Bayer (2000) analysed different kinds of discounting measures and their
impacts on climate change and economic reactions. They both found that the discounting method
has substantial impacts on long-term emissions control and short run emissions abatement.
Howarth (1998) shows that welfare statements depend heavily on transfer assumptions between
different generations. Distributional aspects are focal points within investigations by Stephan et
al. (1998, 1997), Manne (1999), Nordhaus (1994) as well as the more qualitative paper by
Schelling (1995). In general, they assert that distributional reasons are the most important
arguments for not abating at all. If today's living generations would heavily abate, future
generations will not only be wealthier due to conventional capital accumulation but also due to
returns induced by GHG-abatement. On the other hand, renunciation of GHG-abatement leads to
a more equal distributional effect. Conventional capital formation is used more intensely, leading
to increasing consumption and investment possibilities for future generations while
simultaneously decreasing "green capital," resulting in welfare losses for future generations.
Examples of Economic-Environment-Energy Models
Overview
This short chapter provides a classification of applied economic-environment-energy models
according to their geographical scale and bottom up (LP, NLP) or top down (IO, CGE, IAM)
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nature. Recent advances in economic-environment-energy modelling have moved towards global,
regionalized IAMs based mostly on a microeconomic general equilibrium framework (see
Bosello et al, 1998).
Empirically oriented and applied theoretic models incorporate endogenous or induced
technological changes using different approaches. Macroeconometric models like E3ME (Lee,
Pesaran et al. 1990) or WARM (Carraro and Galeotti 1997) include simple approaches of
endogenous technological changes. Integrated assessment models like ICAM3 (Dowlabadi 1998)
use more sophisticated approaches of modelling endogenous technological changes.
Macroeconomic general equilibrium models like DICE (R&DICE) (Nordhaus 1999) encompass
induced innovations; the use of carbon energy is controlled by induced technological change.
Energy system models like MESSAGE (Grübler and Messner 1998) include learning by doing in
special functions within an energy system framework. New versions of POLES (Kouvaritakis,
Soria et al. 2000) or MARKAL (Barreto and Kypreos 2000) contain approaches to endogenously
determine technological changes in their approaches. (Goulder and Schneider 1999) investigate
the implications of incorporating induced technological progress through increased R&D effort
with the result that amplified environmentally related R&D efforts might crowd out other nonenvironmentally related R&D efforts and lead to a decrease in output and gross world product.
Input Output Models
LP/NLP Models

National
MIS (D)
MEPA
MARKAL; ETSAP;
MESSAGE III

IA Models

CGE /AGE

Econometric Models

EU

Global

HERMES-MIDAS;
MARKAL
ESCAPE

Conrad (D);
Bovemberg- Goulder
(USA); JorgesonWilcoxen (USA);
NEWAGE-D
MDM (UK); Panta
Rhei (D)

DICE, R&DICE,
PRICE, SLICE; CETA

GEM-E3; NEWAGEEU; LEAN; ETAS

Quest; WARM; E3 ME

Global-Regionalized

IEA; MARKAL;
POLES; PRIMES;
CERT
AIM; IMAGE; RICE;
FUND; PAGE;
MERGE; IIAM; ICAM;
MINICAM; OXFORD;
SGM
ERM; EPPA; SGM;
MS-MRT; G-TEM;
GREEN; C-Cubed;
WAGEM; Wordscan
Panta Rhei (World)

Table 1: Classification of Economic-Environment-Energy Models4
Conclusion
This paper gives an overview of applied economy- energy- environmental modelling for
quantitative impact assessment. The aim of this paper is to shed light on different modelling
4

See Kemfert and Kuckshinrichs (1995):MIS; Commission (1993): HERMES-MIDAS; Bahn, Barreto et
al. (1997), Gielen and Kram (1998) and Manne and Wene (1994): MARKAL- MACRO; Gielen and Kram
(1998; Kram 1998); Kram (1998): ETSAP; Messner and Strubegger (1994): MESSAGE; Kouvaritakis,
Soria et al. (2000): POLES; Capros (1996): PRIMES; Nordhaus (1993): DICE; Peck and Teisberg (1992):
CETA; Batjes and Goldewijk (1994): IMAGE; Nordhaus and Yang (1996): RICE; Tol (1999): FUND;
Manne, Mendelsohn et al. (1995):MERGE; Rutherford (1992): IIAM; Conrad (1993); Goulder (1995) and
Goulder and Mathai (1999); Jorgenson and Wilcoxen (1993); Capros, Georgakopoulos et al. (1995): GEM
E3; Böhringer (1997): NEWAGE; Welsch and Hoster (1995): LEAN; Babiker, Reilly et al. (2001): EPPA;
Edmonds (1998): Minicam; Burniaux, Nicoletti et al. (1992): GREEN; McKibbin and Wilcoxen (1999): CCubed; Kemfert (2002b): WAGEM; Bollen, Gielen et al. (1999):Worldscan; Barker and Zagame (1995):
E3ME; MacCracken, Edmonds et al. (1999): SGM; Carraro and Galeotti (1996): WARM; Meyer (1998):
Panta Rhei.
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approaches, compare methodologies and theories and classify existing modelling approaches. The
creation of an economic- environment- energy modelling approach is primarily influenced by the
purpose of modelling and merit of explanation. The quality of a model can be accurately
evaluated only when both targets are explicated and unambiguously reached.
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1. The price of salmon - scenarios for the salmon farming industry
in Europe
Scenario group report
By Thomas Bernheim, Wietske van den Bovenkamp, Valerie Cogan, Marc Dijk, Marja JagerVreugdenhil, Pasi Rikkonen, and Christine Roeckmann

What we did
During the summer course afternoon sessions the scenario group developed three scenarios for
the salmon farming industry. Scenarios can be made by using several techniques or exercises. A
multitude of scenario definitions exists in scientific literature. Rotmans and van Asselt (1997)
have presented the following new definition: "Scenarios are archetypical descriptions of
alternative images of the future, created from mental maps or models that reflect different
perspectives on past, present and future developments". A scenario is thus an internally consistent
story about the path from the present to the future. Our scenario development work was based on
different working group techniques. These techniques were presented to us in a series of practical
exercises that we applied to our case study during the six working sessions. The storylines
presented in the next section were created around the results of the following steps:
1. Information: “from ignorance to uncertainty”
Since the salmon farming case was fairly new to all of the
participants, we depended on the information that was
provided, and this lead us from ignorance to uncertainty.
Lectures from Sietze Vellema and Jan H. Stel gave us an
overview that allowed us to critically evaluate the major
driving forces that influence European fisheries, and focus
on salmon farming in particular.

2. Brainstorming: “structure creativity”
During this exercise three different kinds of
brainstorming have been carried out. In all three
brainstorm sessions, the question was: ‘What issues
are important in salmon industry in Europe?’ First we
had a brainstorm with the group, secondly we had a
individual one and third one was in pairs which was
followed by clustering of the “brainstormed”
information.
3. Historical analogies
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For this exercise we were asked to think of a known
case that might be comparable to the evolution of
salmon farming. There was a special focus on the
definition of discontinuities in these comparable
cases. Examples included the emergence of mad cow
disease and its impacts on the beef sector; intensive
pig breeding; and the recent oil spill off the coast of
Galizia. This exercise gave insight and stimulated
creative thought about what might be possible for the
future of salmon farming, and encouraged us to think about how the system might react to
discontinuity.

4. Imaging
In the imaging exercise, we split into groups of two or three and assumed the perspective of
one of the following archetypes: The Market
Optimiser, The Controller, and The Environmentalist.
Referring to a short profile of our character, we tried
to describe a future image of the salmon industry.
From there we worked on backcasting, or constructing
a series of events in reverse to lead from that future
state to the present situation.
Uncertainty

5. Ranking
Another method of getting insight into the developed
information is to rank the factors. We followed the
method presented to us by Frank Ruff as a tool for
reducing complexity. Using two axes: important
unimportant; and certain
uncertain to
structure a relative ranking we addressed critical
factors selected from the brainstorming results. We
selected the factors from the clusters made in step 2,
and placed them in relation to each other along the
axes based on the group’s understanding. Then we
selected the most important and most uncertain
factors as focus points for our scenarios. This
resulted in the following “top 6” factors in salmon
farming:
-

high

5

2

3

4
6

low
low

Impact of Salmon Farming on the Environment (1)
Impact of Salmon Farming on Human Health (2)
Public Opinion: confidence in farmed salmon (3)
Consumption of farmed Salmon (4)
Corporate Responsibility (5)
Legislation (6)

The factors that were ranked as being relatively certain were also referred to as a premises that
could give additional structure.
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1

high

Relative
Importance

6. Storylines
Then we gathered up the information that was produced in
our work sessions to define and describe our final products:
scenarios. To distinguish the scenarios that emerged from the
working group activities, we positioned the three storylines
along two axes, in which we defined the basic assumptions of
each scenario. Along the horizontal axis scenario outcomes
range from “strong to weak environmental/social feedback”
and along the vertical axis policy priorities range from
“environment first to economy first”.

What we developed
Based on all of the above exercises, the group identified three scenarios that can be located on the
axes as shown in Figure 1. For each of them, we wrote storylines, using all information gathered
in the previous exercises.
Economy
first
“Big Mac
Salmon”

“Salmon
Bubble”

Strong environmental
and social feedback

Weak environmental
and social feedback
“Franz Fischler fischt
frische Fische……”

Environment
first

Figure 1: Three scenarios for salmon farming

The following Table 1 gives a synopsis of all three scenarios. The ideas in these synopses were
the framework wherein the storylines had been developed.
Scenario Title:

Synopsis:

“Franz Fischler fischt
frische Fische……”

This scenario assumes that the salmon sector gets afflicted with a number
of plagues and scandals. Since something has to happen, NGOs put
pressure on the government to act. Strong legislation supports the
regulation of farming practices to reduce the negative impacts of salmon
farming on the environment and heath risks to consumers. Technology
continues to develop, providing new alternative farming techniques, and
the price of salmon products increases.
Because of an increasing price of salmon, salmon demand stabilises and
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later even decreases. More attention is paid to developing farming
methods that provide for those needs in order to guarantee healthy
livestock.
“Big Mac Salmon”

This scenario puts us in a world where the perceptions about the negative
environmental consequences of salmon farming are weak. There is a
strong belief that technology will be able to solve any existing and
emerging problems. The market in which fish farmers operate is global,
open, and highly competitive. Demand for farmed salmon is on the rise
due to high world economic growth, an ageing population and favourable
public opinion. European legislation on the industry is not restrictive.
Environmental concerns are minimal and technological solutions are
indeed available in the event of unexpected negative environmental and
health concerns.

“Salmon Bubble”

This scenario is base upon the same assumptions as in the prior scenario,
but
unexpectedly, technological solutions are not successful in
overcoming negative environmental and health concerns.

Table 1: synopses of the three scenarios
The three scenarios are presented below in a narrative way, from the point of view of one of the
key players in the scenario, in the year 2023.

Scenario 1: „Franz Fischler fischt frische Fische“
The following caricature of a possible future for the salmon farming industry is presented in the
form of a speech delivered by the current member’s successor in 2023 to the European
parliament1:

„Meine sehr verehrten Damen und Herren - Ladies
and Gentlemen,

Box 1: Franz Fischler
Franz Fischler (Au) is currently a
Member of the European Commission
responsible for Agriculture, Rural
Development and Fisheries.

Today, in 2023, I am proud to announce to
you that we have a salmon sector in which
sustainable farming practices is a normal
given. Early farming techniques did not
survive our strict EU regulations. Currently,
environmental impact in terms of water
http://europa.eu.int/comm/commissioners/fis
quality, benthic pollution and risks to the wild
chler/index_en.htm
salmon population is within an acceptable
range according to our EU standards.
We pride ourselves in low density fish farms and conservative use of antibiotics. Regular
maintenance of the farms includes an advanced filtration system with filters that have
been crafted at the cutting edge of scientific innovation. In this way, 92.4% of the
sediments are intercepted before they reach the sea floor.

1

Please note the “tounge in cheek” humor used to emphasize the characteristics of this particular scenario.
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Positive results in the quality of fish stocks mean that the citizens of the European
Community may enjoy their salmon meals in confidence, knowing that their plate
contains a rich portion of healthful omega three fatty acids.
The high price of this quality product is a guarantee to consumers that their hard earned
Euros are going to maintain our salmon farms’ high standards by upholding the Fischler
code of conduct. A few highly responsible companies control this exclusive market and
are characterised by their stringent monitoring and regular reporting, sustainable
management strategies, and investments in technological advancements.
Salmon has ceased to be consumed on a major scale. All fish that reach the market are
labelled in all thirty three European languages and classified with European standard
information about the product’s origin and its environmental conditions.”

The storyline behind this speech goes as follows:
1983
Twenty years ago, in 1983, the salmon farming sector was a new industry. Salmon
farming was seen as a solution to the reduction in the open sea harvest of wild salmon.
Environmental concerns are not high on the business agenda. Technological
experimentation for developing farming practises was also in its early stages. Demand
for salmon was high because of awareness about the healthy fatty acids contained in
salmon meat. Policy for the regulation of the industry was yet to be developed.
2003
(present)

In 2003 the future of the salmon sector is very controversial. It is a growing industry
that is struggling with public concerns about the environment and human health, with
economic pressures and ecological uncertainty. The industry is dominated by a handful
of global players.
Stationary farms produce polluting waste. Concerns about water quality, the loss of
biodiversity due to benthic pollution and due to escaped farm fish that mix with the
wild salmon, are questioned by society. There are no regulations to protect the
environment.
High density fish in farms means that fish are susceptible to disease. The use of
antibiotics is common to protect stocks from infection. Despite this, the incidence of sea
lice is chronic and is having an impact on wild salmon populations.
There are doubts about the quality of farmed salmon. Do the benefits from healthy fatty
acids outweigh the risks of eating a product contaminated with dioxins and other
dangerous substances? Pregnant women are advised not to eat salmon because of what
we know about contaminants in oily fish.
The price of salmon is low enough so that it competes with other protein sources and
low income earners can afford to eat this high quality food. Salmon is consumed on a
major scale by the general European public.
Farming practices are characterised by progressive innovation and a lack of regulation.
Regular monitoring and reporting, depends on the individual company’s initiative, and
sustainable management strategies are not clearly established. Technology is exploring
genetically modified salmon, and the impacts of salmon farming on the environment
and the wild salmon population. Feeding technologies are more efficient than several
decades ago, though there are concerns about the amount of small fish that are fished
from the open sea and used to sustain farmed salmon.
Fish that reach the market are not labelled to distinguish farmed fish from wild catch.
Marketing encourages the public to imagine the wild salmon.
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2006 2008

Growing problems arise with the intensity of the sector. Many salmons are lost during
production because of viruses. Increased use of antibiotics and pesticides seems to be
counterproductive, since they can’t solve the problems, but do raise public concern.

2009 –
2011

Government announces the development of strong regulations for 2010 to break
through the chain of problems. Salmon farmers are required to meet strict standards for
sustainable farming (defined by a commission) within 2 or 3 years.

2012

Policy made effective despite complaints from salmon producers.

2013

Large investments in sustainable farming and a decrease in the intensity of production
increase the price of salmon.

2015

After a period of stabilisation the total production shows a decrease for the first time.

2017 –
2018

Due to financial problems, some salmon producers go out of business. The total
number of producers decreases to about 2 or 3.

Scenario 2: Old Mac Salmon has a farm …: “BIG MAC SALMON”
19601983

Hello ya folks, my name is Ronald Mac Salmon. I was born in the year 1960 in a small
Scottish town on the coast of Loch Mororless. My father, grandfather and great
grandfather were all salmon fishers, and I was destined to follow in their footsteps.
However, by the time I had left the school banks, the fishery was not that attractive
anymore. What to do? Leave town and look for a job elsewhere or stay home and be
unemployed? Sitting in the local pub having a salmon sandwich, I got this brilliant idea!
Why not start a salmon farming business?

19832003

After working for some other lads to learn the profession, I started my own salmon farm
in 1983. It was challenging in the beginning. However, demand rose fast and soon I had a
growing cash flow. It was a bit tricky at one moment: there was this BBC programme on
fish farming back in 1999, saying all this nonsense about environmental concerns about
fish farming, but not taking into account the technological developments that were being
developed to counter them, such as biodegradable antibiotics, lice repellents and waste
recycling techniques. The rest of the media and public opinion turned against us and for a
couple of years we in the business had a rough time.

20032008

The pressure to regulate our business more severely was nevertheless quickly averted due
to the increasing demand for low priced salmon. The real challenge was the increased
competition from other parts of the world. Hence, prices went down. Since I depended on
the prices Nutrenco offered me, I had to upscale my farm to remain competitive. This
went quite smoothly thanks to new technological developments: salmon batteries, better
salmon feed, super nets etc.

20082010

The day of my 48th birthday, we heard the news about the first cases of the MAD
SALMON-ELLA DISEASE in Canada. Some suspicious ‘scientists’ were even making a
link between this pest and some people falling dead, but not much belief was given to
them. Our first fears soon turned into joy when prices nearly doubled because the supply
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of Canadian salmon dropped to zero. Those were very good years! It was in 2009 that I
bought my yacht, and named her after my wife: Ella.
20102023

Two years later, when the mad salmonella finally hit Europe, we could make use of the
Salmonella buster that Canadian scientists had developed in the meantime, so the disease
never had a large impact on our stocks. These days my grandson is running the company,
whereas I have my deserved rest on my beautiful yacht and have all the time in the world
for … fishing!

Scenario 3: Old Mac Salmon HAD a farm …: “SALMON BUBBLE”
19831999

This story begins in the year 1999…

19992003

… I can remember this documentary of the BBC in 1999, which was very sceptical about
the negative environmental consequences of salmon farming. This resulted in a change in
public opinion and in the collapse of demand. However new techniques came up that
addressed these concerns and soon demand recovered. At least at that time. I think we
should have learned at that moment that those environmentalists could also be right once
in a while.

20082010

On my 48th birthday we heard the bad news about the first cases of the MAD
SALMONELLA DISEASE in Canada. I was not afraid at that moment that this would
impact my profit - how naïve!! In the short turn, the disease was actually to my benefit,
because prices nearly doubled due to the collapse of supply from Canadian salmon.
Those were very good years! I even bought a yacht, I forgot the name, I don't have it any
more…

20122015

Two years later when the mad salmonella hit Europe we thought we had the best vaccines
from Canada, but they did not work properly! Our whole stock got infected. Even worse:
the consumers got ill as well!! People died, including my own wife! We really should
have listened to those experts.

2023

The great salmon adventure was over. The dream collapsed. I found a new job but it's not
really exiting: selling herring on the market… well, I survive. My son emigrated to
Australia and I have never seen my grandchildren. I often dream of having a yacht and
going … fishing.

What we learned
Below we have put together our personal lessons learned:
Start up information in a scenario exercise
When starting a scenario exercise in a participatory manner one should consider carefully, how
well the method and the process of the exercise (an overall vision) are introduced, and especially
what are the expectations of outcomes of these methods or processes. There should be a wellgrounded principle in deciding the level of information input in the beginning of the scenario
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work. If the presented information input in the starting phase
of the work is too low that could cause problems (confusion,
uncertainty or even ignorance) on the way the problem is
understood and on the way it should be handled in a specific
scenario process. However, if the start up information is
given in a too restricted way, this could easily limit the
creativity of the group itself and at the same time guide the
results of the scenario exercise too heavily. In my opinion the trade-off between these two
perspectives should be done in a case-specific way.
Information gathering
During the first sessions we were very surprised that we did not focus on gathering expert
information about salmon farming, like the technique or some statistics. The lesson we have
learned is that even without expertise knowledge you can achieve results: by applying different
tools for scenario development and by integrating stakeholders from various backgrounds (like
us) into a participatory process.
Some scientific facts are still important, but before
looking for answers it is crucial to identify driving
forces which can lead to future visions. This can be
done by reflecting on historical analogies.
Transferring the analogies to the problem under
consideration reveals key uncertainties or unknowns.
At this point one can get back to searching for expert
knowledge and facts, since now one knows what
kind of crucial information is lacking. As a result, a
literature search can be performed in a much more focused way.
New ways to look at scenarios
A new and valuable method has been added to our scenario toolbox: the discontinuity exercise,
which gives a different approach towards scenarios. Instead of the conventional approach of
“smooth” continuing scenarios, we now learned that
discontinuities probably are the most influentional parameters.
For example in the salmon case: in case someone dies from
eating salmon the effects on demand will be huge; bigger than
one could sometimes expect from policies. Including
discontinuities into your scenario exercise gives a better
understanding of what might happen in the future and for that
reason it gives insight in the robustness of your scenario.

General remarks on the participatory scenario exercise
The experience of performing a participatory scenario
exercise was very instructive. Because the theory on which
this method for IA is based is not yet well developed, learning
by doing is key. Participatory scenario developments turned
out to be a very useful tool to explore future developments of
complex problems surrounded by uncertainty. In the salmon
farming case we focused on sudden disruptive events that
could influence the future of the industry. The analogy
method was instrumental in imagining what could trigger these events and what their
consequences could be. Nevertheless, to be more precise about these potential consequences,
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more quantitative integrated assessment tools could be required. These could be developed in a
participatory way to complement the qualitative analysis provided by the narrative scenarios.
Some thoughts about managing working groups
The reactions of the of the working group members to the
exercises proposed provided some interesting insights into the
difficulties involved with managing groups. Despite the fact
that the participants in this case were in fact students and keen
to learn about methodologies for developing scenarios, there
were strong doubts expressed about the usefulness of the
exercises proposed, prior to the hands-on experience. The
impression was that if individual participants do not have a clear idea of what the process has in
store for them and what will be the expected benefits, they will be reluctant to cooperate fully. If,
as is usually the case, time together as a working group is limited, it becomes exceedingly
important to create a common and acceptable understanding of the process in which the group has
become involved, in order to avoid the distraction and delay caused by group members
expressing their doubts halfway through.
The influence of the researcher on the process
During all our sessions, we were followed by a team of
researchers from ICIS, who were interested in the group
process. They registered all the group said and did with video
camera and microphones, and regularly sat close to people
working together to eavesdrop. It took at least a day for the
participants to get used to this kind of attention, and it certainly
influenced their behaviour: spoke less, talked softer and moved less freely than they would have
done without camera’s and microphones.
The value of the historical analogy
Since the focus of developing scenarios is certainly directed to
the future, the group can easily forget experiences of the past.
Frank Ruff spoke about ‘corporate Alzheimer’ in this respect.
This huge pitfall can be overcome by making historical
analogies.
Though an historical perspective may not increase your
creativity in coming up with future events, it does give you an
excellent feeling of what type of events and developments are essential in future societal changes.
It creates a feeling for the dynamics of the system. The above mentioned importance of
discontinuities in building scenarios is an example of this.
We learned that such a relatively simple exercise as making some historical analogies should be
an essential ingredient of the tool-box for building scenarios.
Special thanks to Esther Mosselman, who made the great cartoons!!
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2. Problem Formulation and Classification in Integrated Assessment
Modelling
Modelling group report
By Kasper Kok, Pieter Valkering, Jeff Carmichael, Jochen Hinkel, Ioannis N. Athanasiadis, Olli
Salmi, Vincent Moreau and Paul Steenhof
Introduction
In this paper we address the steps that precede the creation of a mathematical representation of
real world phenomena. More specifically, we investigate first the formulation of the ‘problem
statement’ in an integrated assessment modelling study, seeking here to offer a more precise
definition of problem formulation and examining its influence on later stages of modelling. We
identify, through both numerous group discussions at the summer school and a survey of the
Integrated Assessment literature, that although there is much discourse around the ‘problem’
formulation, it has not been well defined. Subsequently, a more precise definition may aid in
helping us to understand the steps researchers might take in formulating and solving a problem.
Furthermore, problem formulation will be improved through additional classification and detailed
analysis particularly with respect to stakeholder involvement and participatory approaches. These
steps may be of value to not only emerging researchers and professionals such as has attended
this current and future Summer Schools, but also giving credence to the observed lack of attention
to problem formulation in the literature.
In the initial stages of this Summer School project, the modelling group considered several
possible areas of study for the subsequent paper. These included reviewing and evaluating all of
the steps involved in exploring and modelling a study topic of interest, attempting a preliminary
modelling exercise for one of several possible case studies, or coordinating with the sustainability
group in order to model the problem formulated by that group. After discussion, the group
decided to explore steps leading up to mathematical modelling of a particular problem. A
significant factor that drove our desire to explore this topic was Pim Marten’s presentation at the
Summer School, which included material on this topic.
The decision was also motivated by the fact that the steps in model formulation that precede the
mathematical and computational aspects are hard to deal with and thus receive little attention, as
discussed above, yet are crucial for the modelling process in its entirety. These are hard to deal
with because they connect the real, un-formal world of the problem to the mathematical, formal
world. Mishandling these initial steps may thus lead to the creation of an inappropriate model. A
careful consideration of the steps from the formal to the un-formal world is needed to legitimise
the modelling activity and to determine the meaning of the model and the results of the model
application.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe a typical
characterization of a ‘problem’ used in integrated assessment. This leads to a number of questions
concerning the stages of problem formulation and analysis, and how problems may be
characterized. We describe the stages of problem formulation, offering a set of characteristics by
which problems may be classified, and consider during which phases of problem formulation
each of the characteristics are relevant. Finally, we describe and present a classification of
modelling methods and/or model types within the context of the stages of problem formulation.
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Context and Research Questions
Problems that are of greatest interest to integrated assessment analysis are typically considered to
be problems that are ‘unstructured’, a concept associated with problems that have both a high
degree of uncertainty and a high degree of value conflict (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Characterizing Problems from an Integrated Assessment Perspective
This two-dimensional characterization raises a number of questions, as the respective axes are
relevant at different stages in problem formulation and solving. In addition, other
characterizations of what makes a problem specifically interesting as an integrated assessment
problem will add insight to our understanding. The questions that are raised are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What is meant by a ‘problem’, and what stages are involved in its formulation and analysis?
How might research problems be classified?
How might these axes be alternatively characterized or expanded?
At what stages of problem formulation are these axes relevant?
How are social science issues addressed in this characterization, and what sources of
information may be used to aid the stages of formulating a problem?

Each of these questions are addressed in turn in the sections below. The term ‘problem’ in the
context that was used in the diagram above is represented with apostrophes throughout this
article.
Problem formulation and classification
How can a problem be formulated and analysed?
The steps involved in formulating and analysing a problem, such as those presented by Dr.
Martens during the Summer School, may be improved through further clarification and detail.
Figure 2 shows a proposed restructuring that allows us to consider more explicitly the importance
of issue identification and ‘problem’ definition, as these steps play a fundamental role in shaping
and constraining the question that will be analysed. In this paper, we only explicitly address the
stages above the line – those stages that precede establishing mathematical equations that will
represent the relationships determined in the conceptual model(s).
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Figure 2: Steps in ‘Problem’ Formulation and Analysis
It is common for scientists to assert that problem-solving exercises begin after a research question
has been determined, but we assert that, in many instances, the most relevant and controversial
aspects of problem formulation occur in the first two stages. For example, suppose the issue at
hand is water management in the polders of The Netherlands. One might easily elicit very
different definitions of the problem from different groups of scientists. For example, one group
might consider the problem to be ‘How might we alleviate flooding of the polders?’, but another
group might consider the problem to instead be ‘How can we reduce societal infrastructure
damage in polder areas?’. How one views the problem, or even considers and prioritises issues,
strongly influences the conceptual model that is consequently developed. Note that the term
problem as applied here differs from the more general use of the term ‘problem’ as applied in
Figure 1.
Any problem may have several consequent research questions. It is also useful to note a particular
research question might be assessed using several possible conceptual models (and consequently
several mathematical models), leading to the possibility of different conclusions. These different
conclusions may be driven by different assumptions within conceptual models and/or by different
sources and interpretation of data, in addition to differences associated with framing the problem
differently at a conceptual level. On the other hand, it is also important to note that not all
conceptual models are capable of assessing any particular research question.
How might research problems be classified?
The third stage of formulating and assessing a ‘problem’ involves determining a particular
research problem. Research problems may be meaningfully classified from a modelling
perspective as follows, which an example of each classification given.
1.
“What” - What is the current state of the system? (e.g., How much biodiversity exists?)
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2.
3.

“What if” – How does the state of the system change when one or several of the system
drivers change? (e.g., How does biodiversity change under globalisation?)
“How” - What state of all (or some) of the drivers will achieve or maintain a certain state
of the system? (e.g., How may we preserve the existing state of biodiversity?)

These classifications have relevance in the context of the characterizations (represented as axes)
that may be used to define ‘unstructured problems’. We now consider a possible expansion to
these axes, then explore the relevance of these axes in the ‘problem’ stages and research problem
classifications identified above.
How might characteristics of ‘unstructured problems’ be expanded?
The characteristics of ‘unstructured problems’ given by Pim Martens appear frequently in
integrated assessment literature. However, these axes are not sufficient to capture the complexity
of ‘unstructured problems’ in the context of the ‘problem’ formulation stages that were
introduced earlier. An alternative suggested set of relevant characteristics given in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Relevant Characteristics for Assessing ‘Problems’ in Integrated Assessment
The degree of value of conflict continues to be an important characteristic of ‘problem’
definition. However, it is important to distinguish between value conflicts that occur among
groups that are determining issues, problems, and research questions, and value conflicts that
occur between conceptualised and modelled agents, such as are common in agent-based
modelling techniques.
The degree of uncertainty also continues to be an important characteristic of ‘problem’ definition.
It may be useful to explore the degree to which different types of uncertainty, such as those
described by Dr. van Asselt, play differing roles in determining the unstructuredness of a
‘problem’. In addition, different types of uncertainty apply during different stages of ‘problem’
formulation, and must be addressed by different actors and by different techniques.
The degree of societal control is also relevant for determining the ‘unstructuredness’ of a
‘problem’, as it relates to the stages and types of research problems described above. For
example, ‘problems’ centred on physical systems have been traditionally (and to some degree
continue to be) treated as problems over which society has a large degree of control. This is also
true to a certain degree for ‘problems’ involving economic systems, although the animal spirits of
Keynes illustrate the injection of unpredictability associated with human systems and behavioural
uncertainties. The range of societal control across such systems varies considerably, and is
therefore relevant to the discussion of what makes a ‘problem’ unstructured.
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We turn now to the issue of how these characteristics interact with the stages of ‘problem’
formulation.
At what stages of ‘problem’ formulation are the ‘problem’ characteristics relevant?
The axes considered above affect ‘problem’ formulation at different stages, and must therefore be
treated differently. Value conflicts among actors within the process of ‘problem’ formulation are
distinct from actors, or agents, within conceptual models. Issues of societal control play an
important role at several stages of ‘problem’ formulation.
Stage
Relevant Characteristics (axes)
Issue
Problem
Value conflict (i); Uncertainty; Societal control
Research question
Value conflict (i); Uncertainty; Societal control
Conceptual model
Value conflict (i) and (ii); Uncertainty; Societal control
Mathematically specified model
Uncertainty; Societal control
Table 1: Stages at which ‘Problem’ Characteristics are Relevant
What role do they play in assessing different types of research questions?
“What” research problems are principally concerned with uncertainty. They do not concern the
degree of shared values, or the degree to which we (‘society’) may control this system.

Figure 4: Relevant Characteristics for “What” Research Problems
“What If” problems are also principally concerned with uncertainty. They do not address the level
of societal control (because they are interested in examining the impact on the system under an
existing level of control). The degree of shared values do not play a role except to the extent that
they affect society’s perception of the degree of uncertainty.
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Figure 5: Relevant Characteristics for “What If” Research Problems
“How” problems concern societal control, in the sense that we wish to use control to achieve a
certain state of the system. Therefore, it tends to concern problems that operate on the higher
range of the degree of societal control, because “How” problems over which we have low or no
societal control may be difficult or impossible to solve. There are also likely to involve a
moderate to high degree of value conflict, because different actors within a system are likely to
prefer certain methods of achieving the desired state of the system. “How” problems are also the
most likely to involve value conflict in the formulation of the problem, because they ask
questions concerning whether we should take action, and if so, how much.

Figure 6: Relevant Characteristics for “How” Research Problems

Who is typically involved in assessing each stage of formulating a ‘problem’? What additional
sources of information are sometimes used?
A limited amount of discussion occurred on these topics, yielding the information in Table 2,
which should be treated with this in mind. Note that ‘Expert’ assessment may be considered
relevant and important in stages as early as Problem’ determination, or perhaps even Issue
identification. This contrasts with the traditional approach to formulating and solving ‘problems’,
in which science plays the role of a objective provider of knowledge and truth.
Stage

Actors Involved

Information Sources

Issue

Decision maker, ‘Expert’?

‘Design’ approach (sometimes
advocated for social science) and/or
Participatory methods
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Problem

Decision maker, ‘Expert’?

Research question

Decision maker; ‘Expert’
(academic; govt; private firms)
‘Expert’

Conceptual model

Mathematically
‘Expert’
specified model
Table 2: Actors and Information at Different Stages

‘Design’ approach; Participatory
methods
‘Design’ approach; Participatory
methods
Scientific literature; Existing
conceptual and mathematical models;
Participatory methods
Scientific literature; Existing
mathematical models

Other Explorations – Model Clustering
The group was also interested in considering how modelling methods might be classified to
analyse the characteristics explored earlier, as well as exploring how model types might be
clustered according to the classifications of research problems discussed in previous sections.
The group began by attempting to identify modelling methods through a brainstorming session.
Next, an attempt was made to classify the methods and to consider which methods might be more
appropriate within the context of the axes explored earlier. For example, might certain methods
be more appropriate for addressing situations that including high levels of uncertainty? Similarly,
certain modelling methods may be appropriate for formulating and solving one research question
but not for others.
Although the brainstorming session was somewhat fruitful, few clear patterns emerged that
allowed classification. Issues were raised concerning the difference between modelling methods
and model types. What is meant by methods? Does it involve the way that information is
collected or aggregated? Can a method be separated from a model type, or in general is there a
well-defined relationship between the two? Neither ‘model type’ nor modelling method’ were
defined to the satisfaction of the group. Lack of time prevented the extension of this discussion,
but it is worth noting that the topic may be of future interest, as it was well received and the topic
of some debate by other Summer School participants during the concluding presentation.
Conclusions
Unstructured problems are of particular interest to researchers in the field of integrated
assessment. The characteristics of such problems, however, require greater clarification and
definition, which in turn may lead to insights concerning how such ‘problems’ might be
formulated and addressed, both in terms of developing useful typologies and in terms of the
stages through which ‘problems’ are formulated and analysed. This paper is an initial effort in
this direction. It may prove as a useful guide for further, deeper, and more careful exploration of
these topics within the context of integrated assessment.
The modelling group wishes to express its thanks to ICIS and to the organizers in particular for
their support of this research, and to Kasper Kok for his willingness to guide and shepherd the
modelling group.
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3. Participatory Modeling: Universal Simplifications for Local
Problems?
Sustainability working group report
By Carina Keskitalo, Mikko Rask, Estrella Bernal, Peder Gabrielsen, Ana Citlalic Gonzalez,
Christina Pedroso, Annoesjka Nienhuis, Imre Overeem, Yuan Zhou, and Zdenka Zajickova.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe the workshop that focused on participatory modelling,
and to reflect upon group members' experiences of the learning process.
The workshop was aimed at learning about participatory modelling (cf. Asselt et al., 2001: 23-25)
by developing plans for regional sustainability in a role-game exercise using modelling software.
The specific tool used in the exercise was the modelling programme the Rapid Assessment
Protocol (RAP, developed by the Dutch company Arcadis).1 The workshop proceeded through
the following steps. Following a methodological introduction by workshop leader and facilitator
of the modelling exercise Jasper Grosskurth, the process was initiated through a brainstorming
session in which the group discussed the choice of case studies, and a numbers of options were
presented. Two study areas, Mexico City and Finland, were chosen to represent two areas with
high regional dissimilarity (i.e. high vs. low population density, extensive vs. limited problems
with air pollution; and especially, different time horizons with sustainability problems).
Subsequently, the working group was divided into two subgroups to act as “stakeholders” and
“experts,” respectively, to allow for a role-playing game to take place between the two groups
and hence simulate a real stakeholder consultation process. As a next step, simplified models for
the two cases were developed using the Rapid Assessment Protocol (RAP) software.
This paper is structured in the following way. In the first section, the Mexico City case is
described to present the modelling process (the Mexico City case is thus taken as example of the
entire process). The second section evaluates the lessons learned by the group from the modelling
process. The third section discusses a more specific problem of data accuracy by comparing the
modelling approach to stakeholder consultation, and to a qualitative social science approach. This
discussion arose from group members’ concern on how to obtain valuable stakeholder
information in an exercise led by experts. We feel that this problem of accuracy and legitimacy,
as discussed here and concluded in the final section, captures some of the major concerns within
Integrated Assessment as a field.
The Mexico City case
The aim of the Mexico City “research group” (the “experts” in the role-game exercise) was to
develop a sustainability plan for Mexico City for the next 10 years. The plan was to centre on
how to balance economic, social and environmental development for the region (see Figure 1). To
this end, the “experts” undertook consultations with “stakeholders,” which were here participants
in the workshop who had read up on the conditions and problems in Mexico City (each taking a
different role, such as political leader, business person or grass root level activist). The
stakeholder consultation was organised as a workshop, where open questions were asked in order
1

It, and similar programmes, have been developed as political decision support tools and used commonly
in Integrated Assessments (IA), although the models used are often of a higher complexity.
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to have the widest possible range of issues arising from stakeholders’ perceptions. The main
question to be addressed to the stakeholders was: What would you do to make Mexico City a
better place for people to live?
The stakeholders were asked to write down their ideas on post-its and place them on respective
sides of the “SCENE model,” or a triangle representing the SoCial, ENvironmental, and Economic
dimensions of sustainability (Figure 1, cf. Grosskurth and Rotmans, 2003).
Social domain

Economic domain

Environmental domain

Figure 1: The SCENE model representing social, environmental and economic dimensions
of sustainability.
The stakeholders discussed and wrote about the system along a broad array of dimensions, for
example taking up the geographic area and its boundaries, culture, openness of the system, time
horizons, uncertainties, surprises, and so on. Their concerns, in the terms in which they wrote
them down, are listed and grouped according to the dimensions in the SCENE model in Table 1,
below.
Ecological challenges
Abating air pollution
Clean air for all citizens
Access to clean water
Drinking water
Solving water shortage
Improve waste
management
Waste treatment plants
Sewage treatment
Improved sewage system
Better roads and streets
Clean streets
Mexico M. as the green
star
Green spaces
Parks
Providing more green
areas
Access to recreative areas
Noise
Churches: protected &

Economic challenges
Creating new jobs
Expanding industry
Introducing more taxes
Tax rise for enterprises
Fair trade
Polluter pays principle
“Bush go out!”
To stop gender inequality
Go stop inequality
Infrastructure
Too much time in public
transportation to go to
work
Facilitate IT technology
Poverty
Increasing salaries
Ending the informal
activities
Education: access to
technology
Improving education
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Social challenges
Poverty
Expand industry
Attract investment
International trade
Safety
No corruption
Improve police and the
justice system
Improving the public
transport
Public transport
revolution
Ending transport mafia
Housing
Housing for everybody
Social inequality
Guaranteeing a social
system
One daily meal for all
Morals and values
Individualization

Consider needs of
consumers
More cultural activities

restored
Employment
Sea rising
Deforestation
Public health program

Table 1: Stakeholders’ descriptions of the Mexico City system, as written down on post-its
in the initial stakeholder consultation meeting.
Experts then classified the heterogeneous set of ideas, concerns, and challenges into various
stocks (categories) consisting of similar items. The purpose of this classification was to identify
the key components or the essential building blocks of the studied system, and later to feed them
into the RAP programme to make a discrete representation of the system. The first attempt of the
“experts” to define the key components is described in Table 2.
ENVIRONMENT
Environment (water, air)
Water and waste management
"Green star"

ECONOMY
Employment
Business environment
Taxation
Transport

SOCIETY
Corruption
Social equity
Education
Security
Housing
Transport
Ethics
Recreation

Table 2: Expert definitions of the key components. Choosing a good name for a stock is
crucial for the quality of the model.
The first abstraction of stocks was discussed in a second workshop with the “stakeholder” group.
The abstraction was criticised from various aspects. For example, the stock “environment” was
criticised for being too broad; the stock “green star” was seen as misunderstood by the experts in
comparison to its original intent; and some important components, like industry and services,
were missing in the description. This first round of criticism led to a re-evaluation of stocks,
where more stocks were created and appreciation given to stakeholders’ views. In this second
round (which is not described here in detail) 6 stocks were created under ecological challenges
(instead of 3 in the first round); 8 stocks (instead of 4) under economical challenges; and 9 stocks
(instead of 8) under social challenges.
The second development of stocks served as a basis for input into the RAP programme. Rather
early in the programming process, however, it became clear that the number of stocks must be
rather small to be of any use in the programme. A reason for this was that each stock (or
component) had to be specified by characteristics (quantity, quality, space and function); one
quickly loses oversight when using large number of stocks.
As a result, the “experts” re-defined the components and their characteristics again into a smaller
number (see Table 3). (At this stage, the stocks were also taken out of the framework of the
SCENE model).
Components
Waste

Characteristics
Manageability
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Quantity
Quality
Quantity
Quality
Quantity
Quality
Quantity
Quality
Quantity
Quantity
Structure
Space

Water
Employment
Industry
Quality of life
Population
Infrastructure and land

Table 3: The final components and characteristics of the Mexico City system used in the
RAP programme.
As a next step, the RAP programme was utilized to analyse the interactions between the different
stocks. Having defined the lists of stocks to describe the area, one can set up criteria of
sustainability that relate to changes in quantity, quality, space and function of the stocks. For
instance, to improve quality of life in the area, one would among other things need to improve
environmental quality (such as air and water) and employment quality. The relationships between
the stocks can be modelled in a simplified manner by stating the assumed strength of the diverse
relationships, and to illustrate what different actions (such as improvement of air quality and
limitation of traffic) may result in. The model may thus work as a systematisation or conceptual
framework (a map of the relations between stocks) for qualitative analysis, and provide a first
level of integration and superficial analysis. The system makes it possible, for example, to
identify secondary or tertiary effects of a policy measure. It therefore supplies a simple means of
making cross impact analyses and mapping out relations.
Similar software has been used in real-life studies. The figure below is an example of a map of
relations between different stocks that was developed for the Province of Limburg, the
Netherlands. In practice, its development took place over a period of several years, however, in
cooperation with people in the provincial administration who were accustomed to similar
techniques, and who were highly motivated because of their professional interest in modelling
tools. The principle and process of development is however similar to that used in the exercise,
and the process for consultation with stakeholders has been used also in other examples in
Integrated Assessment (cf. Asselt et al., 2001).
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Figure 2: A map of relations between stocks for the Province of Limburg, the Netherlands.

Lessons learned from the modelling process
In concluding sessions, the groups summarised their experience with the software. They
concluded that the RAP programme provides a structural basis to analyse sustainability problems
and helps the analyst to focus on different levels of impact. The final aim of the process was to
utilize the particular software, and this structured the process from the case definition to the
analysis of different strategies. In addition, it also structured the preparatory work and directed it
towards attaining a broad overview. The structure and use of the programme was, however, seen
as somewhat of a “quick and dirty” method, in that such an aggregate modelling technique loses
much of the stakeholder information. As the process of definition had served to re-define the
stocks and make them more abstract, the stakeholders’ views were aggregated into very general
categories that would describe almost any society. The relationships between stocks were
impossible to model with any level of certainty on such a level.
The RAP analysis can thus only be seen as the first step of analysis of the problem; it represents a
tool for thinking rather than an accurate modelling framework. While it may help to order
information, and may for instance provide a focus to keep a stakeholder process going, the
software and process itself was thus not seen as an ultimate tool for interaction with stakeholders.
The strong simplification of stakeholder inputs made it difficult to distinguish the general
framework created for one area from that made for another. The software may add an element of
technicality that does not match well with stakeholder experience and the detailed content and
concerns of stakeholders, in particular if there is no time for the stakeholders to get well
acquainted with the model.
The group concluded that stakeholder interaction requires a particular focus, and made three
general recommendations for stakeholder work. These centred on particular needs in the process.
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1. Keep the process simple and clear for the stakeholders; maximise the opportunities for
stakeholders to express their views, and minimise the need for stakeholders to understand
technicalities;
2. Acknowledge and come to terms with the fact that stakeholder participation takes time: it is
not possible to rush the process;
3. Hire a very experienced facilitator for stakeholder consultations that relate to modelling
frameworks. Whether the goal of the process can be reached depends very much on the
experience of both scientists and stakeholders.
The group thus concluded that professionals should be hired to facilitate workshops, and that
stakeholder participation must be seen as an activity in itself rather than only an activity that
facilitates the development of a modelling framework. In other words, the stakeholder process
must be seen as an activity in itself (which may result in other problems), rather than an activity
designed to deliver modelling input. Such differences in design of the process are not trivial, but
will impact the quality of data that can be obtained from the stakeholders.
Accuracy problems in modelling and social science
Some participants in the workshop also discussed the large differences that exist in stakeholder
interaction between a modelling framework such as that presented here, and some common social
science techniques. It was suggested that there are very large differences between the
methodologies that are commonly used in qualitative social science to elicit information from
respondents, and those currently used in stakeholder interactions in Integrated Assessment (cf.
Rotmans, 2001).
Some of the differences lie in the fact that for a social science researcher, the input material that is
obtained (e.g. interview results) is not to be simplified straight away. This concern for the
specificity of data has an impact on the process chosen: the interviews, which often last over an
hour and pay special attention to not leading the respondents on, are recorded and transcribed,
word by word, often using specific systems to indicate pauses, hesitation etcetera in the text. The
researcher then goes through the transcript, either by hand or by using qualitative coding
software, to mark out the different categories of subjects: a process called coding. To ascertain
more or less objective results, the researcher asks a second coder to go through the same ad
verbum transcripts and mark out categories. The two coding processes are then compared, to see
where the categories overlap and can thus be seen as intersubjective. These categories then form
the basic units of analysis on which the final research paper is based. In it, the researcher
summarises the results found: e.g. whether and in which senses interview objects mentioned the
same characteristics as important. Direct quotes are regularly used to show that the researcher is
not over-interpreting the material. It is then possible that the researcher checks his or her
interpretations with the interview respondents, who could also serve to provide feedback to the
research team on tentative research results.
The process is thus focused on the integrity of the interview material, and adapted to limit the risk
of mis- or over-interpreting original material.
The modelling process in Integrated Assessment, on the other hand, requires an abstraction into
only a few categories, ranging from only a few to about a dozen in some realistic cases (or more
for very complex models). The way in which pre-modelling participatory exercises are
undertaken is reminiscent to that used with the RAP software here: stakeholders are, for instance,
asked to briefly write down or state their challenges, problems and concerns for, i.e.,
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sustainability in their areas. The process thus starts from a relatively high specificity of data: even
if there may only be some five stakeholders present, it is quite possible that these write some
fifteen suggestions each, resulting in maybe eighty suggestions (possibly written down on postits). These are then reduced, often in a relatively brief process and utilising only the data written
down on the post-its (but not deeper interviews with the respondents), to reach the number of
categories that can manageably be treated in the model.
When looking at a complex system, say an estuary or a community, one may however have
hundreds of features, from which the most significant characteristics need to be chosen. The
modeller is thus required to simplify results, which requires that s/he deals only with data that can
be easily quantified into categories. This, of course, limits the ability to describe integrated socialenvironmental-economic-political frameworks.
The group concluded that social scientists often focus at data integrity, whereas integrated
assessment modellers start from the number of categories that can accurately be modelled. This
latter approach has the disadvantage of not being able to retain the specific connections and
meanings intended by stakeholders.
Conclusions
This brief paper has described a workshop process in which software was used in a participatory
modelling process. The workshop design addressed recent developments in Integrated
Assessment in a broader sense as well. While Integrated Assessment has most often been used for
environmental modelling exercises, the last five years or so have seen the development of an
ambition to integrate stakeholder views and perspectives into the process, to make assessments
more legitimate to policy (cf. Ravetz, 1999). This development is also part of more fundamental
changes in the perspective on science. Science has been criticized for being developed only
within expert communities, and for not being well-connected to real world issues.
We feel that the problems that have been discussed above capture some of the larger concerns
within Integrated Assessment. As the field has traditionally been centred on quantitative methods,
with social scientists paying little attention, it does not have a tradition of including qualitative
participation techniques and stakeholder participation. The IA community has now begun to try
and reconcile the very different perspectives and methods from the natural and social sciences.
Whereas modelling techniques draw from the scientific legacy of objective observation and
inferring generic knowledge, social science methods focus on hermeneutic, meaning-centred
understandings. While IA promises a middle way, it thus raises questions about the accuracy of
the categories on which it is based. Our final comment must thus be a question rather that a
conclusion: Is modelling really able to describe and relate to complex societal systems of
stakeholders to an accurate extent, or does it need to be supplemented with other techniques?
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4. The project of transition: testing a theoretical proposition
Transition management working group report
By Mans Nilsson, Hans Keune, Andreas Ligtvoet, Kerstin Ronneberger, Ruud van der Helm, and
Monica Caggiano.

Introduction
“παντα ρει” is the expression that Heraclitus (536 to 470 BC) used to capture his philosophy.
Literally: everything flows, or everything is changing. Heraclitus argued that everything is
constantly changing, from the smallest grain of sand to the stars in the sky. Only change itself is
real, every object ultimately is a figment of people's imagination.
The concept of societal ‘transitions’ is in a way closely related to that train of thought. There is
always change, but not everything is changing at the same speed or in the same direction. There
are periods of relative stability in which it seems not much is changing and there are periods of
relatively rapid change in which change is clearly visible. These stages of change are the result of
the interaction of various societal and physical developments on various levels of scale.
Transition thinking therefore encompasses different concepts to analyse the dynamics of a
transition, such as multi-level (micro, meso, macro), multi-stage (predevelopment, take-off,
acceleration and stabilisation), complexity and uncertainty1. However, the theory of transitions
(concepts) and the management thereof (tools, instruments) are still in development. At this point
in time we cannot say that this theory is already a coherent new paradigm, in the Kuhnian sense
of the word. This fact makes the exploration of this topic the more challenging.
In the context of a summer course on Integrated Assessment, a group of six ‘explorers’, set out to
understand the initial concepts of transitions that may seem to be a vague concept at first sight.
This paper describes how the concept was clarified by applying it to a case study. The case study
of “The transition from mode-I-science to mode-II-science” was chosen beforehand by the
facilitators2 as the subject of study as all participants were either scientists or working with
science. It was thought that this choice should enable the participants to use their present
knowledge of the system of science. The following paragraphs describe the process of
exploration, the tools used for exploring the topic and the resulting insights in both the topic and
the method.
From the theories of post-normal science we understand that the quality of the process is a crucial
aspect of scientific research. Therefore, the process should be seen as an integral part of the result
of our experience.
The Process
The first step in the exploration of transitions was a critical analysis of the concept by means of
deconstruction. As the participants had different backgrounds, it was necessary to discuss the
specific components of the theory in order to clarify different perspectives on the concept as well
as clarifying the theories behind the concept. In doing this, the group identified a lack of
definition, but at the same time familiarised itself with the concept.

1
2

For a further explanation of the transition theory, see the chapter on transitions elsewhere in this book.
The facilitation was done by D. Loorbach (ICIS) and R. van der Brugge (ICIS).
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In the next session, we furthered our understanding by actually using the theory (‘learning-bydoing’). The facilitators suggested focusing on the shift from Mode-I-science to Mode-II-science
that is recognized by some researchers in the field of sustainability. Since the group perceived this
shift as only a small development in the whole scientific mode of practice, we favoured a broader
view of the system of science. Furthermore, it was agreed upon that if such a shift is actually
occurring, it should follow from the analysis. In a brainstorm session, different aspects of and
developments in the system were placed into a scheme that illustrated a shared framework of
common understanding. Since the participants had different backgrounds and had not worked
together before, different perceptions and thoughts about the system of science were present. This
step was important to clarify the properties of the subject (science) and to learn to understand
each other. It should be noted that our reflection of the system is by definition biased and not
value-free, since we are all parts of the system. Nevertheless, the exploration enhanced our
awareness of the subject and the uncertainties that we have regarding the dynamics in the system.
In doing so, the participants engaged in a group building process.
The identified elements in the brainstorm scheme encompassed components, relations as well as
developments. In order to distinguish between them, the group made a systemic representation of
the system of science with objects that carry properties and relations.3 Applying the transition
concept of multi-level to the developments that influence science, a ‘time chart map’ was made
that structures the different developments to macro, meso and micro-level. Combining the
systemic representation and the multi-level time chart, one gets a feeling of how the system is
changing, what the driving forces are, in what direction it is heading and how relationships in the
system are changing over time. In the next chapter it will be shown how this analysis has been
carried out for one set of developments.
Unfortunately, due to time constraints, there was not enough time to go through the whole
transition management cycle (Figure 1). The analysis beneath shows the movement in science and
represents how it affects the system. There is, however, no normative valuation whether this is
desired or not. There was no time to identify future desired states (transition images) where we
wanted the system to go. In this sense, there was no transition defined from state A to (desired) B
and no transition paths (how do we get from here to there) or transition experiments (what do we
have to learn).
Science as a system
Based on the brainstorming session, we set out to describe the current state of the scientific
system in a structured way. For this, we used the discursive model by Carlo Jaeger, as presented
during the summer course. Thus, we distinguished objects, which are carriers of properties and
relations. These properties and relations change due to changing roles, perceptions and
interferences of the system. The description of the system is therefore largely discursive and
cannot be stabilised in advance. We distinguished objects that shape the system of science and
clustered the objects. During the clustering we developed a six-category framework, in which we
made distinctions between organisations (who does science?) and content (what do they do?) on
the one axis and between creation (of science), use and the interface between creation and use on
the other axis (Figure 2). This framework encompasses the demand / supply for knowledge.

3

As proposed in the discursive model of Carlo Jaeger.
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Figure 1: Steps in the Transition arena4

Cyclic process
• Problem analysis
• What is going on?

• Vision
• Where do we want to go?

• Images
• What does that look like?

• Transition paths
• How do we get there?

• Niches
• Where can we start or follow?

• Experiments
• How are we going to do that?

Figure 2: Framework of the science system
Within the knowledge production and products, we find, for instance, objects such as journals,
education for professionals, diplomas and degrees. But we also find the attribution of authority to
knowledge: is it scientific knowledge or not? (Figure 3.)

4

Loorbach, D, ICIS summer course presentation, 9 September 2003
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Figure 3: Knowledge production and products.
Connected to this are the knowledge producers, which include companies and NGOs as well as
the traditional universities. Knowledge consumption and use include what is being done with the
knowledge outside the production system: education, policy support, media, and product
innovations. (Figure 4.)
K N O W L E D G E C O N S U M P T IO N a n d U S E
M ARKET
PRODUCTS

E D U C A T IO N

P O L IC Y
(D O C U M E N T S )
RESEARCH USE
M A S S M E D IA /
PO PU LAR
S C IE N C E
P R O F E S S IO N A L
(N O N -R E S E A R C H )
USE

H U M A N IT Y
PR O JEC T

Figure 4: Knowledge consumption and use
The organisations involved in consumption are to a large degree the same as those involved in
production: e.g. universities, NGOs, and businesses.
Between the producers and users are intermediary functions: policy analysis, clearing houses,
knowledge processes, funding mechanisms. Here the demand (users) and supply (producers) of
science and scientific products are matched. Intermediary organisations are policy-makers,
consultants, companies and policy research institutes.
This systemic representation shows the components of science. Although most components have
relationships between them, some relationships are stronger than others, showing the dominant
dynamics in the system. This can be called ‘the regime’ (or the present, standard way of doing
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things). In this paper the relations and linkages are not shown due to lack of time to find empirical
data for backing up these relationships.
Multi-level analysis
The above representation of the system of science is static. When adding dynamics to this static
representation, one has to consider that within the system the developments have different scales.
Transition theory distinguishes three levels of scale (Figure 5). The macro-level involves slow
societal trends and developments: political culture, worldviews, paradigms and population
dynamics. The meso-level deals with social norms, interests, rules and belief systems that
determine strategies of institutions and organizations. This is the so-called regime that often
resists innovations due to sunk investments and deeply rooted dominant practices. The microlevel encompasses the niche-level at which individual actors operate.5
Macro level
(landscape)

Meso level
(regimes)

Micro level
(niches)

Figure 5: The multi-level concept (Geels and Kemp, 2000)
There are numerous developments that influence science. Although it is clear that the following
list is incomplete, the key developments that were identified are:
Macro
• Compulsory Education: more children are able to go to school and gain a pre-university
level.
• Democratisation: more accessibility to science.
• Market orientation: cost/benefit considerations become a major driving force in society.
• Shifts in authority: classical/traditional authority (teachers, police) is declining; a
plurality in legitimisation of authority.
• Expectations in science: science should give the “truth” for all questions.
• Specialisation: division of labour since Taylor.
• Information society: a society that depends on exchange of knowledge via ICT.
• EU: the increasing importance of common EU policy.
• Feeling of organizational complexity: people are more aware of the complexities that
they face in their life.

5

J. Rotmans, Transitions and Transition Management, ICIS summer course presentation, 4 September 2003
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Meso
•
•
•
•
•
•
Micro
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantity/quality of students: increasing streams of students in tertiary education lead to
decline of quality of the education system.
Societal perception of science: devaluation of the meaning of science.
EU funding regime: research institutes are ‘forced’ by the EU regime to cooperate and
develop international networks. The EU favours interdisciplinary topics.
Specialisation in science: disciplines develop extreme specialization so that intradisciplinary communication becomes difficult.
Multidisciplinarity: the attempt to cross-disciplinary boundaries.
Contract research: industrial money shapes the direction of research.

Systems analysis: the whole is more than the sum of its components.
Atom bomb: the global risk of science became apparent.
Military contract research: direction of research is influenced.
Kuhn & paradigms: science is evolutionary.
Internet: connected computers.
Complexity science: one description of the system does not capture its essence.
Interdisciplinary science: crossing disciplinary boundaries generates more insight.
Post-normal science: there is no truth out there.
Science-policy blend: emerging new interfaces between science and policy.
WWW: exchange of information via the Internet became popular.
Networks of excellence: institutes cooperate to address key research topics.

The identified elements can be represented in a temporal scheme as a scale related chart, showing
the different micro, meso and macro developments. A preliminary picture looks as depicted in
Figure 6.
democratisation
specialisation
feeling of órganisational complexity
obligatory education
treaty of Rome / EU integration
informatisation
shift in authority
market orientation / useful
more students / lower quality
student influence in universities
societal perception of science
specialisation

reversal
crisis???
EC funding
multidisciplinary studies

promises
contract research

systems thinking
1930

atom bomb
1940

post-normal science / critique
complexity thinking
internet
interdisciplinarity
1970
1980

military research complex
kuhn
systems analysis II
1950
1960

trans disciplinarity
internet publications
www
science / policy
ICIS
1990
2000

Figure 6: Time-chart of multi-scale elements
Integration exercise
Integrating the macro/meso/micro analysis with the systems analysis makes the systemic
representation dynamic, since we integrate events in time and show what changes in the system.
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Ideally, this should be done for each of the micro niches and macro trends, showing where, how
and through what mechanisms they have had an impact on the system and how the system has
responded. A description of the changing macro-landscape as a result of two trends, specialisation
and market orientation, is illustrated in Figure 7.
Two macro trends are influencing factors in the system: the specialisation in society as a whole
and market orientation. Science itself has also specialised into new disciplines contributing to this
specialisation trend. The market orientation is translated into regime pressure, because scientific
knowledge is demanded that is useful for society. The resulting pressure is that the questions
asked by society and the answers given by science do not match. There is a mismatch between the
societal problems asked by society and the reductionist approach of disciplinary science. This
traditional approach of science does not have the tools that match the modern complexity of
social change and risks (e.g. BSE, GMOs). The pressure has led to some changes in the regime.
There is a new awareness about the need for cooperation between disciplines, because of
complexity and multidimensional problems, as well as cooperation between the scientific system
and other social actors for knowledge co-production. The problems are of societal nature and as
such need involvement from societal actors. Networks emerge as a result of this new awareness
on the micro level. There is a delay in response because new ways have to be found and
organised to complement the traditional way.
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CONTENT

SPECIALISATION
‘SCIENCE POUR
LA SCIENCE’
NEED
FOR
KNOWLEDGE
INTEGRATION
??
PRODUCTION
NEW SCIENCE

and
PRODUCTS
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KNOWLEDGE

KNOWLEDGE
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KNOWLEDGE
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CO-PRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE
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COOPERATION &
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Figure 7: Illustration of the dynamics in the science system.
Reflections on the method and transitions concept
The following comments and our understanding should be seen in the light of the limited
experience in applying the approach. As actors in this experiment, we did not go through the
whole process of problem assessment and identification of a vision where we wanted to go and
what key interventions could be implemented to reach that desired future state. Therefore, our
reflections are based on a limited understanding of the concept and its methodologies.
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As an analytical tool, the transitions concept can be useful, but we have difficulties seeing the
added value from existing approaches dealing with social change in political sciences,
institutionalism and technology history. Also, approaches like back-casting seem to provide the
same elements and functionality. The overall management framework (the stepwise approach)
thus seems to add little to existing planning and scenario-building frameworks.
It does provide an interesting perspective on large-scale societal change. However, the analysis
seems to critically depend on where you observe in space and time, your own perceptions and
biases, and what you want to see. As such it can be argued to violate mainstream scientific
criteria (such as objectivity) as discussed in the course.
We are not able to conclude from the analysis whether science is currently in transition or more in
transition than in other periods. It is difficult to say that this pathway is transitional rather than a
‘normal’ evolution of science. The analytical criteria about transitions and how we recognize
them seem hard to define. The argument was given that at any point in time changes seem
dramatic if you have sufficient resolution. So looking at the system in 1789 or 1945 it might have
appeared just as dramatic. Can this be empirically falsified? In any case, the current method as
presented to us does not provide such tools. The presence and applicability of an S-curve depends
on scale and likely can only be identified in retrospect.
Conclusions and recommendations for developments of the approach
The transition theory would benefit from a clearer conceptualisation of variables and causal
mechanisms and a workable definition of transitions. Current definitions such as ‘rapid change’,
‘structural change’ and ‘irreversible change’ can be argued to be a matter of perception. At this
stage, any large-scale societal change can be argued to be a transition. Then you risk seeing what
you want to see and your projections become what you want to predict. Although we agree that
pure objectivity cannot be reached, we do feel that the theory can easily lead to largely arbitrary
results.
We would also suggest that the theory could be better grounded in existing theories, being
transparent in where the ideas come from and what the ‘transitions’ approach adds. In this way it
can be shown what the theory adds to the existing scientific knowledge base.
References
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Epilogue
By Pieter Valkering, Rutger van der Brugge and Bas Amelung
The second ICIS summer course on Integrated Assessment provided a valuable learning
experience, both for participants and organizers. For the morning sessions, high-level scientists in
the field of Integrated Assessment were invited to present their scientific work and results. The
first three lectures provided insight in the science-policy-society interface and the changing role
of science in particular in the field of sustainability. This is the basis for the new approaches
Integrated Assessment stands for. The next two lectures provided new Integrated Assessment
concepts, like the transition-framework for analysing societal transformation processes. In the
lectures after that experiences of integrated assessment methods like scenario development,
modelling techniques (and scaling) and uncertainty were presented. The interactive setting invited
the participants to reflect and ask questions, which resulted in cutting edge and pioneering
discussions. Moreover, some of the lecturers presented their latest ideas to invoke discussion to
sharpen their idea, for example a global trade system of carbon-emissions. The summer course
website (www.icis.unimaas.nl\summercourse) contains all presentations of the lecturers, as well
as contact-addresses.
During the afternoons, there were working sessions in which the participants combined theory
and practice. Central themes for the working sessions were a number of Integrated Assessment
methodologies. The working sessions combined theory and practice. There were four working
groups. The scenario group has developed three different scenario’s for the future of the salmon
industry. The transition working group has carried out system analysis of science in which the
multi-level dynamics (micro, meso, macro) were incorporated. The sustainability-group made use
of the SCENE-model and the Rapid Assessment Protocol to analyse two regions in terms of
stocks and flows. The modelling group focused on the issue of up- and downscaling in modelling
and different theoretical concepts that deal with the interaction between scale levels. The group
results were reported to the other participants in plenary presentations. The participants were able
to give response. After each presentation, a critical reflection of Prof. dr. ir. J. Rotmans and Dr.
D. Rothman provided the groups with feedback.
At the end of the course, the participants performed an evaluation in a proper participatory IA
mode. During this session, three question were addressed: 1) What did you expect from the
course? 2) What did you not like and what could be improved? and 3) What did you like and
what would you take with you? (The results of this session are included in the Appendix.) From
these discussions we distilled a number of important lessons learned and recommendations for
organising a future summer course.
We learned, for example, that the selection of lecturers was greatly appreciated by the group. In
particular the late night presentation of Jerry Ravetz was a memorable experience. A
recommendation, however, was ‘to get more out of the speakers’. The level of the talks was
considered in some cases introductory. Also, because of the tight schedules of speakers, there was
relatively little room for interaction with them. One way of improving this interaction would be
through an alternative program, with a smaller focus on lectures and a larger focus on input from
the participants. More time could be reserved for presentation of the participants’ work and
reflection on their research problems from each other and the lecturers available. This would
improve the relation between the course content and participants work and could provide more
room for in depth discussion.
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The virtues of the course, expressed by the participants, were manifold. Apart from learning
about IA and why it is important, the group appreciated the group engagement, the interactions
among them, the social events, the selection and diversity of participants, and the critical attitude
to name but a few.
A main goal of the summer course was to educate participants in the field of Integrated
Assessment. We belief this goal has been achieved, which is illustrated by the working group
reports presented in this book. A second goal, maybe even more important, was bringing together
young professionals from different disciplines and backgrounds, but connected by the ideal of
realizing a sustainable world. We also believe this goal has been met. The summer course has
provided an opportunity to enlarge the Integrated Assessment community. This is important for
the continuation of this kind of research and the development of new concepts. More concrete, it
has led to intention statements to create a new young IA-scientists network and initiatives for
writing a joint proposal. Continuing the network activities will result in the cross-fertilization of
ideas and concepts.
Overall, the summer course provided a very valuable experience, both for the participants and
organizers. We thank everybody for that!
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Appendix I: Summer Course Program
WEEK 1
Day
Day 1
(Sept 1st)

Morning - 9:00 – 12:30
Introduction to the course

Jan Rotmans
Science-Policy-Society interface:
A policy perspective

Afternoon - 14:00 – 18:00
Science-Policy-Society
interface: A policy perspective
Teresa Ribeiro

Evening
Social event:
‘Speurtocht’
to the bar

Introduction to work sessions

Prof. Tim O’Riordan
Day 2
(Sept 2nd)

Overview of IA models

Pim Martens

Modeling for regional IA
problems

Guy Engelen
IA modeling and Integrative
concepts

Hands on experience modeling

John Schellnhuber
Day 3
(Sept 3rd)

Scene model and sustainability

Work sessions

Jasper Grosskurth
Scaling in IA modeling

Kasper Kok
Day 4
(Sept 4th)

Transitions towards
sustainability
Jan Rotmans

Work sessions

Historical transitions and
strategic niche management

Johan Schot
Day 5
(Sept 5th)

Pluralistic uncertainty
management: Social scientific
basis

Social event:
Excursion Maaswerken by
canoe

Jerry Ravetz
The challenge of uncertainty and
pluralism in Integrated
Assessment

Marjolein Van Asselt
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Social event:
Drums

WEEK 2
Day
Day 6
(Sept 8th)

Morning – 9:00 – 12:30
Scenarios: Introduction and
overview

Afternoon - 14:00 – 18:00
Work sessions

Evening

Work sessions

Social event
Caves
Pietersberg

Dale Rothman
Scenarios for business

Frank Ruff
Day 7
(Sept 9th)

Participative methods for
Integrated assessment

Nicole rijkens/Mita Patel
Social scientific basis of
participatory methods.

Carlo Jaeger
Day 8
(Sept 10th)

Participatory sustainability
Assessment using computer
models

Work sessions

David Tabara
Participative scenario
development

Chris Anastasi
Day 9
(Sept 11th)

Scenarios and discontinuities

Work sessions

Philip Van Notten
Integrated Economics-EnergyClimate models

Claudia Kemfert
Day 10
(Sept 12th)

Results work sessions
Presentations and discussion

Results work sessions
Presentations and discussion
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Farewell party
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Appendix III: Evaluation by the participants
Question 1: What were your expectations?
• To meet other people in IA
• To meet specific people I heard/read about (i.e. meet some of the speakers)
• Openness for new ideas
• Exchange of ideas
• To discuss practical research problems
• Input participants
• A toolkit
• A protocol for the implementation of IA methods
• Lectures, concepts practical cases (IA material)
• To learn (in general)
• To learn about IA state of the art and IA community
• To learn about modeling
• To learn about how to integrate different methods
• To learn about how a group like this behaves
• To understand one owns work
• Lots of work and surprises
• Not many expectations

Question 2: What did you not like about the course and how could this be improved?
Working groups:
• It was difficult to choose between work sessions. Perhaps next time more time for sessions
and opportunity to do 2 topics. For example ‘participatory’ work sessions in the first week
and more ‘quantitative’ work sessions in the second week.
• The working groups were allocated according to preference. Another way of allocating the
participant among the groups would have been interesting. For example, use the participants’
expectations and/or CV to put groups together. Or give opportunity for the groups to mix and
exchange ideas. Or mix different disciplines/backgrounds into one group and look at certain
topic together.
Lectures:
• In general the lectures did not go ‘in-depth’. There were too many introductionary courses. It
was a little bit of everything, which was not beneficial for the level of the course. Perhaps the
speakers could have focused on one or two aspects of their research field, but everybody has
a different background and is looking for something else to learn. Another option is more
time for in-depth discussion with the lecturer after the presentations.
• The lectures did not really complement each other (fragmentation of lectures). Perhaps it is an
idea to let the speakers now about the other topics that are presented, but in practice this is
difficult to achieve. On the other hand, the group of participants should be able to make the
connection between the presented topics themselves and form their own opinions (during
discussions)
• Here was not enough time for discussion after the presentations. Perhaps next time less
speakers and more time for discussion in program and make sure that speakers stay within the
time given for their lecture.
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•
•

There were a lot of lectures by ICIS-people. But on the other hand, they understood the
group, questions and problems better.
There is a need for more practical cases: applying IA in practice. Include as well senior
speakers as junior speakers.

Learning environment:
• The course had a pretty much top-down approach, instead of an atmosphere of ‘us learning
together’. But on the other hand, the group did not ‘experiment’ with given ideas. Sharing
atmosphere was sometimes lacking. Perhaps include one hour a day for reflection to open up,
motivate and exchange ideas.
• More involvement of ICIS senior staff?
• Scientific content: IA was presented as a closed book, without really connecting it to other
disciplines (no credit was given to other disciplines). Make to connection more transparent.
This could help to answer the question ‘how do I integrate?”.
Program:
• Next time reserve first day for presentations by participants on own work and expertise. In
addition, one should ask about expectation about course on the first day.
• There were too few opportunities to share won research problems with group. Reserve 1-2
afternoon for this next time.
• Reserve 1-2 ‘self-organizing’ afternoons in the program.
• Perhaps it is an idea to change the program of the second week a bit. For example, lectures in
the mornings and group working in the afternoons in the first week, and vice versa in second
week.
• More clarity about logistics. For example, information on where and when to eat in time…
Participants:
• During the course the scientific point of view was dominant. Unfortunately, people were very
negative about policymakers (“ how are we ever to understand each other then?”). Although
the course was also intended for policymakers and business people, few of them applied.
Possibly due to the fact that it is difficult for them to spend two whole weeks away from
work.

Question 3: What did you like about the course and what are you going to take home with
you?
Participants and interactions:
• The groups engagement
• Openness and interest of participants
• Meeting people (participants, ICIS, speakers); the group made things work.
• Good selection of participants; diversity of participants
• Discussions after presentations
• Discussions outside formal program (e.g. during meals etc)
• Nice social events helped to integrate within group and to interact with each other
• Communication and interaction
• Critical attitude
• Constructive comments
• There were no conflicts
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Learning:
• Lots of new information to take home (to digest)
• Learned a lot about IA
• To learn new things that are very helpful/ useful for own research
• Realizing that communication is very important to gain insights and to explore whether we
are talking about the same
• Learning ways to communicate IA to more disciplinary scientists (e.g. economists); bring
back home good arguments to explain why IA is important
• IA is learning while doing: applying methods is better than reading about it
• Appreciated that ICIS sticks his neck out (conceptually and in scientific arena) and to be able
to be part of this. Besides shared views, there is also room for disagreement.
• Realizing that everybody has more or less the same problems.
• Meeting people that I can turn to in the future to discus own research problems
• ICIS-staff learned as well (bottom-up)
Lectures and working sessions:
• The effort to include business people/ policymakers as speakers and participants
• The combination of presentations with the interactions during the group-sessions
• High quality lectures; some brilliant speakers; wide diversity of speakers
Organization:
• The ICIS junior staff
• Openness of organizing staff
• Organization very concerned with satisfying participants needs
Other:
• The overall balance is very positive
• Surprises
• The honest evaluation of the course with a participant as facilitator
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Appendix IV: List of participants
Last name

First name

Nationality Profession

Field of interest

Affiliation

E-mail

Athanasiadis

Ioannis N.

Greek

Computer Engineer

Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki, Greece

ionathan@EE.AUTH.GR

Bernheim

Thomas

Belgian

Bovenkamp

Wietske van
den

Dutch

Environmental
Economist
Researcher

Artificial Intelligence,
Environmental Impact
Assessment
Sustainable development

Caggiano

Monica

Italian

PhD Student

Carmichael

Jeff

Canadian

Cogan

Valeri

Australian

Cuenca
Dijk
Gabrielsen

Federal Planning Bureau, Belgium bt@plan.be
wietskevdb@HOTMAIL.COM

Integrated software
developer
Project
Manager/Researcher

Sustainable development and National Institute for Public
climate
Health and the Environment,
Netherlands
Desertification
ICIS, University of Maastricht,
Netherlands
QUEST model
University of British Columbia,
Canada
River basin management
Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei,
Italy

Estrella Bernal Spanish
Marc
Dutch

Economics Teacher
Reseacher

Ecological economics
Technological change

bercue@POSTA.UNIZAR.ES
M.Dijk@ICIS.UNIMAAS.NL

Peder

Danish

Project Officer

Agriculture indicators

Gonzales-Martinez Ana Citlalic

Mexican

Economist

Helm

Ruud van der

Dutch

PhD Student

Ecological economics,
multicriteria analysis
Future studies

Hinkel

Jochen

German

Scientist

Geo-ecology/computing

Jager-Vreugdenhil

Marja

Dutch

Member of Staff

Agriculture
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University of Zaragoza, Spain
ICIS, University of Maastricht,
Netherlands
European Environment Agency,
Denmark
Autonomous University of
Barcelona, Spain
Ecole Nationale de Génie Rural,
des Eaux et des Forêts, France
Potsdam Institute of Climate
Impact Research
Dutch Ministry of Agriculture,
Scientific Council for Government
Policy

monicacaggiano@YAHOO.IT
jcarmichael@SDRI.UBC.CA
valeri.cogan@feem.it

Peder.Gabrielsen@EEA.EU.INT
anacitlalic.gonzalez@CAMPUS.UAB.ES
Vanderhelm@ENGREF.FR
hinkel@PIK-POTSDAM.DE
mikko.rask@HUT.FI

Last name

First name

Nationality Profession

Field of interest

Affiliation

E-mail

Keskitalo

Carina

Swedish

Researcher

Climate change and
stakeholders

Carina.Keskitalo@UROVA.FI

Keune
Ligtvoet
Moreau

Hans
Andreas
Vincent

Dutch
Dutch
French

Political scientist
Policy Analyst
Masters student

Political science
Scenario development
Social economics-scenarios

Nienhuis

Annoesjka

Dutch

Proces manager

Sustainable outscouring

Nilsson

Måns

Swedish

Researcher

Overeem

Imre

Dutch

Researcher

Pedroso

Christina

Portugese

PhD Student

Environmental policy and
sustainability
Measuring sustainable
development
Environmental Sciences,
biology, ecology

University of Lapland,
Department of Social Studies,
Finland
University of Antwerp, Belgium
RAND Europe, Netherlands
Autonomous University of
Barcelona, Spain
NIDO (National Initiative
Sustainable Development),
Netherlands
Stockholm Environment Institute,
Sweden
Telos, Netherlands

Rask

Mikko

Finnish

Researcher

Social management of
technological risk

Rikkonen

Pasi

Finnish

Researcher

Scenario building

MTT, Agrifood research, Finland pasi.rikkonen@MTT.FI

Röckmann

Christine

German

PhD Student

Sustainable fisheries

Hamburg University, Research
Unit Sustainability and Global
change, Germany
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hans.keune@UA.AC.BE
ligtvoet@RAND.ORG
vincent.moreau@CAMPUS.UAB.ES
a.nienhuis@NIDO.NU

mans.nilsson@SEI.SE
I.overeem@uvt.nl

cmarta@ci.uc.pt
Departamento de Botânica,
Universidade de Coimbra,
Portugal
m.patel@ICIS.UNIMAAS.NL
Helsinki University of
Technology, Laboratory of
environmental protection, Finland

roeckmann@DKRZ.DE
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First name

Nationality Profession
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Ronneberger

Kerstin

German

PhD Student

IA global models

Salmi

Olli

Finnish

PhD Student

Steenhof

Paul

Dutch

PhD student

Zajickova

Zdenka

Slovakian

PhD Student

Zhou

Yuan

Chinese

PhD Student

Affiliation

E-mail

ronneberger@DKRZ.DE
Hamburg University, Research
Unit Sustainability and Global
change, Germany
Pathdependencies and
Helsinki University of
olli.salmi@HUT.FI
environmental management Technology, Laboratory of
environmental protection, Finland

Social and environmental
change
Regional foresight and
sustainability
Modeling water and
ecomomy
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Carleton University, Canada

psteenho@CONNECT.CARLETON.CA

Slovak Academy of Sciences,
Slovakia
Hamburg University, Research
Unit Sustainability and Global
change, Germany

sob@ZOZNAM.SK
Yuan.zhou@DKRZ.DE

